FALL 1984 SEMESTER
September 4-6
September 8
September 26-28
October 6
November 6
November 12
November 22-25
December 24-january 1, 1985
january 4
January 5-11

Registration-Fall 1984
First day of classes Fall 1984
Rosh Hashanah · no classes
Yom Kippur- no classes
Election Day no classes
Veterans Day no classes·
Thanksgiving Recess- no classes
Winter Recess no classes
Last day of classes
Final examinations
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January 28-30
February 4
February 12
February 18
April 8-14
May 21
May 23-30
June 7

Registration- Spring 1985
First day of classes
Lmcoln' s Birthday-no classes
Washmgton' s B1rthday-no classes
Spring Recess - no classes
Last day of classes
Final examinations
Commencement

SUMMER SESSION 1985
June 11
June 17
july 25

• Subject to change.
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Final examinations
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ACCREDITATION

DEGREE PROGRAMS OFFERED

Bronx Community Colleae Is accredited by the Middle
States Association of Colleaes and Secondary Schools,
throuah its Commission on Institutions of Hiaher Education, both as a unit of The City University of New York
and as an Individual colleae.

The applicant to Bronx Community Colleae may be
admitted to one of the various curricula offered. Detailed
descriptions of the requirements for the dearee in the
curricula (and options) appear on paaes -42 to 69.

The curricula in Electrical and Mechanical Technoloaies
are accredited by the Accreditation Board for Enaineerina and Technoloav (formerly Enaineers' Council for
Professional Development) as enaineerlng technoloay
curricula.
The Nursina curriculum is accredited by the National
Leaaue for Nursina.

CHARTER
The New York State Board of Reaents, through the
Division of Hlaher Education of the New York State
Department of Education, has chartered and approved
all curricula and proarams of Bronx Community College.

NONDISCRIMINATION POLICY

Auoclate In Applied Sciences Oearee (A.A.S.)Career Programs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accountins
Audiovisual Technolosv
Data Processlns (Programmin&)
Education Associate (cireer or transfer)
Electronic and Computer Technolosv (career or transfer)
Marketlns Manasement & Sales
Medical Laboratory Technology
Nuclear Medicine Technology
Nursing (career or transfer)
Ornamental Horticulture
Paralegal Studies
Performing Arts -Music (career or transfer)
Pre-Pharmacy (transfer prosram)
Secretarial Studies

Associate In Arts Dearee (A.A.)-

Bronx Community College has a policy of nondlscrimina·
tion, 1nd of providing educational opportunities for the disadvantased iS • means of facilitating their access to a
br011der range of employment opportunities. Accordingly,
no person shall, on the basis of race. religion, color, age,
national origin, sex, disability, or handicap, be excluded
from participation in or be denied the benefits, or be subjected to discrimination in any of the College's programs or
activities.

Transfer Programs
• Business Teaching (Accounting and Marketing Management)
• Human Services
• Liberal Arts and Sciences
• Secretarial Teaching

Associate in Science Degree (A.S.)Transfer Programs

Any student or employee of Bronx Community College who
believes that there has been a violation of any affirmative
action regulation may invoke these procedures.
For further Information, contact the Affirmative Action Coordinator, Office of Academic Affairs, language Hall.

I

• Business Administration
Accounting
Marketing Manaaement & Sales
Management
• Engineering Science
• Liberal Arts and Sciences
• Medical Laboratory Technology

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
• Automotive Mechanics
• Paralegal Studies
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CAMPUS SERVICES AND FACILITIES
Bronx Community College is situated on a beautiful

Computer Center

~ere campus high above the Harlem River. The

The City University of New York acquired the campus in
1973 as the permanent home for Bronx Community
College. A master plan which would renovate and adapt
the campus to the special needs of a community college
was deferred until recently by the city's fiscal crisi<

The Center serves both the administrative and academic
needs of the College. Information vital to the proper functioning of the College is processed here. This includes admissions, registration, and end-of-semester · grade reporting.
Programs written by students and faculty are processed at
the Center. A remote job entry link to the University Computing Center permits access to state of the art IBM computers. A Digital Equipment Corporation PDP 11/34 is provided to support computer-assisted instruction as well as
other functions complementary to classroom experience.

Silver Hall, a comparatively recent structure designed as a
dormitory, has be-en approved for renovation as a
classroom facility. It will provide classrooms and offices for
academic departments as well as space for the Registrar,
the Business Office and the Computer Center. The Biology
and Chemistry Departments are also slated to move into
renovated laboratories In the Technology Two building.

Students can attend afternoon and evening classes while
their children between the ages of 5 and 12 are provided
with ''after school" services at the Drop-In Center.
Games, arts and crafts, snacks, athletics and tutoring are
all available.

buildings originally housed the New York University
School of Engineering and include several landmark
structures dating back to the early part of this century.

Auditoriums
The BCC campus has three major auditoriums The
largest is in the Could Memorial Library. Its capacity
of 750 allows its use for a variety of events including
College convocations, cultural programs and community
activities.
The Hall of Fame Playhouse in the Could Student Center;
with a capacity of 375, is used as a theatre for dramatic
productions, musicals and concerts.
Schwendler Auditorium in Tech II, which seats 200, is also
used for concerts and community activities

BCC Child Development Center
The Bronx Community College Child Development
Center was officially founded m October 1972 as a
service to students of BCC. Its professional staff helps to
provide a setting where children 21h to 6 years old can
develop physically, socially, and intellectually at their
own pace and to their individual capacities.
The Center; located at 2205 Sedgwick Avenue, is open
from 7:15 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Monday through Friday Hot
meals and snacks are provided daily. Enrollment is
limited.

Bookstore
The bookstore in the Could Student Center, operated as
a private concession under contract with the College,
stocks all required and supplementary textbooks and
supplies, in addation to greeting cards, stationery, college
jewelry, sweatshirts, etc. Part of the bookstore's income
goes to the Bronx Community College Association, Inc.,
funds from whach are used to support student activities.

Drop-In Center

The Center is open from 2 to 8 p.m. Monday through
Thursday. Students can register their children to use the
Center regularly, or on an emergency basi~ The Drop-In
Center is located in Gould Student Center, Room 102.

Evening Office
Evening and Saturday classes are .s cheduled each
semester to accommodate students' work and home
commitments. Most courses leading to the Associate in
Arts (AA), Associate in Scaence (A.S.), and Associate in
Applied Sciences (A.A.S.) degrees are available to the
students during evening hours. A wide range of courses is
scheduled on Saturdays beginning at 8:30 a.m.
The Evening Office, located in Tech Two, Room G-{)2, is
open the following hours when classes are in session:
Mondays-Thursdays-5 to 10 p.m.
Saturdays-8 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Extension Centers
A wide range of courses is offered by Bronx Community
College at the Bronx Psychiatric Center, 1500 Waters Place,
and at the New York Psychiatric Center, 722 West 168th
Street. Classes are determlned by student demand and space
availability. Instructors are full-time or adjunct members of
the faculty.

Health Services
The office of Health Services is Loew Hall 101. When
classes are in session, a registered nurse is on duty from
9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. on Friday, and 8:30a.m. to 2:30 p m. on Saturday.
The Health Service provides first aid, health counseling.
and referrals on any health-related matter.

Cafeteria
A cafeteria, located in the Gould Student Center, is
operated for the convenience of students and faculty. In
addition to the meals and refreshments available, the
facilities are used for receptions and meetings.

Introducing bronx community college
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Public lnfo~tion Office
The Public Information Office is located in Languaae
H,ll 16. Information about cultural events and colleae
activities is available there.
~fety and Security

This office in Loew Hall, Room 505, is responsible for
lost-and-found services, campus parking. t he issuance of
10 cards. and the patrol of the campus and its buildings.

Student Lounges
Students are invited to use and enjoy lounges and recreation areas in the Gould Student Center.

LIBRARY AND LEARNING RESOURCES
The Library and Learning Resources Center at Bronx
Community College is constituted as an instructional department. It is a materials center for student research and
supplements classroom instruction through its print and
nonprint collections.
Library and Learning Resources 'has two locations: Technology Two Building and Sage Hall.
The print collection now exceeds 85,000 volumes and is
growing rapidly The l1brary currently receives close to
350 period1cals covering a wide variety of subjects and
maintains extensive back files. The collection includes
books for recreational reading and a pamphlet file on
topics of current interest.

Swimming Pool a nd Gymnasium
The swimming pool and gymnasium, located in Alumni
Gym, are used by Health and Physical Education classes
and college athletic teams. They are also available for
student and faculty recreational use during specified
hours.

Nonprint Services provides many types of media for
students and faculty. In the lt'arning resourct's center a
great varili'ty of educ~tional technology is employed to
enhance learning - cartridge films, slides, fi lm strips,
records, tape recordings and video-cassettes.
An AcadE'mic Computer Centli'r is located on the second
floor of Sage HaiL Microcomputers, including Apple and
IBM systems, arE' available for students and faculty use.
Many of the educational materials were produced on cam·
pus to meet the specific requirements of students and facul·
ty.
The library and learning Resources staff provides reference aid for the individual reader and prepares bibliographies for spec1fic subject areas. In addition, the staff
offers formal classroom instruction in the use of the
library and in research procedures.

8
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APPLICATION PROCEDURE
The Frelhman Application
The City University provides a form that Includes two
applications:
1. The ltqular Application Form permits students to
apply to as many as six reaular colleae proarams of City
University on a sinale form. Even if the six proarams are
In six different CUNY colleaes, only one application is
necessary.
2. The Special Proarame Application is desianed for
students applylna to SEEK and Colleae Discovery and
contains its own Instruction manual. It should be noted,
however, that 1pplic1tions from students who cannot be
admitted to SEEK and Colleae Discovery but who meet
CUNY admissions requirements will be admitted automatically to a rqul•r community or senior colleae
pfOiram.
I

Where to Apply:
The followina applicants should complete the Reaular
Application Form and send it to:
I

University Application Processlna Center
Box 136, Bay Station
Brooklyn, New York 11235

1. Students who are currently attend ina hiah school and
who seek admission as matriculated students to the
lower freshman class of any colleae (senior or community) of The City University of New York. Students must
have completed at least six semesters' (11th year) of hiah
school.
2. Students who have earned an Equivalency Diploma
and passed the General Education Development Examination.
3. Students who have been araduated from hiah school
and have never attended any institution of hiaher
learnina.
4. All students who have had no more than one year of
secondary schoolina outside the United States.
All students who have had more than one year of secondary schoolina outside the United States should file an
International Student Application that is available at the
Office of Admission Services, 875 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, N.Y. 10001 .
The followin1 applicants should apply directly to the
collqe of their choice:
Applicants who wish nondearee status (nonmatriculated
students). Each colleae will advise and supply an
application to the above applicants.
Application Fee
All applications must be accompanied by a money order
for S2S, made out to The City University of New York.
(Instructions for submitting the fee are included with the
application forms.)

Deadlines for Appllcatlont
All applications to the University Application Processina
Center must be submitted by deadline dates: July 1 for
the Fall Semester, and December 1 for the Sprina
Semester.
All applications for direct admission to the Colleae must be
submitted before the last scheduled CUNY Skills Assessment
Examination.
Notification Dates
Applicants for Fall admission will be notified by Auaust
15; applicants for Sprlna. by January 15.
Pre-Admlllione Coumelina
Pre-admissions counselina is available to all prospective
students in Loew Hall. Services include aroup and
individual counselina for current hiah school students.
transfer students, and adults who are considerina
applyina for colleae.
Skills Aneument hamlnatlons
Each student must meet acceptable standards in the
basic skills areas of readina. writina and mathematics
established by the Colleae. In addition, the Board of
Hiaher Education has mandated that students meet a
University-wide minimal level of skills proficiency before
entrance to the upper division. Consequently; students
will be tested in these areas after admission but before
reaistration for courses to determine whether they meet
the minimal University and colleae standards. Those who
fail Initially to meet these requirements will be aiven
appropriate remedial instructions to assist them in
achlevina the required skills competency levels. Students
who fail to achieve the minimal standards of CUNY by
the end of their sophomore year• will not be permitted to
continue In the University.
Students enterina the University after Sept. 1, 1978, who
have failed to meet the standards of proficiency in the
basic skills areas of reading, writina and mathematics
established by the University will not be permitted to
transfer.
BCC Placement Tests
In addition to the Skills Assessment Examinations, some
applicants must take separate departmental placement
tests in mathematics. speech, typing and/or a foreian
lanauage, dependina on their choice of curriculum.
Separate tests are administered In chemistry (Toledo
Examination) and engineering sciences and enaineerina
technologies (Spatial Relations Test).

• For students enrolled in a community college, the end of the
sophomore year shall be the semester or session in which the
student completes the degree requirements for sraduation from
the program in which he or she is enrolled.

Introducing bronx community collep
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TUITION AND OTHER FEES
All fees must be paid in full at the time of reaistration.
Where tuition fees are reduced by place of residence,
leaal proof of such residence may be required to establish elialbility. (Any arranaements for loans or applications for loans or arants must be completed in advance of
reaistration.)
All fees and tuition charaes are subject to change at any
time by action of the Board of Trustees without prior
notice. In the event of any increase in the fees or tuition
charaes. payments already made to the Colleae will be
treated as a partial payment. and notification will be
aiven of the additional amount due and the time and
method for payment
Tuition Deferrals
Students who have neither cash nor an approved form of
financial aid to pay their tuition may apply for a tuition
deferral. Under this plan, students make a partial payment at registration and pay the balance, on installments,
during the semester. Information concerning tuition
deferrals will be available at reaistration. There is a $15
fee for all tuition deferrals.
AIIOCiation Fees
These fees are payable by all students- matriculated
and nonmatriculated.
1. Students takina Day division courses or
any combination of Day and Evening
division courses (includes reaistration,
library, laboratory. audio laboratory,
breakage, malpractice insurance,
student activities and graduation fees)
2. Summer Session students and those
takina Evenina Division courses only
(includes registration, library,
laboratory, audio laboratory,
breakage, student activities, and
araduation fees).

535/Sem.

FULL-TIME STUDENTS
New York City resident, or
New York State resident with a
Certificate of Residence

$612.50/le!MIIer

New York State resident without a
Certificate of Residence, or
Non-New York State resident,
includina International Student

$1,01:1.50/~emetter

PART·TIME STUDENTS
(fewer than 72 credit weight)

New York City resident. or
New York State resident with a
Certificate of Residence

$40/credlt ••

All others, includina
International Student

$76/credlt ••

•subject ro ch•nre.
• • The following courses do not follow the normal pallern
for calculating tuitien. They include an additional charge for
an hour of compensatory work.

ACC II
ACC 12
ACC 13
ACC 14
BUS II

ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG

01
02
13
14
15

ENG 16
ESL 11
MTH 13
MTH 31
MTH 32

MUS 21
MUS 40
MUS 50
PHY 31

PHY 32

EXPENSES
$17/Sem.

Special Fees
(for all students- matriculated and nonmatriculated.)

1. Application for admission (payable at
registration time if not paid before).
2. Transcript(no charae for transcripts sent to
colleaes of The City University of
New York).
3. Make-up and special examinations
First examination per semester
Each additional examination
(maximum fee of $25 per semester
for three or more examinations)
4. Late registration
5. Chanae of proaram
(schedule of classes)
6. Duplicate ID card fee
7. Duplicate Record

TUITION FEES •

$25

Dependent Students: Students who rely on their parents
to provide a substantial part of their support are generally
defined as dependent students. For such students, it is
estimated that the following expenses would be incurred
related to attendance at Bronx Community Colleae for
the nine-month academic year exclusive of tuition and
fees.
Books and supplies
Transportation
Lunch
Personal

$200
490

470
520

Total

$1,680

S4

$15

S 5
S15
$10
$ 5
S 1

Materials Charae•
Special materials charges may be required in some
courses. These include certain courses in Art, Bioloay.
Chemistry, Medical Laboratory Technology, Music .and
Photography.

Self-Supportina Students: A .self-supporting (independent)
student encounters day·to-day living expenses (housina.
food, clothing. medical, etc.) in addition to costs related
to college attendance. The following is an estimate of the
expenses related to attendance at Bronx Community
Colleae for a nine-month academic year.
$200
Books and supplies
Transportation
490
Housing
2230
Food
1730
Clothing and medical
630
Personal
~
Total
$5900
Independent students who are married or who support
additional dependents will incur additional expenses.
More detailed information related to student costs is
available by contacting the Financial Aid Office.
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REFUND OF TUITION AND OTHER FEES

MILITARY SERVICE

Fees are not refunded unless a course is withdrawn by the
College. Under exceptional circumstances, upon
approval of a written appl ication made to the Registrar, •
a refund of tuition fees only may be made in accordance
with the following schedule:

Special academic standing and military refund regulations apply to students who enlist or are called to serve In
the Armed Forces of the United States (see paae 311.
These students must present evidence of enlistment or
induction orders.

A full refund of tuition and General Fees (where
applicable) will be made in the event that: (1) courses are
cancelled by the College; (2) a student's registration is
cancelled by the Colleae
• Students who wish to withdraw before the opening date of
cluses or who wish only to drop • course should apply in person
directly to the Registrar's Office.

Military Refunds
Special Military Refund reaulations apply to students
who enlist or are called to serve in the milllary services of
the United States.
·
Military service must be documented with a copy of
induction or military orders

VETERANS' BENEFITS
Information and advice concernlna veterans will be
furnished by the Office of Veterans' Affairs (see paae 31).
All new students planning to receive education benefits
under C.l. Bills should contact the Veterans' Administra·
tion, 252 Seventh Ave., New York City, before registration
to make arranaements for benefits .
Currently enrolled BCC students eligible to continue
receiving educational benefits while at BCC must present
their current Bursar's Receipt at the Veterans' Affairs
Office, Philosophy Hall Basement.

In order to obtain a arade and full academic credits, a
student must attend approximately 13 weeks. No refund
will be made to a student who has been assianed a arade,
regardless of whether the grade is passing or failing.
In instances where students who have enlisted In military
service do not attend for a sufficient time to qualify for a
grade and full academic credit but continue in attendance to within two weeks of induction, refund of tuition
and all other fees except application fee will be made in
accordance with the following principles:
Withdrawal before completion of the
fourth week of the semester . . . . . . . ........ 100%
Withdrawal after this date . .
• . . . . . . . . 50%

I
SCHEDULE OF TUITION REFUNDS
Other Than

Summer
Withdrawal from class before the scheduled date of
the session
Withdrawal from course in order to register at another
un1t of the City University during that semester
Withdrawal w1thin one week after scheduled openini
date of the session
Withdrawal during the second week after scheduled
opening of the session
Withdrawal during third week after scheduled opening
date of the sess1on
Withdrawal after completion of third week .1fter
scheduled opening date of session

14

Session

Summer
Session

100%

100%

100%

100%

75%

50%

50%

25%

25%

None

None

None
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financial aid

\

Financial Aid Office: Loew Hall, Room 106
Director: Mr Douglas Strauss
Assistant Director: Mr. Byron Taylor

The Financial Aid Office administers all aid programs- federal, state, city and college funded. Applications,
counseling and other information are available from the office. Financial Aid program descriptions are based on current statutes and regulations, and may be changed
periodically. Entering students should contact the Financial
Aid Office early in the admissions process to discuss
eligibility requirements, to obtain forms, and to obtain upto-date information on the various aid programs. Continuing
students must file applications each spring.

NEW YORK STATE PROGRAMS
Tuition Assistance Program (TAP)
TAP is administered by the New York State Higher Educa·
tion Services Corporation for residents of New York State.
Under this program, full-time students (at least 12 credits
or equated credits) whose families have an annual New
York State taxable income of $25,000 or less may qualify
for assistance to help meet tuition charges. Application
forms are available in the Financial A1d Office Before
submitting the applicat1on. the applicant should review it
with a financial aid officer, especially if there are questions relating to completion of the application. The
Higher Education Services Corporation determines the
applicant's eligibility and an award certificate ind1cating
the amount of the grant is sent directly to the applicant.
Selection of Recipients and Allocation of Awards: TAP is
an entitlement program . There is neither a qualifying
examination nor a limited number of awards. To be eligible for financial assistance under TAP, you must be a
New York State resident and a U S citizen or permanent
resident alien; be enrolled full-time and matriculated;
make sat1sfactory academic progress toward completion
of your program; and be economically eligible according
to current criteria

An applicant who is in default in the repayment of a
student loan is excluded from eligibility for this program. ,
Students may generally receive TAP awards for four years
of study. Students enrolled in approved five-year programs, or in an opportunity program, such as the College
Discovery Program at Bronx Community College, may
receive undergraduate awards for five years.
Award schedule: The amount of the TAP award is scaled
according to level of study, tuition charge, and net taxable income. The income measure is the family's Of the
independent student's net taxable income from the
preceding tax year plus certain nontaxable income, and,
for dependent students, support from divorced or separated parents. This income is further adjusted to reflect
other family members enrolled full time in postsecondary study.
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Supplemental Eduational Opportunity Grants
(SEOG)

Collq e Work Study Program (CWS)

A student enrolled at Bronx Community College can
apply for an award under this proaram by completing the
CUNY Student Aid Form (CSAF).

Application Procedures: A student enrolled at Bronx
Community College can apply for an award under this
proaram by completing a CUNY Student Aid Form
(CSAF1 provided by the college.

Selection of Recipients and Allocations of Awards: The
applicant must be:
1. in ·exceptional financial need, to the extent that without a Supplemental Grant award his/her education
could not be continued;
t
2. enrolled at least half time.

Selection of Recipients and Allocation of Awards: The
applicant must be enrolled at least half-time. In the event
that more students are eligible for CWS than there are
funds available, preference is g1ven to students who have
great financia l nee-d and who must earn a part of their
educat ional expenses

Award Schooule: The award ranges from $200 to $2,000.

Award Schedule: The Financial Aid Office arranges jobs
on-campus or off-campus with public or private nonprofit
agencies Factors considered by the Financial Aid Office
in determ1ning whether and how many hours the applicant may work under this program are: financial need,
class schedule, academic progress, and health status.
Salary is dependent on the nature of the job and applicant qualifications.

Rights and Responsibilities of Recipients: The student
must continue to make satisfactory academic progress.

National Dired Student Loan Program (NDSL)
Application Procedure: A student enrolled at Bronx
Community College can apply for an award under this
program by completina a CUNY Student Aid Form (CSAF)
provided by the college. Forms, as well as specialized
information on loan cancellation provisions for
borrowers who go into certain fields of teaching or
specified military duty, are available from the Financial
Aid Office.
Selection of Recipients and Allocation of Awards: Loans
are available to matriculated students enrolled at least
half time.
Award Schedule: Amounts vary but no Bronx Community
College student can receive more than $1 ,000 per year or
a total of more than $2,500 while here
Rights and Responsibilities of Recipients: The current
interest rate, payable during the repayment period, is 5
percent on the unpa1d principal. Repayment begins six
months after graduation or leaving school, and may
extend up to ten years. Payment is not required for up to
three years of act1ve U.S. military service, or service in
the Peace Corps, VISTA, or s1milar national programs.

Rights and Responsibilities of Recipients: Satisfactory
academic progress must be maintained.

Social Security Payments to Children of Deceased
or Disabled Parents
Applicatton Procedures: Application may be made at any
Social Security Office. Applicants should present their
Social Secur~ty card, if one has been issued, and provide
the following information: name and address of the institution; dates of past attendance; student ID. number if
any; number of credit hours carried; and full- or part-time
status planned for the next academic period

Social Security recipients must have their attendance
certified by the Regastrar's Office in Philosophy Hall.

Veterans Administration (VA) Educational Benefits
Application Procedures.: Application forms are available
at all VA offices, active duty stations, and American
embassies. Completed forms are submatted to the nearest
VA office.
Selection of Recipients and Allocation of Awards:
Veterans who served over 180 days between January 31.
1955, and January 1, 1977, and:
1. continue on active duty;
2. were honorably discharged at the end of their tours of
duty, or
3. who qualify because of service connected dasabilaties.
are eligible for benef1ts.

Veterans are entitled to benef1ts for full-time study at
Bronx Community College for one and one-half months
for each month of actave service. up to 45 months Eligible veterans who served for 18 continuous months are
entitled to benefats for 45 months of full-time study In
each case. the equivalent in part-time study may be
authorized. The Veteran's Affairs Office in Philosophy
Hall is available to answer questions concerning VA
benefits
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Nursina Student Loan (NSL)

Lincoln Fund and Rudin Fund

The Nursina Student loan fund provides loans to full- or
half-time students In the nursina curriculum. No loan
may exceed 52,500 a year. Repayment beains nine
months after leavina the nursina curriculum even if the
students remains in colleae. Up to ten years may be
allowed to repay the loan. Ourlna the repayment period,
6 percent interest will be charaed on the unpaid balance
of the loan principal. No payments are required for up to
three years while servina in any of the uniformed services
or as a volunteer under the Peace Corps Act.

These funds make grants available to needy nursing
students. Grants of S1,000 are made to nursing students
who are found eligible based upon the CUNY Student Aid
Form.

The Financial Aid Officer can explain cancellation provisions for borrowers who enaaae in full-time employment
as a professional nurse In any public or nonprofit private
Institution,
Federal reaulations require that students be in aood
standina and makina satisfactory academic proaress in
order to receive financial aid. In addition, since financial
aid is paid to help students come to college, students
who withdraw from all their classes (officially or unofficially) may have to repay some of the financial aid they
have received.
Regulations for the proarams described above are
subject to chanae without notice.

COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS
Tuition Assistance Waiver
To be eliaible, a student must be classified as a part-time,
New York City resident, matriculated student takina a
minimum of six to a maximum of eleven credits. At the
present time the application form is PEll Grant form and
the Tuition Assistance Waiver is based upon the eligibility
index of the PEll Grant. The amount of the award varies
dependina on the index. This proaram is subject to
continued fundina on an annual basis.

Emersency Loan Fund•
1. The H.W. Wilson Emergency Loan Fund and the Edna
and Albert Goldman Emergency Loan Fund are revolv·
lng funds which provide small, short-term loans for
emergencies.
2. The Dean' s Confidential Loan Fund Is a short-term loan
for students with extraordinary emergency needs which
cannot be met by other loan funds. It is administered by
the Assistant Dean of Students.

Required Enrollment Statue
In order to receive checks for payments In all financial aid
programs which are made available through the College, a
student must be currently enrolled. Payments In all programs are based upon the total number of credits for which
the student Is enrolled: the PELL award for a full·time student and the CD awards for stipends, books and fees re·
quire that the student be enrolled for at least 12 credits; the
SEOG, NDSL, NSL and CWS awards require that a student
be enrolled for no fewer than six credits. Enrollment requirements must be met at the time the payments are
made; the payment must be made to the eligible student in
person; and, to receive a payment, the student must present a current, valid Bronx Community CoiJege student I.D.
card along with a copy of his or her most recently validated
Bursar's receipt.

Financial Aid programs are subject to change, dependent upon
the College's funding from Federal, State and City agencies.
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REGISTRATION

Students on Permit from Other Colleges

All students must register for courses during the official
registration period each semester, and at the time designated for that student's classification. The "Registration
Guide and Schedule of Classes'' is available several
weeks before the announced registration period.

Students from other colleges are advised to secure writ·
ten permission from their home colleges before applying
to register for any courses at BCC.

An "early registration" period (for currently enrolled
students) only takes place after mid-term of the seme~er
preceding the actual registration.
Students are advised to appear for registration, with appropriate credentials, at the ttme specified in order to take advantage oi their rt>gi~tration priority. Late registrants (those
registering after the close o( the oifictal rrgistratton period)
will be charged a late registration fee. 1 he College reserves
the right to can(el lc~te rcgistrJtion
Registration is not complete until all financial obligations
have been met. A studPnt's registrcltion will be cancelled if
payment i~ not rnadl• on timl'.

Counseling and Advisement for Registration
Advisers from all curricula offered in the College are
available dunng the registration penod. All students must
have thetr programs approved by advisers during registration. Counselors of the Student Development Department are available throughout the semester Appoint·
ments to see counselors may be made in the Office of
Counseling in Loew Hall

Auditing Classes
A student may audtt a course only with official approval.
An Application to Audtl form is available from the
Registrar's Office. Approval of the Department Chairman
is required.
After permission to audit has been received, an auditorstudent must register for the audtt class in the same
manner and at the same time prescribed for regular
classes, and he must pay required fees as if he were
registering for crl•dit in the course. Once registration is
completed as an auditor, no credit will be grantt>d retr~
actively for that course during that semester.
Auditors are required to observe attenda~ce regulations
of the College and must participate in class to the extent
deemed reasonable, desirable, and necessary by the instructor.

Requests to Take Courses at Other Colleges
A student desiring to take a course or courses at another
college or at another unit of the City Untversity while at
Bronl! Community College must fill out the required
Permit Form issued by the Rt>gistrar's Office, where permission will be granted according to College regulations

City University of New York matriculants wath permits
may, subject to prior approval of the BCC Admissions
Officer, register at a time reserved for BCC Matriculants
in the Registration Schedule. However, baccalaureate
matriculants from City University senior colleges will
be required to pay nonmatriculant fees. Students with
permtts from colleges not of City University must all
register as nonmatriculants regardless of status in their
own colleges.

MATRICULATION
Upon admisston to the Collt>ge, a student is designated as
matriculant or nondegree.
The student's matriculation status determines the (ourse
load he may carry during a semester and the order of
priority in registriltion.
Official determtnation of scholastic index and certih·
catton of matriculation status of students already an
attendance are made by the Registrar's Office, tn accordance wrth standards set by the Commtttee on Academic
Standtng.

CLASSIFICATION AND CATEGORIES
(Definitions)
Matriculated Student: A student who is a candidate for
an assoctate degree or certificate and has met the basic
college admisston requirements ts classifted as a rna·
triculant.
A matriculant may carry a full- or part-time program of
courst>s leading to a degree, and may registt>r for day
and/or evening classes. according to his choice and the
availability of class space. A fu ll-time course load is a
m inimum of 12 credtts or credit weights up to the number
listed for that semester on the curriculum in the
Curriculum Patterns, pages 40-68. Be aware that to
graduaJe in four semesters, a minimum of 16 credits is to
be taken in each semester.
Students taking fewer than 12 credits, or the equivalent,
are not considered full time for purposes of New York
State Reaents Scholarships, Scholar Incentive Awards,
Selective Service, U.S. Immigration Service, etc. For
purposes of Selective Service, State Scholarships, and
foreign student visa status, a student must be carrying a
full-time load or its equivalent
Nonclearee Student: A nondegree student is one who
(a) presented incomplete records for admission, or (b)
applied too late, or (c) transferred from another college
with an unsatisfactory record or (d) who has been
permanently suspended by the College. A student becomes a matriculant when all admission or t ransfer
requirements are met. A student who has been permanently suspended can never become matriculated.
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READMISSION
After one or more semesters of absence from the College,
a student must apply for readmission. Readmission applications are available in the Registrar's Office for this
purpose. A student who has not submitted a medical
form within the two-year period prior to readmission will
also be required to submit a medical form before his
readmission will be approved. Deadlines for the receipt
of applications for readmission are: Fall Semester, August
30; Spring Semester, January 15; Summer Session, May 15.

The instructor assians the arade which represents his
evaluation of the work performed and the level of
scholarship and competence of the student, based on a
composite d the elements that went into the course.
Individual departments may set up policies with respect

to minimum essentials, relative weighing of factors such
as term paper, laboratory work, periodic quizzes, final
examinations. special projects, etc.

Cfldint policies may be department-wide or those of an

CHANGE OF CURRICULUM
I

For a change of curriculum, a student should contact the
Registrar's Office and complete a Change of Curriculum
form. Once the change has been approved, a student
must meet the prescribed requiremen.ts for the new curriculum. Credits taken and earned in the student's former
curriculum may not necessarily be applicable in the new
curriculum. Determination of transferability of credits
from one curriculum to another rests with the new Curriculum Coordinator.

individual instructor. In either event, they are communicated to students early in the semester.
A permanent academic record for each student is maintained tW t he 'Reaistrar. Students receive reports of their
achievement and status each semester. ,

Mid-Tenn Grades
4 !.· ;·
.
Instructors assign and inform students of mid-term grades
d urin& a period desisnated in the Academic Calendar.

'

Unless ~hierwise announced, all courses have required
final exa.tions for all students.

....

The followins srade$ may be assigned by instructors:
Grade % Equivalent
A

90-100

B+

85- 89

B

80- 84

C+

75- 79
70- 74

D+

65- 69
60- 64

c

D
F

R*

0- 59

Point Value

Achieveme nt
Excellent, superior
Above average
Good
Satisfactory
Average
Passing, but below average
Just passing
Failing (also assigned to a student who is absent from a final
examination and has done fai ling work in course)
Repeat

4

3.5
3
2.5

2
1.5
1

0
not counted

• Applicable only to cf'rtain non-credit remedial courses.

Special Grades
During the semester, and under circumstances described
below. instructors may assign the following special
grades:
Grade
W
WF
WU

Explanation

Other Gradel
AUD
Audit(registration only by special permission of
the Registrar and Department Chairperson).
Z
Administrative srade assigned temporarily when
an instructor has been delayed in submitting
t he fina l arade. (Missing grade.)

Withdrew Jrd through 10th week only.
Withdrew Failing (counts as a failure) 3rd week
through end of semester.
Withdrew Unofficially and/or Excessive Absence (counts as a failure) 3rd week through end
of semester.
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Withdr~w~l

Procedure

INC

Students wishing to withdraw from any course in which
they are registered may do so at any time prior to com·
pletion of all instruction and evaluative procedures of
the course. The formal procedure for withdrawal shall be
determined by the Registrar.
• Grade~ issued upon initiation of informal withdrawal
procedures shall be as follows~
W1thdrawal during registration period (usually
through the 3rd week of classes)- no grade
assigned.
Officially withdrew from course- student initiated. May only be administered from 4th
through 10th weeks of a semester. Recorded as
unsatisfactory rate of progress.
Offic1ally withdrew- student initiated lndi·
cates student was failing the course at the time
of official withdrawal. May be administered
from the 4th week of a semester through the
end of the semester. Recorded as unsatisfactory
rate of progress and 0.0 quality points in the
Grade Point Average

w•

WF

• Grades issued upon initiation of formal withdrawal
procedure (student simply disappears) shall be as follows:
Any t1me during the semester- WU grade only
(Note; WU grade
unoffic1al withdrawal,
excessive absences, debarment.)

=

•cAS Policy: During the change ol program period, usually the
f1rst through the third week of the semeter (or date5 as puJ:>.
lishro by the Registrar's Officel students who officially drop a
cour)e or section or who take an official leave of absence are
comidl:'red J) havmg canceled the particular registration and no
grade is .:mtHned Students are subject to the tuition refund
policy. a) adopt<'d by the Board of rruuees. m effect at the timP.

An instructor may assign a temporary grade at the end of
the seme~tt>r only for one of the reasons given below:

ABS

'
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1, Registration in subsequtmt level cour~es
A student with t~e grade of ABS or INC 10 any
course may not register for the subsequent level
cour.se in a sequence, unle~> he has rece1ved
written permiss1on to do so from the Chalf·
person of the Department in wh1ch the course is
Kiven .

2. Make-up and speci,l I examinations- Sched·
uled make-up examinations are held as announced in the Academic Calendar. A student
who misses (for a legitimate reason) a regularly
scheduled final examination must apply to the
Registrar for re-exammation to be given on the
scheduled date as announced. See Special Fees,
page 13.
3. Temporary grade~ mu~t be resolved no later
than the end of the seme~ter immediately followi ng the one in which ABS or INC was received.
Students ass1gned the grade of ABS whose application for
make-up examination IS approved are also so not1fted.
Students who miss the schedull•d make-up examination,
or who cannot apply for such examination prior to the
scheduled date for such mc1ke-up exam1nations, must
apply in writing through the Registrar to the Chatrperson
of the Department 1n which the course is g1ven for a
special examination. If the Department Chairperson does
not grant permission for such examination, he should
advise the Committee on Academtc Standing The denial
of an application for examination should be communicated by the Department Chalfperson to the CAS.

COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC
STANDING (CAS)

Tempor~ry G r~des

Gr~de

Work in course incomplete, but student otherwise
passing 10 course. May not be assigned to student
absent from final examination. May resolve to A,
B+ , 8, C+ , C, D+, D, or F. Equivalent to F 1f
unre~olved. (Refer to Regulations below.)

hpl~n~tion

Absent from final examination, but student other·
wise passing in course. Upon application support·
ed by evidence of legitimate, unavoidable
ab\ence, student will be given a make-up ex·
amination. May resolve to A, B +, 8, C+, C, D +,
D. F, or INC. Equivalent to F if unresolved. (Refer
to Regulations below.)

The Committee on Academic Standing formulates policy
in all matters pertainmg to the qualtty of scholarship and
standards of academic achievements at the College. It
deals with matters of standards for matriculation, award·
ing of degrees, grades, regulat1on of student program
loads. and student appeals on these matters Communi·
cations w1th the Committee should be made through the
Registrar. who serves as its Executive Secretary
Students are adv1sed to secure a copy of the Cod1f1cation
of Academic Regulations of the Committee on Academic
Standing. Copies are available in the Registrar's Office.
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PVBLIC ORDER (EDVCATION LAW)
Rules and Regulations for the Maintenance of
Public Order on Campuses of the City University
Pursuant to Article 129A of the Edu~tion Law
The tradition of the un1vers1ty as a sanctuary of academic
freedom and center of mformed discussion is an honored
one, to be guarded vigilantly. The basic significance of
that sanctuary lies in the protection of intellectual
freedoms: the rights of professors to teach. of scholars to
engage In the advancement of knowledge, of students to
learn and to express their views, free from external pressures or mterference. These freedoms can flourish only in
an atmosphere of mutual respect, civility and trust
among teachers and students, only when members of the
university community are willing to accept self-restraint
and rec1procity as the condition upon which they share in
its intellectual autonomy.
Academic freedom and the sanctuary of the university
campus extend to all who share these aims and responsibilities. They cannot be invoked by those who would
subordinate intellectual freedom to political ends, or
who violate the norms of conduct established to protect
that freedom Against such offenders the university has
the right, and indeed the obligation, to defend itself We
accordingly announce the following rules and regulations
to be In effect at each of our colleges which are to be
admin1~tered m accordance with the requirements of due
process as provided m the Bylaws of the Board of Higher
Education
With respect to enforcement of these rules and regulations we note that the Bylaws of the Board of Higher
Education prov1de that:

The President
The president, w1th respect to his educational unit, shall·
" (A) Have the affirmative responsibility of conserving
and enhancmg the educational Handards of the college
and ~chools under his jurisdiction;
"{B) Be the advisor and executive agent to the Board and
of his respective College Comm1ttee and as such shall
have the immediate supervision w1th full discretionary
power 1n c<Hrying mto effect the bylaws, resolutions and
policies of the Board, the lawful resolutions of any of its
committees and the polic1es. programs and lawful resolution~ of the severe.~ I f ac11it1es;
" (C) Exercise Keneral superintendence over the concerns,
officer\, employee~ and students of the educational
un1t."

Rules
1. A member of the academic commumty shall not
intentionally obstruct and/or forcibly prevent others from
the ex~rctse of their nghts. Nor ~hall he interfere with the
institution's educational proces~ or facilities, or the rights
of those who w1sh to ava1l themselvt>s of any of the
institution's mstructional, per~onal, admmistrative, recreational. and community services.
2 IndiVIduals are liable for failure to comply w1th lawful
d1rect1ons bsued by representatives of the University/
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collese when they are acting in their official capacities.
Members of the academic community are required to
show their identification cards when requested to do so
by an off1c1al of the college.
3. Unauthorized occupancy of University/college faciltties or blocking access to or from such areas is prohibited Permission from appropriate college authorities
must be obtained for removal, reloca!ion and use of
University/college equipment or supplies.
4 Theft from or damage to University/college prem1ses
or property, or theft of or damage to property of any
person on Un1versity,'college prem1ses ts prohibrted.
5. Each member of the academ1c community or an mvited gue~t has the nght to advocate his position without
having to fear abuse, physical, verbal, or otherwise, from
others ~upporting conflicting points of v1ew. Members
of the academic community and other persons on the
college grounds shall not me language or take act1ons
reasonably likely to provoke or encourage physical
v1olence by demonstrators, those demonstrated against
or spectators.
6. Action may be taken against any and all persons who
have no legitimate reason for their presence on any
campus within the University/college, or whose presence
on any such c.1mpus obstructs and/or forcibly prevents
others from the exerc1~e of their rights or interferes w1th
the institution's educational processes or facilities, or the
rights of those who wish to avail themselve) of any of the
institution's instructional, personal, administratiVe, recreational. and community serv~ces.

7 Disorderly or indecent conduct on Universityjcollegeowned or controlled property is prohib1ted.
8. No ind1vidual shall h.we in his possession a rifle,
shotgun or tuearm or knowmgly have m his possession
any other dangerous instrument or matenal that can be
u~ed to 1nflict bod1ly harm on an individual or damage
upon a build1ng or the ground of the Un1vers1tyicollege
w1thout the wr1tten authorization of such educational
institution. Nor shall any rndividual have 1n his possession
any other 1nstrument or matenal wh1ch can be used and
is 1ntended to inflict bodily harm on an individual or
damage upon a build1ng or the grounds of the University/
college

Penalties
1 Any student engaging in any manner in conduct
prohibited under substantive Rules 1- 8 shall be subject
to the followtng range of sanctions as hereafter defined
in the attached Appendix: admonition, warnmg, cemure,
d1sc iplin.Jry probatton, restitution, suspemion, expuls1on,
ejection and/or arrest by the c1vil authorities

2. Any tenured or nontenurt'd faculty member. or
tenured or nontenured member of the admimstratlve or
custodial staff, engag1ng 1n any manner in conduct prohibited under substantive Rule~ 1-8 shall be subject to
the followmg range of penalties: warning. cemure, re~ti
tutlon. fine not exceeding those permitted by law or by
the Bylaw) of the Board of Higher Educat1on, or suspenSIOn with/without pay pending a hearing before an ap-
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propriate colleae authority, dismissal after a hearina.
ejection, and/or arrest by the civil authorities. In addition,
in the case of a tenured faculty member, or tenured member of the administrative or custodial staff enaaaina in
any manner in conduct prohibited under substantive
Rules 1-8 shall be entitled to be treated in accordance
with applicable provisions of the Education Law or Civil
Service Law.
3. Any v1s1tor, ltcensee, or invitee, engaging in any
manner m conduct prohibited under substantive Rules
1-8 shall be subject to ejection and/or arrest by the civil
authorities.

RELIGIOUS BELIEFS AND
CLASS AmNDANCE
Education

uwSection 22~.

1. No person shall be expelled from or be refused
admission as a student to an institution of higher ed~
cation for the reason that he is unable, because of his
religious beliefs, to attend classes or to participate in any
examination, study or work requirements on a particular
day or days.

Admonition - An oral statement to the offender that he
has violated university rules.

2. Any student in an institution of higher education who
is unable, because of his religious beliefs, to attend
classes on a particular day or days shall. because of such
absence on the particular day or days, be excused from
any examination or any study or work requirements.

Warnina- Notice to the offender. orally or in writing.
that continuation or repetition of the wrongful conduct,
within a period of time stated in the warnina. may be
cause for more severe disciplinary action.

3. It shall be the responsibility of the faculty and of the
administrative officials of each institution of higher
education to make available to each student who is
a bsent from school, because of his religious beliefs, an

Appendix- ~nctions Defined:

1tudent Jervlce/
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

COUNSELING SERVICES

OeJn of Students: Professor Sylvia Miranda
Assistant Dean. Professor Evelyn Kish
Profe~tor: C. Saueracker
,
Assocl•te Professors: L. Davis. D. Diamond
F. Donnangelo, W. Kleiber, W. Merrigan, E. Santa Rita
Assist•nt Profe~tort: M. Adeyanju, J. Bacote, R. Barnette,
A. Baskind, J. Castle, M. Goldberg, I. Hawkins, ). )upp,
E. Ktsh, M. Lamkay, R. Phillip~. ). Seals, H. Whitcomb
Lecturers: ). Asch, A. Figueroa

Coordinator; Prof. Carl Saueracker
The Department of Student Development offers a variety of
counselina services. Some of these are identified below. All
students who need assistance in these and other are.s are
directed to Loew Hall for the name and room of the appropriate counselor.

Career Plannlns Services
The Department of Student Development comprises the
offices of Admissions, Career Development, College Discov·
ery, College Psychologist, Counseltng, Financial Aid, lnterna·
lional Student Counseling, Health Services, Recruitment, and
Student Activities. It assists the highly diversified body of
Bronx Community College In the process of academic, per·
sonal, and vocational growth, It also provides recruitment,
admissions and financial aid services.

The Office of Career Counseling provides resources designed
to help Bronx Community College students make better
career decisions.
A Career and Transfer Library In Loew Hall, Room 312, con·
talns up-to·date career Information and college catalogs.

Career Interest Inventories help students increase their
It Is concerned with student life on all levels, both in and
out of the cl,mroom, and its members strive to aid students
to achieve optimum intellectual, social, and emotional
development. In order that students c.1n effectively pursue
their studies at the College, It Is essential that they have the
assistance of expert counseling.
The Student Development counselor is concerned with the
specific needs of each Individual student. Areas of focus for
counseling sessions may typically tnclude aptitude and in·
terest assessment and exploration, personal and educational
adJUStment, motivational factors influencing educational per·
formance, and the vocational dt'cislon·making process. In
addition to individual counseling, all new students are re·
quired to reg1ster in a fre~hman orientation class called
Orientation and Caret'r Development (OCD 01).
Counseling services are available to all students during the
d.ty, evening, and Saturday.

CU RRICULUM ADVISEMENT
Course and Curriculum Advisement is done by the Student
Development counselor in the student's first and second
semesters. Students are assigned to counselors through OCD
01 rl'gistration.

understanding of themselves and how this understandina
translates tnto makina a sound career decision. Other forms
of testina are also available.

Career Workshops are offered throughout the year. They provide an opportunity for students to meet professionals from
specific career areas such as business technoloav. allied
health fields, human services, etc.
A Career Development Course is available to students who
wish to spend a full semester developing well-defined career
goals. This one-credit course is offered to students who have
completed 30 credits/credit weights.
Each spring, Career Day bnngs to the campus represen·
tatives from major corporations and public agencies who are
Interested in hiring Bronx Community College graduates.

Employment Counselins, Coo perative Education,
and Placement
This office refers students and alumni to potential employers
for both part-time and full-time employment. In addition,
students and alumni are helped to develop job search
strategies, prepare resumes and employment application letters, and prepare for employment interviews.

ORIENTATION AND CAREER
DEVELOPMENT -OCD 01

The Cooperative Work Experience Program gives students an
opportunity to gain the related work experience needed to
obtain a permanent job after graduation. In addition, a
representative of the New York State Employment Service is
available to • II students on a weekly basis. The employment
service maintains an extensive computerized job bank. Consequently, students can be referred to many employers
throughout New York City.

A one-semestl'r course offerl'd by the Department of Student
Developml'nt ls programmed for all entering freshmen. (See
page 99 for description.)

For the benefit of graduating students and alumni in all cur·
ricul•. employment Interviewers from major corporations are
Invited to recruit, on campus, on a regular basis.

Advisement for all other students i~ provided by academic
departments. Faculty advisers are an additional source of
career information for studl'nts.

30 student tervlces - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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ATHLETICS
Director of Athletics: Prof. Michael Steuerman

The Athletic Program at Bronx Community College is designed
to fulfill the student's natural needs for physical activity
under competitive as well as non-competitive conditions.
Participation in this program teaches the values of cooperation and collaboration as well as the spirit of competition.
Through team play, the student athlete learns how to work
with others for the achievement of group goals. Individuals
on the playing field are judged for what they are and what
they can do.
A second purpose of the athletic program is to channel interest and loyalty of the student body and the community
into the College.
Membership on the teams is open to all full-time students
who are making satisfactory progress toward an associate
degree.
The College is a member of the National junior College
Athletic Association (NJCMl Region XV and the Metropolitan Community College Athletic Conference.

Intercollegiate Athletics
Men's Baseball Team
Men's Basketball Team
Men's Soccer Team
Track and Field (mf'n and women)
Women's Basketball Team
Women's Softball Team
Women's Volleyball Team

lntramurals/Recreatlon/Sports Clubs
Coordinator of lntramurals: Prof. Frank Wong

The intramural sports progr<1m is primarily for those with
average athletic abilities and, although spinted, is of a less
competitive nature than intercollegiate sports. The recreational activities program is designed to provide opportunity
for exercise of a non-competitive nature for all those who
are motivated toward attaining or maintaining a satisfactory
level of physical fitness .
Basketball, volleyball, ultim,lte frisbee, softball, swimming,
karate, indoor hockey, soccer, tennis, table tennis and bowling are scheduled on an intramural tournament basis. The
program is open to all students with an acceptable medical
report on file in the Health Service Office.

------------------------------------------------------------------~ studentse~ic~
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CONTINUING EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
Associate Dean for Continuing Education:
Mr. Seymour Reisin

The Office of Continuing Education provides career and job
training programs. educational assistance, and personal and
family support services to the Bronx community. About 15
dynamic programs, tailored to the un1que needs of senior
citizens, bilingual adults. high school dropouts, and business
employees, are developed and offered annually. In addition,
certificate programs for N.Y. State licenses such as Real
Estate Sales or Brokers licenses, special community events,
and professional seminars are coordinated by this office.
Continuing Education at Bronx Community Coll~e is expan·
ding its programs to address the needs of business and professional organizations with assertiveness training. plain
language writing skills, and conversational language programs.
Other programs offer basic skills, vocational training. job
counseling, personal growth and awareness, leisure-time
pursuits, and professional upgrading.
Adult Basic Educat ion (Ms. Blanche Ke/lawon,
Director)-mathematics, reading, writing. and English as a
Second language for adults with limited ability.
Bilingual Training in Housing Maintenance and Repair (Mr.
Rafael Diaz. DirectorJ-specialized Spanish/English training
for adults entering the housing maintenance field.
Career Directions for Di$piK ed Homemakers (Ms. Carmen
Cordero, DtrectorJ-counseling, support, and job placement
for women who are heads of households.
Adult Education Office (Ms Eileen Benson, Director)-shortterm courses providing academic and vocational upgrading,
recreational and leisure activities. and professional seminars.
Older Adults' Luncheon Club (Ms. Gloria Ifill,
Director)-off campus at 120 East 184 Street, a center for
senior citizens featuring a nutrition program, and counseling,
educational and recreational programs.

Chuck Davis Dance Company (Ms. 8e5s Pruitt, Executtve
Manager)-an art1st-in-res1dence program offering instruction
and public performances.
Small Business Skills Training for Minorities (Dr Miguel
Mendonez, Director)- workshops for minority business per·
sons or those contemplating going into business. Several
seminars are conducted in Spanish.
Summer Horizons Prosram (Prof. Gus Constantine, Direc·
torJ-a summer day camp on campus for neighborhood 1
youngsters.
Job Training PartMrShip Act Prosram (Ms Ollda Martinez,
Director)-comprehensive vocational training in clerk typing/office practices, junior drafting. and building
maintenance for economically disadvantaged adults.
Job Training Partnership Act Educational Prosram (Ms.
Maria Gil. Director}-a supplemental educational component
to the JTPA vocational training providing classes in CEO
preparation, Basic Education, and English as a Second
language.
Learning Center (Ms. M,uia Gil, Director)-a program to
supplement the JTPA 8% Set Aside Program which will con·
centrale on self instruction at a facility prov1ded by the college.
Job TAP Center #16 (Ms. Adele Ma1ne. DirectorJ- a com·
prehensive employment services center providing job
Testing. Assessment, and Placement (TAP) to un· or
underemployed New York Ci ty residents; the center is
located at 1910 Arthur Avenue.
GATES Prosram (Mr. Marrm Frey, Direcrorl-an alternative
public school setting for three-time repeaters in the seventh
grade; students receive academic instruction and supervised
work experience on the college campus.
CUNY Free GEO Prosram (Mr. Harold Wright. DirectorJ-a
free CEO preparation program offered ~venings for high
school dropouts 17 years of age or older.

Project S.O .S. (Ms. Eileen Resnick, DtrectorJ-advocacy
series, counseling, and referrals for homebound older adults.
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COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
Coordinator: Dr. Frank P. Donnangelo
Paralegal Coordinator: Dr. Allan Wolk

Cooperative Education helps bridge the gap between college
and career by giving ~tudents an opportunity to gain the
related work experience needed to obtain a permanent job
after graduation. It comb1n~ clamoom study with supervised on-the-job training. Students registered for CWE 31 or 32
(two credits) are placed in part-time jobs for one semester.
Students registered for CWE 33 (four credits) are placed in
full-time positions for a six-month period.
The semester before placement, students are helped to
develop job search strategies, prepare resumes and employment application letters, and prepare for employment interviews. During the internship, students attend seminars every
other week at the college to share their on-the-job experiences with other interns.
Cooperative Education is required In the following curricula
after completion of 30 degree credits: Business Accounting,
Data Processing, Marketing Management and Sales,
Secretarial Studies, and Paralegal Studies (after 45 credits). It
may be taken for elective or extra credits in all other curricula.

CUNY BACCALAUREATE PROGRAM
Coordinator: Prof. Ismay Taylor
This is a four-year City University program leading to a
bachelor's degree. It permits mature and highly moti·
vated students with a clear idea of their educational and
career objectives to design their own academic program.
It provides an opportunity to do in-depth research and/
or field work projects for a maximum of 30 credits. Valid
nonclassroom learning experiences prior to admission
(life experiences directly related to the student's area of
interest) may be recognized for a maximum of 15 of the
30 credits.
An appl1cant to the proaram must be currently matriculated in good standing and must have completed 15
college credits.

ESL SEQUENCE
The ESL sequence is a coordinated intensive program for
students with limited English speaking and writing skills. The
first semester of instruction consists of twenty hours of
course work in elementary ESL, oral communication, comparative grammar, reading, and orientation and career
development. In addition to the course offerings. the project
coordinator provides counseling and orientation to assist
students through the admission and registration process. as
well as during the sem~ter.
The basic goal of the ESL sequence is to give students the
opportunity to achieve proficiency in speaking, reading, and
writing English for academic purposes. Special attention is
given to helping students reach their educational goals in a
timely manner.

INDEPENDENT STUDIES
Coordinator: Prof. Ismay Taylor
There are two types of independent studie~ courses for
students who wish to design their own nonclassroom
courses. Students are able to pursue supervised projects
and studies which transcend discipline limitations. The
courses are for elective credit only.

THE PARIS/CUNY EXC HANGE PROGRAM
Coord.nator · Dr. Donald McCulloch

The Pari!JCUNY Exchange Program offer:. CUNY students.
undergraduate and graduate, in all di~c1pilnE'S, the opportunity to ~tudy at the Univt•rsity oi Paril. for either one or
two semesters. Participating ~tudents will register at their
home colleges for a min1mum of 12 blanket credits per
semester before departing for France. When they return, the
credits they earned thl're will, after being evaluated by the
appropriate department of the home college, be applied
toward their degree'>. Studenh of all departments are invited
to apply. A minimal profichmcy 1n French and a B average
In the major are required. !here is a representative of the
program on each campus. For further information or application, contdct Pari~/CUNY Exch<~nge Program, Room
1403, City Univer~1ty Graduate Center, 33 West 42 Street,
New York, N.Y. 10036, or call (212) 790-4558.

PROJECT DOWNTOWN
'
Coordinator: Prof. Allen
Pomerantz
Downtown is a unique arrangement which enables
students in all humamt1es departments. Communication
Arts and Sciences, Engli!>h. H1stol'\'; Modern Languages,
Music and Art. and Social Sciences, to combine regular
classroom study w1th off·campus structured expenences.
As part of the general course work. museums, theatres,
courts, radio and television ~tatlon~. international institutions, embass1es and municipal age'ncies of the City of
New York are available to serve as ~esources for study.

STARS
Coordinator: Dr. Jacqueline Stuchin
The STARS program IS designed for entering students who
require additional opportunitie~ to enhance their academic
success. Students Me directt'd to the program for one year
according to the results of the CUNY Skills Assessment examinations. The program offers an integrated language and
math skills currkulum . Courses are block programmed in
order that ~tudents may rema1n together in all their classes.
A counselor is assigned to work with STARS students
throughout the semester.

SUMMER SESSION
Announcements and a bulletin of courses offered in day
and evening classes in the Summer Session are issued in
the spring by the College.

---------------------------- ---special program
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BIOLOGY AND MEDICAL
LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY

ClinicAl AuodAtes
Mark H. Adelman, B.S.

Office: Hivemeyer, Room 105
220-6122

ChilnnM: Professor Fr.ncis C. Costello
, .......,.: J, Davis, P. Fisher, R. Heller, K. Prestwidge,
R. Thomas

~ PI"'Oeteott: H. !Niter, B. Bates, M. Fein, F. Ford,
H. Fuld, J, Hlyde, V. Kissel, B. Kostroff, E. Levitan,
L. Squitieri

PniiiJJGn: F. Hlase, H. Hermo, M. ~nuck,
A. Sobleraj
........_ V..MAher, L. Mills, L. Rice

Alllllanl

Counes offered: Biolosv <BIOI, Botany <BOn, Floriculture
(FLO), Cilrdenins (GARl, Horticulture <HRn, Interior Landsapina (INLJ, Landscape Design (LND)

Mediul u borAtory TechftOiosy
Adwi10ry Committee
LeotWd Amaral, Ph.D., Assistant Director, Clinical

flllholoty; Chief, Clinicil Chemistry, Bronx-lebanon

Halpital Cenlet
Sylvia -.tt, Asslstint Director, Department of
Laboratories, New York City Department of Health
Calvin Hatcher, Administrative Assistant, Columbia
Presbyt.,lan Medical Center
G~ Ho/lenbers. M.D., Director of Laboratories,
St. Barnabas Medical Center
John K. Li, M.D.. Director of Laboratories,
North Central Bronx Hospital
Fiorezo Paranetto, M.D.• Chief of Clinical Laboratory
Services, Kingsbridae Veterans Administration Hospital
Courtney Wood, M.D., Associate Chief of Staff for
Education & Allied Health, Kingsbridge Veterans Administlition Hospital
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Assistant Supervisor, Clinical Laboratory,
Beth Abraham Hospital
Amy Baisley, M.S.
Clinical Hematology
St. Barnabas Medical Center
Vera Bandurca, B.S,
Hematology Supervisor,
Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center
Edward Bottone, Ph.D.
Director of Microbiology
Mount Sinai Hospital
Christine Dioso, B.S.
Clinical Chemistry SupetVIsor
St. Btlmabas Medical Center
Sylvia Ford, M.A.
Assistant Supervisor, Oinical Patholosv.
Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center
Emile Francois, B.S.
Hematology Supervisor,
North Central Bronx Hospital
Ronald Cordon, Ph.D.
Department ot Patholosv
Mount Sinal Medical Center
William Hertelendy, M.S.
Pediatric Chemistry Supervisor,
Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center
E. Ralph Johnson, M.S.
Supervisor of Mlcrobiolosv
Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center
Ezra Levy, Ph.D.
Chief, Biochemistry Section ·
Coordinator of Clinical Laboratory Education,
Veterans Administration Hospital
Lauria Lindesay, M.S.
Supervisor, Clinical Chemistry,
North Central BrQnx Hospital
Alejandra Martinez, B.A.
Histology Supervisor
St. Barnabas Medical Center
Abraham N. Neufeld, B.S.
Technolosist, Beth Abraham Hospital
Edward M. Rudnick, B.S.
Clinical Laboratory Supervisor,
Beth Abraham Hospital
Neville Trowers, M.S.
Microbiology Supervisor,
North Central Bronx Hospital
Donna Vallone, B.S.
Blood Banking Supervisor
St. Barnabas Medical Center

~d•mk~~~-------------------------------------------------------

ENGLISH

MATHEMATICS

Office: Tech Two. Room 719

Offtce: Gould Tech, Ruom 31 S

220-6296

220-6341

ChainN~n: Prof~sor

Irwin Berger
Professon: C. Auser, A. Beringause, M. Cummins.
R. Donovan, U. Oydo, l. Fergenson. M. Frank,
L Gottesman, N. Grill, N.J. Hall, l. Lieberman,
B. Mandelbaum, G. Motola, N. Sandrow, B. Witlieb
Associate Professors: M. Matthew, A. Sandberg
Assistant Professors: J, DeMetro, J, Gosselin, T. Kubis,
G. Lebowitz, D. Lowenthal, P. Read, E. Schor,
A. Schwartz, J, Spielberger, W. Salkin, S. Zimmerman

Chai rman: Profes~or Erwin Ju~r
Professors: f. Buianoucka'. r-;, Core H. lick, B. Kab.lk.
G. lieblich, A Paullay N. Schaumberger
Associate Professors: t.:. Alpell, T. finnegan , S. Friedlander,
H. Frisz, J. Fur$t
Assistant Professors: M. Bates, M. Bennett, G. Shalla.
K. Fogarty, S. Forman, M. Glas~. C. Cloer, P. Klarreich,
J, O'Sullivan. J. RothKhild, B. Stein
Instructor: J, Trent
l ecturers: S. Green~pan. R. ,\oitlll'r

Courses offered: English (ENG)

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MODERN LANGUAGES

Office: Alumni Gym, Room 300

220·6020

Office: TE>ch Two, Room SO'i

Chairman: Professor Mitchell Wenzel
Professors: ). juechter, J, Katz, R. Kor, R. Salgado,
M. Steuerman
Associate Professors: G. Constantine, C. Honda,
S. Schwartz, M. Stern, ), Whelan, F. Wong
Assistant Professors: I. DeCicco, A. Kelemen. H. Skinner
l ecturer: D. Genova
Courses offered: Health (Hln, Physical Education (PEAl,
RKreation (REO

220-6151
Chairman: Profe~sor Donald McCulloch
Professors: j. D'Andrea. H. Wfnwrieldt
Associate Professor: P. Lalli
Assistant Professors: F. Dl'Luca . l. Gorycki, R. Gourin,
A. Lessard, L Pinto, A. Pomerantz, F. Stabile.
S. Wilkofsky
l ecturers: A. Re~to. I, Taylor
Courses offered: French IFRN\, German !GERl, Italian (ITL),
language (lAN), Spani~h ISPNI

HISTORY
MUSIC AND ART

Office: TE>Ch Two, Room 422

220-6010

Off~ee:

C~irman:

Professor Samuel D. Ehrenpreis
Professors: N. Bindler, V. Bonelli, B. Eisenberg, D. Felix
G. lankevich, J, Ryan, J, Wieczerzak
Associate Professor: W. Sokolsky
Assistant Professor: G. Diallo
Lecturer: J. Gutwirth
Courses offered: Geography (GEO), History (HIS)

LIBRARY AND LEARNING
RESOURCES

Guggenheim, Room 206
220-6213

Chairman: Profe~sor Marvin Salzberg
Professors: R. Ba~~. P. Ro~enfrld , l. Somon
Associate Professors: V, Capers, ). D'Angelo, J, Hamell,
P. Schira
Assistant Professors: N. Canton, R. Cordray, S. Eversole,
j. Magaziner
l ecturers: E. Kissel, f'. Sharpe
Courses offered: Art (ART), Music (MUSJ

Office: TE>Ch Two Basement

220-6099
C~irman : Professor N\orton Rosenstock
Professon: J. Kolliner, E. Terry
Associate Professors: D. Canty, A. Peretz, j. Skurdenis
Assistant Professors: D. Hadgis, 0. Klymowycz
Lecturer: M. Eisenschmied

Courses offered: Audiovisual TE>Chnology
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NURSING
Office: Gould Tech, Room 413
220-6114

SECRETARIAL STUDIES

the cunfcula
and program~
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

Specialization Requirements

The student is responsible for ascertainmg and completing all the requirements for the degree for which he is a
~andidate at the t1me he matriculates. He is required to
complete all courses prescribed by his curriculum before
active candidacy and consideration for a degree can be
entertained.
Courses taken at BCC to remove deficiencies in preparatory work, and those courses recommended as a result of
p lacement exammations which are not part of the degree
cou rse requirements in the curriculum, are not creditable
toward the degree and are not considered par t of the
minimum and maximum credits required for the degree.
A cumulative mdex of 2.00 is required for the Associate
Degree. Candidates for the degree must be approved by
t he faculty for submission to the President and the Board
of Trustees as worthy, meritorious and deserving, including moral and character qualifications in their record.

ART 71
ART 8 1
AVT 10

Photography
Mt"dia & Communication Art
Introduction to Audiovisual
Technology
Audiovisual Photography
Small Studio Color Television
Audiov1sual Equipment Operation
& MaintPnance
Audio Recording & Duplication
Multimedia Operations
& Production
Television Editing & Post Production
Techniques
Voice and D1ction
lntro. to Mass Communication
lntro. to Elt>ctrical Technology
Industrial Electricity & Electronics
Physics for Engineering
Technology I

AVT 11
AVT 12
AVT 13
AVT 31
AVT 32
AVT 33
CMS 12
CMS 60
ELC 10
• ELC 20
PHY 21

2
2

3
3
3
3
3
4
3

2
3
2'12
3
4

40Yz

Total

Free Electives
To complete the required 661/z to 67Yl credits.

• Students may substitute BUS 10 and ELC 12 under Option
II which requir~ 65*·661? credits.

AUDIOVISUAL TECHNOLOGY
Curriculum Coordinator: Prof. D . Canty
Audiovisual Technology is one of the fastest growing
f ields today and one that holds much career promise for
motivated students. The media field is not only entertainment- broadcastina. movies, and the like- but in fact, it
has a whole other dimension. Media is used by major
corporations, business, government agencies, and educational institutions to train, educate, communicate and
p ublicize. This field, often called "corporate media," is
t he primary focus of this AVT program.
The AV Technology curriculum is specifically oriented to
teach the skills most requ ired for "corporate media:·
Students learn audiovisual photography methods,
multi-media production, audiotape production and
duplication, color video, video editing, mechamcal and
electron ic graphics, equipment operation and maintenance, as well as oral and written communications.
Audiovisual TechnoiOSY (AVT) Curriculum (Option I)
66 Y.a -67Y.a Credits required for A.A.S. Desree
Co~

Requirements
ENG 13
Fundamental Composition
ENG 15
Composition & Drama
CMS 11
Fundamental Communication
HIS 10
History of the Modern World
MTH 13
Mathematics for Technology I
• MTH 14
Mathematics for Technology II
ART 10
Art Survey
MUS 10
Music Survey
PEA
' Physical Ed. (choose one)

3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1

Total 21

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
Automotive Director: Dr. H. Frisz
The Automotive Mechanics curriculum is designed to in·
troduce and develop basic automotive skills required in
most automotive rt>pair shops. The curriculum integrates
automotive theory with an emphasis on shop experience.
Upon the successful completion of this curriculum, students
will receive certification. Students may select between a
Mechanic or Collision Repair major.
Automotive Mechanics Curriculum

30 Credits required for Certification
Course No.
ACS
ACS
ACS
ACS
ACS
ACS
ACS
ACS

11
12

13
14
21
22
23
24

Course Title

Credit

Engine
• Brakes
Fuel Systems
Manual Transmission
Front Ends
Automotive Transmission
Heating & Air Conditioning
Electrical Systems

-

6
3
3
3
4
4
4
3

Total 30
ACS
ACS
ACS
ACS

31
32
33
34

Collision Repair
Towing & Shop Safety
Chassis & Components
Metal Work
Painting
Total

-

3
4
4
4

15
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....... C... Cuntcu..• - Malhtina
.......... and S.lea

Spedalzatlon • ........,...

1'- ...k Mrvet as a vital link between producer and
COIIIUIIW Retail.,_ OIJanizations may be independent,
..,_ 01 department stores, buyina offices, or mail-order

....,_, all ol ~h sell myriad products throu1h a wide
variety of outlets and by various techniques.
Studlnts earn while they learn durina their senior semesIn the Cooperative Wort Experience proeram, which
pnMdes ~*Mime. supervised employment in a colleae......,.. retail orpnization.

*

c.npletion of the mart&etina curriculum p~ a aradUJtll flO swt a career In such positions as assistant buyer.
.... of stack, autant store manqe~; comparisOn shop-

•

8US10
BUS 11
MKT11

lfttloductlon to . . . . .
...... ~lhematlcs
Mllketlnl

3
3
3

N:.C 11
MICT 33
MICT 43

l'ur6rnental Accclunlinc I
RetaH 11uy1nt T~
Advertlsinl • Sales Promocior1

4
3
3

..CW£33

Cooperatlw Work Exper,leuce

4

MICT 13

T.ailel

4

MICT 17
MICT 18 .
MkT 4t or"
IAN 41

Conlunw Behavior
Mlllk.clnc ElectM
lusinlulaw

eon.um.~

3
'3
3
3
Total l9

ultlman, distributor, section manqer.

Ma1btJna

M........,..

and

. ,

Salti lptdallullori Currlatlum
66-67 CNdlts NqUJred for A.A.S. DeaNe

*StudlntJ who meY ...., ,.,.,., to • ~ c:o11et1e should
tllce MUS 11 or ART U lnlfllld ol MUS 10 or AR11~ a lab
JdMet hom M1G1W 110 11, CHM 11, PHY 11 or AST 12
~ ot Blp 11, AST 11 ot CHM 13; lttd MTH 30 ilded ol

c...............
~13
Ct.tS11
HIS10

*MTH12

MTH 12.

Fundlment~l c~

3
3
3
3
Total 12

Fundamental COIMiunlutlon
Hiltory of the Modem World
lntlo. to Mlthematlul Thouaht

CWE ,...., ~ CWE 3J il not teqUftd oliuUirte
......,. ........ 7fley MIY ~FIN 31, IMT. otane

,..,..

.\

......... Alai of Study
l.._litiii-Chaole fran Art. Communication.
E. . . ~ Modem~ Music
• Sodal Sctlncel
ICO 11 or 12-Mic:ro or Micro Economics
*AliT 10 or MUS 10-Art Survey or Music Survey
*Sc:611a- 110 11, AST 11 or CHM 13
.._.. Ed. lchoale two ac:dvlty coul"'eS)

...

••ewE 3J may ,. , . , in the fourth semestec dependq an

6
3
1
3-4
2

Total 15-16

...................... --------------------------.....

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION CURRICULA
(Transfer ro Baruch or Lehman College)

The Busmess Administration program is designed to
provide an mtroduct1on to Accountmg, Management, or
Marketing Management and S.lle~ as part of a foundation for contmuing lor d bacc,tldureate degree at Baruch
or Lehman College of The Ctty Untversity of New York,
to which the student may transfer automatically upon
graduation from Bronx Community College. This program also provides a basis for transfer to any other
appropriate sE·nior business college for wh1ch the student
qual1fies and chooses to dttend Upon graduation from
Bronx Communtty College, the student earns the A.A
degree. Following are descriptions of the options in this
program and the sequence of courses needed for fulfillment of degree requirements

Business Administration- Accounting
The Accountmg option of the Business Administration
program prepares the student with fundamental courses
in bustness a~d accounting and provides h1m with the
proper background for transfer into a senior college and
completion of the baccalaureate degree The student
who desires a career 1n executive and admm1strative
pos1tions m finance and budget direction, or 1n related
busipess areas, should pursue th1s program Upon completion of further appropnate educat•on and traming,
and with experience, the student may qualify by state
examination as a Certified Public Accountant, or as a
teacher in the field of bu5mess adm1nistra1ton

Accountlna Option Cun iculum
to B~ruch or leh~n Collqe)
69 Credits required for A.S. Dearee

(Tr~Mfer

Core Requirements
ENG 13
CMS 11
HIS 10
•MTH 30 or 31

Fundamental Composition
Fundamental Communication
HistOI)' of the Modern World
Pre-Calculus or Analytic Geometry
and Calculus
Modern Language

Required

Are~s

3
3
3

..

8
Total 21

of Study

Humanities A- Choose from ENG 14, 15 or 16
Humamt1es B-Art or Music
Social Science or History-Choose from
History or PHL 11, POL 11, PSY 11 or SOC 11
Soctal Sctence-Choose from Polttical Science,
Philosophy, Psychology or Sociology
Science-Choose from BIO 11, CHM 10. PHY 11
or AST 12
ECO 11 or 12-M1cro or Macro Economics
Physical Ed. (choose two activity courses)

3
3
3
3

..

Total
Speci~ liution

3
2
21

Requirements

ACC 11

Fundamental Accountina I

ACC 12
BUS 51

Fundamental Accounting II
Business Organization &
Management

ACC 13
BUS 41
LAW 41

lntermed1ate Accountma
Business Statistics
Business law

ACC 14
CMS12

Cost Accountina
Voice and D1ction

..
4

3

..

3
3

.

Total

2
27

•student5 who have taken ..-.dvanced ..-.lgebra in high school
may be e)(empt from MTH .30 by permtssion of the Mat~
matics Department. In this instance, MTH 31 is reqUired.
• •,... student who has completed three years of a foreign language
m high school is exemgt from the language requlfemeflt .
..-.rrange for a course substitution wtth. the Chairman of the
Business Department.
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BUSINESS TEACHING CURRICULA
High School Teachi na Option Curriculum:
Marketina Manaaement and Sales
(Tramfer to Baruch College)
66-68 Credits requi red for A .A . Dearee

The Business Teachina proaram offers two plans to
students preparina to teach in hiah Khool: 1) For students
plannina to teach Bookkeepina and Accounting at the
secondary level and who plan to transfer to Baruch
Colleae; 2) for students planning to teach Marketing
Manaaement and Sales at the secondary level and who
plan to transfer to Baruch Colleae. These programs lead
to the A.A. dearee. Upon successful completion of this
proaram, a .s tudent may transfer to the third year at
Baruch College.

Core Requirements

ENG 13
CMS 11
HIS 10
* *MTH 30

Hiah Srttool Teachlna Option Curriculum:
Bookkeepina and Accounting
(Tranafer to Baruch Collqe)
66-68 Credits required for A.A . Degree

• •MTH 30

3
3
3
0-8
4

14-21

Requ ired Areas of Study
Humanities A-Choose from ENC 14,15 or 16
Humaniti@S B- Music or Art
Science-Choe»e from BIO 11, CHM 11, PHY 11
or AST 12
Soctal Science-Choose from Political Science,
Philosophy, Psycholoay or Socioloav
History or Social Science-Choose from Htstorv.
PHL 11, POl 11, PSY 11 or SOC 11
ECO 11 or 12-Micro or Macro Economtcs
Physical Ed. (choose two activity courses)
Total

4
14-21

Required A r eas of Study

Fundamental Composition
Fundamental Communication
History of the Modern World
Modern Languaae
Pre-Calculus
Total

()..8

Total

Core Requirements

ENC 13
CMS 11
HIS 10

3
3
3

Fundamental CompositiOn
Fundamental Communication
Htstory of the Modern World
Modern languaae
Pre-Calculus

Humanities A-Choose from ENG 14, 15 or 16
Humanities B-Music or Art
Sctt>nce-Choose from BIO 11, CHM 11, PHY 11
or AST 12
Social Sctence-Choose from Political Science,
Phtlosophy, Psychology or Soctoloay
Htstory or Social Science-Choose from Htstorv.
PHL 11, POL 11, PSY 11 or SOC 11
ECO 11 or 12- Micro or Macro Economics
Physical Ed. (choose two activity courses)
Total

3
1-3

3
1-3

..
3
3

3
2

19-21

Specialization Requirements
BUS 11

Bustnt')\ Mathematon

3

MKT 11

Marketina

3

ACC 11
MKT 13
MKT 33

Fundamental Accounting I
Textile)
Buyina Techntques

LAW-41
MKT 18
MKT 43

Business law
Consumer Beha'vtOr
Advertlsina and Sales Promotton

4

3

3
3

....

3

2
19-21

Specializat ion Requirements

3
3

3
Total

BUS 11

Business Mathematics

3

ACC 11
MKT 11

Fundamental Accounting I
Markettna

4
3

ACC 12
BUS 51

4

CMS12

Fundamental Accounting II
Busmess Oraanization &
Manaaement
Voict> and Diction

ACC 13
lAW 41

Intermediate Accountina
Bustness Law

3
2
4

3
Total

26

•students who ha've taken Advanced Algebra in high school
may be exl!mpt from M TH 30 by permh.sion of the Mathematics Department, In this instance. MTH 31 ii required.
• • A student who has completed three years of a fore1gn language
in high school is exl!mpt from the language requirement.
.Mrarwe for a course substitution w1th the Chairman of the
Business Department.

26

Note: Students e~empted from courses will arrange for course
substitution through the Chairman of the Business and Commerce Department.
*Students who have taken Advanced Algebra in high school
may be exempt from MTH 30 by permission of the Mat~
matics Department. In this mstance, M TH 31 is required.
• • A student who has completed three years of a foreign langua,e
in high school is exempt from the language requirement.
Arrange for a course substitution wtth the Chairman of the
Busines~> Department.

CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY
Students interested in this field of study should see the
Industrial Chemical Laboratory option (page 64).
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DATA PROCESSING
Curriculum Coordinator: Chairperson of Business
The field of data proce~sing is nch in career opportu llities. Business organizations and government agencies
use computers to perform such essential functions as
inventory control, ~ales forecasting, production scheduling. ~tatistlcal analys1s and accounting applications.
Trained data processing personnel are in demand because of the ever-growmg use of computers. Starting
salaries are excellent for both men and women w ho
q ualify in the areas of systems analysis. programming,
computer operatiom and the use of unit record equipment.

The Data Processing curriculum provid es a w ell-grounded
program of:
• genera l education in liberal arts and sciences
• business background p reparation
• data p rocessing specialization

.

Stud ents w ho satisfactorily complete the Data Processing
Cu rricu lum and earn the A A.S . degree may transfer to
t he third year at Baruch College.

D•t• Processina Proar•mmina •ncl
Systems Option Curriculum
67- 68 Credits required for A.A.S. Dearee
Core Requirements
ENG 13
CMS 11
HIS 10
•MTH 12

Fundamental Composition
Fundamental Communication
H1story of the Modern World
lntro. to Mathematical Thought

3
3
3
3
Total 12

Required Areas of Study
Human1ties A-Choost> from I: NC 14, 15 or 1&
8 -MUS 10 or ART 10
•Science-Choose from 810 18, AST 11 or CHM 13
Physical Ed. (choose two activity courses)
• Humamt~es

Total

3
1
3-4
2
9-10

Specialization Requirements
OAT 30
BUS10
BUS 11

lntroductoon to Systo•ms
fntroductoon to Business
8usmess Mathematics

3
3
3

OAT 40
ACC 11
BUS 51

COBOL Programming
fundamf'ntal Accountong I
Bus1ness Orjjanizatoon &
Mana11ement

4
4

3

Coof)f'ratove Work Experience

4

OAT 43
ACC 12
BUS 41

Computer Pro11ramm ong
Concept~ & lntro to R PC
Advanced COBOL Pro11rcHnmm~:
Fundamt>ntal Accounting II
8usme~s Stdhstocs

4
4
J

OAT 41
ACC 14

Assembly ProwramminK (BAL)
Cost Accounton¥

4
4

..CWE 33
OAT 32

3

Total

46

• students who may later transfer to a four-year college >hould
tJke ,-.R T I I or MUS I I tmte.Jd of ART 10 or MUS 10• .J I.Jb
science from among 8f0 r 1. CHM I I , PHY I I , or AST U
imte.Jd of 810 18. AST II or CHM IJ: Jnd M TH 10 in)teJd of
MTH ll.
••ewE JJ m.Jy be tdken m the iourth )emerer, depending on
CWE PJIIern .J!>stgnment. CWt 3J " nor requtred of lull-time
evemng >tudenh They mJy )Ub>lttute etrher FIN Jl or MKT 11 .

46
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ELECTRONIC AND
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

ENGINEERING SCIENCE

(The first two years of the
Engineering sequence)

Curriculum Coordinator: Prof. H. Tyson, P.E.
This program prt>p.~res the student for immediate employment. Students who plan to continue their studies may
transfer directly to .1 four·ye.tr rollegt• and earn a baccalaureate degree in Enginel'ring Technology. The City College has
such a program, as dn other college~ 1n the metropolitan
area.' In addition, thl're .ue colleges that ,1ccept students
with an A.A.S. in Electronic and Computer Technology and
allow them to pursue .1n engineering degree
Electrical engint•ering technology IS one of the fastestgrowing professions. lhe ~petod of technological advance
has created a ~eriou~ short.1ge of trained p<>rsonnel.
Electrical, elf:.'ctronic, and computer technicians are needed
to design, build, te~t .md nltlintain such complex electronic
equipment .IS compuwrs, control systems, communications
systems, .Jnd mc•dic,JI d(•vi<t's.

Curriculum Coordinator: Prof. M. Todorovich
The Engineering Science program is designed for students
with a specral interest rn engrneering or physical science.
Scientists and engineers need rigorous preparation in
mathematics and basic science. In addition, the curriculum includes a substantial proportion of courses in the
humanities.
Engineering Science Curriculum

67-70 Credits required for A .S. Degree
Core Requirements
ENC 13
CMS 11
HIS 10
ART 10 or
MUS 10
Hll91
PEA

Electronic and Computer Technology Curriculum
67% Credits required for A.A.S. Degree
Core Requirements

ENG 13

Fundarnt•ntal Composition
~undament,ll Communic,Jtion
Hi~tory of the Modern World

CMS 11
HIS 10

3
3
3
9

Total
Required Areas of Study
Humanities -Choo~e from Art , Communication. English,
Hi~tory, Modern l.anguage~. Music

or ScKial Sciences
ART 10 or MUS 10 -An Sur\:ey or Mu~1c Survey
HLT 91 or PE:A-Cruit.llllcahh l~wt•) or
Phy~ical Educ;1tion ,1ctiv1ty rourH~

3-4
1

1-2
Total

5-7

Specialization Requirements
MTH 13
MEC 10
ElC 10
ElC 11
ELC 12

3
2'1.
2
4

1
2
1

3

Specialization Requirements
(Must be taken in required sequence
as shown on the flowchart)*
MTH 31
MTH 32
MTH 33
MTH 34
PHY 31
PHY 32
PHY 33
PHY 51
PHY 61
MEC 11
CHM 11
CHM12

CHM 31

OAT 41

2

MTH 14
PHY 21
ElC 21
ELC 25

Collt'I!E' Algebr.l & lntro to Calculus
Phy~1c;s for lngrg. 1Pch I
AC Crrw1t An.:~1vsrs
B,l\iC £le<.tron1n

3

MTH 15
PHY 22
ElC 35
ELC 38

1
1
4

ELC 91

(,1kulu\
l'hy~ic~ lor EnwH. h'th. II
Communi<·,,tion Flt•c Ironic s
£1t-t.tronk Product Dt•SI!(n &
i\1t•.lo,un•ml•nts
Pulw 1\ Dig11.11 Circuit'

ELC 45
ELC 95
ELC 98

Elt'ttroni< ~ l'roil't't l.1b
Corllputt~r Sy~tt'rn funcl.lnwntab
Computl'r Cm 111h

2

'

3
3
3

AnalytiC Geometry & Calculus I
AnalytiC Geometry & Calculus II
AnalytiC Geomf'try & Calculus Ill
• Advanced Calculus
EngrnPPnng PhySICS I
Engineering Physics II
Eng1neerrng Physics Ill
ModPrn Physics
ComputPr Methods & Programs
Basic Engincerrng GraphiCS
CenNal CoiiPge Chem1stry I
General College Chemistry II

4
5
5
4
4
4
4
3

3
2
4
4

Choice of one of the followrng:

Trrg. & College Algebra
lntro. to Mech lqu11>ment & Systems
lntro to £lectrlcal lechnology
DC Circuit Anc~lysis
lntro to Dlg11,11 Computers &
BASIC Pro.l(r,tmmmg

J

Fundamental Composition
FundamE>ntal Communication
History of the Modern World
Art Survey or
Music Survey
Critical Health Issues
Physical fd. (choose one)
Select one course from Economics,
History, Ph1losophy, Political
Science, Psychology or Sociology
(Choice of History course is in
addition to HIS 10)

4
4
4

}.

MEC 12

MTH 35

2-4

Organic Chern1stry I
(RecommPnded for Chemical
Engineering}
Assembly Programming
(RI'commended for C1vil
(njjineering)
Applied Enjjlneering Graphics
(RPcommended for Mechanical
Engrneering)
Adv C.llculu~ & LincJr Algebra

4

4

2

(Rt•tommendf'd for Electrical and
Civol Engint't'lrnl!}

PHY 34

EnginPering Mechanrcs
(Recommended for Electrrcal
lngineerrng)

4

•

4

Free Electives

1

4
4

Studenu who are requrrf'CI to take MTH 30 will
satisfy min1mum cred1t requirements for graduation. All others must take 3·4 credits of electives
in any dPpartment or discephne.

Tot,\I 531/,
"Consult Curriculum Coordrnator
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LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
Curriculum Coordinator: Prof. S. D. Ehrenpreis
The liberal Arts and Sciences curriculum prepares a
student to be a productive and creative human being
This kind of education can open doors to the professions
and to rewarding and responsible careers. Future physicians, teachers, scientists, lawyers, and businessmen, for
example, develop themselves as sensitive individuals,
In add1tion to completmg their preprofessional work,
through studies in the liberal arts and sciences. The
academic experiences in liberal arts and sciences provide
the foundation for later specialization, graduate study,
and professional school.
There are several paths offered within the liberal Arts
and Sciences curriculum. The general AA. degree program prov1des a well·rounded background and the opportunity to explore a variety of subject areas, so that
graduates may transfer to the third year of a senior
college.
Creative specialization in all disciplines may be pursued
within the framework of this general Associate in Arts
curriculum by concentrating elective courses in a specific subject area. such as:
Communication Arts
and Sciences
Dance
Economics
English
French
German
Health Education

Italian
Music
Philosophy
Physical Education
Recreation
Sociology
Spanish
Theatre

Those who wish to pursue a program which allows a
areater degree of specialization in the first two years
of college may select one of these options or concentrations:

A110ciate in Science (A.S. Degree)
Biology
'
Chemistry
Computer Science
Mathematics
Physics

A110ciate in Arts (A.A. Dearee)
Art
Black and Puerto Rican Studies
History
International Studies
Political Science
Psychology
Religion

In order to graduate, a student must satisfy either all the
requirements of the Associate in Arts general curriculum,
or all of the requirements of one of the Associate in
Science options or all of the requirements of one of the
Associate in Arts options.
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liber.1l Arts .1nd Sciences Curriculum
(Tr<~nsfer)

*64 Credits required for A.A. Degree
Core Requirements
ENG 13
CMS 11
HLT 91

Fundamental Compos1t1on
Fundamental Commun~eahon
Critical Health !Hues

MTH 21, 2.3,
26, 30, or 31

MathematiC~

HIS 10

Modern langua&e
H~>tory of the Modl'rn World

3
3
2

3-4
4-12
3

Required Areas of Study
Natural Science\ and MathE'm<ltlc~- Choose from
Math, BiololiV. Chemistry, Phy~ics or Astronomy
(at least one labora!ory ~CIE'nce)
Human1t1es A- Choose from English and/or
CommunKdtlon (at le,ut one course In English)
Human1ties B-Art or Mu~ic
Social Sciences or History-Choose from
Economics, Geography, History, Philosophy,
Political Science, Psychology and Sociology
Phys1c;dl lducatlon - c'CtiVIty course

7-8

8-9
3

'9
1

free Electives
To complete the required 64 cred1ts, up to 16 cred1ts
may be taken in any department or discipline.
Any free electives beyond 16 crt'dib must be in
humaOitie), natural science and mathl'mabcs, and
)OCicJI sciences, plus Modern language

7-18

Total 64

Not~: Students are adVI)ed

to comult the requirement of the

sentor college of their choice.
•48 cred1h muH be taken m the Humamt1es, Natural Sciences
and Mathematic), and .Social Studie~.
page 55

••see language requiremenr~,

Liberal Arb and Sciences Curriculum
(Transfer)
Social Science Option- Psycholoay
64 Credit• required for A.A. Dearee

Liberal Art• and Sciences Curriculum
(Trantfer)
Social Science Option- Political Science Concentration
64 Credltl required for A.A. Dearee

Curriculum Coordinator: Prof. H. Harris

Curriculum Coordinator: Prof. H. Harris

Core Requlrernentl

Core Requirements
ENG 13
CMS 11
HLT 91
MTH 21, 22,
23, 26, 30
HIS 10

fundamental Composition
Fundamental Communication
Critical Health Issues

3
3
2

Mathematics
Modern Languaae
H1story of the Modern World

3-4
0..12
3
14-27

Total

7-8
6

3
6
1
23-24

Concentration Requirements
A minimum of 15 cred1ts must be selected from among the
following. w1th POl 11 as the ltrst course.
POL11
POL31
POl41
POL42
POl 51
POL61
POL 71
POL 72
POL 81

HIS 10

Fundamental Composition
Fundam~tal Communication
Critical Health Issues

3
3
2

Mathematics
Modern Languaae
HiJtory of the Modern World

3-4
0·8
3
Total 14-23

Required Area• of Study

Required Areas of Study
Natural Sciences and Mc~themat1cs-Choose from
Math, Biology, Chemtstrv. Physics or Astronomy
(at least one laboratory sctence)
Human1ties A-Choose from English and/or
Commun1cation (at least one course in English)
Humanities B-Art or Music
Social Sciences and History - EconomiCS, History,
Philosophy. Psycholoay and Socioloi!Y
••Phys1cal Educat1on- activity course
Total

ENG 13
CMS 11
HLT 91
MTH 21, 23,
30

American Nat1onal Government
Comparative Government
lhe National Government & C1vil
Rights Since 1954
Civil Riahts Throughout the World
Urban Pol i t1c~
Solving Social Problem~ Through the
Political Procen
Politics of Developing Areas
International Politics
Field Work and Seminar in Politics!
Science

Natural Sctence and Mathematics-Choose from
Math, Biology, Chemistry, Physics or Astronomy
(at least one laboratory science)
Humanities A-Choose from English and/or
Communication (at least one course in English)
Humanities B-Art or Music
Social Science and History- Economics, History,
Philosophy, Political Science, Psychology• •
and Soc10loay
tPhysical Education- act1vity course
Total

7-8
6

3
6
1

23-24

Concentration Requirements
Minimum of 12 cred1ts 1n Psychology elective coorses in addition
toPSY 11.
Spec1alizat1ons:
Cltmcal Psychology-Choose from PSY 31 , PSY 35
and 36, PSY 41 and 42, PSY 51 and 52, PSY 71
and 72
Social Psycholoav-Choose from PSY 22, PSY 51
and 52.
General Psychology-Choose from PSY 22, PSY 35
and 36, PSY 41 and 42, PSY 51 .
Paraprofessional Clinical Services-Choose from
PSY 11, PSY 31, PSY 51, PSY 61, PSY 71, plus at
least one other Psychology elective.

free Electives
free Electives
To complete the required 64 credtts.
To complete the required 64 credits

•see Language Requirement~ lor Liberal Am and Sciences A.A.
degree. page 55.
• •or a substttute approved by the Health and Physical Education
Department.

•see language requirements, page 55.
• •Ma~imum of three credtts m P)ychology for area requirement.
tOr a substttute approved by the Health and Phystcal Education
Department.
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Liberal Arts and Scien ces Curriculum
(Tran sfer)
So cial Sci en ce O ption- Religion
64 - 66 Credits requ ir ed for A.A. D egree

LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
TRANSFER OPTIONS (A.S. Degree)
Liberal Arts and Sciences Curriculum
(Transf er)
M athematics O ption
64- 68 Credits requi red for A.S. D egree

Curriculum Coordinator: Prof. H. Harri~
Core Requirements
ENG 13
CMS 11
HLT 91
MTH 21, 22,
23, 26. 30
HIS 10
PHL90

Fundamental Compo~tllon
Fundamental Communtcatton
Cntical Health ls.ue>

3
3

Curriculum Coordinator: Dr E. Just

2

MathemattCS
Modern Language
Ht~tory of the Modern World
Philo~ophy of Religton

3-4

0-12
3
3
Total

Core Requi rements
ENG 13
CMS 11
HLT 91
HIS 10

17-30

fundamental Composttlon
fundamental Communication
Cntical Health Issues
Ht~tory of the Modern World
Modern language

Total

1

Humanities A- Choose from Enallsh,
Commun1cat10n, Modern languages, H1story, or
Soctcll Scit'nces-One course must be in Enahsh)
Humdntties B- Art or Music
Phys1c,1l EducatiOn
Ht)tory or Social Sc1ence-Choose from Economics,
History, Philosophy, Political Sc1ence, Psychology
or SOCIOlogy

26-27

Total

7-8

6
3

9

Specialization Req uiremenb

ENG 72
ENG 73
tNC 81

Commun1catton
Public Speaking & Critical li~tening
Small Group Drscussion
lntro. to Theatre
En11hsh
Wntten Compo>1t1on & Prose FictiOn
Written Compos1tton & Drama
Wntten CompoSitiOn & Poetry
Folklore
Post-B1bhcal Hebrt>w & Yidd1>h
Literature
The Btble ciS literature
lntroductton to Jewish I olklore
Oriental Thought 111 Western
liter.Jture

3
3

3

3
3

PHL 31
PHL91
92

Soctal Science\
Phtlosophy, Science & Human Vatu~
Ph1losophy of Rehg10n
Relt1110n & Society

3

Free Electives
To complete the reqUired min1mum of b4 to 06 credtts.

•See l.msu.Jge requirements, page 55.
••selection may be miJde from Concentr.Jtion Requirements.
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3
15-16

31
32

.B
34

MTH 35
PHY 31, 32

Ano~lyttc

Geometry & Calculus I
Analytic GPOmetry & Calculus II
AnalytiC Geometry & Calculus Ill
Dtfferentlal Equations & Selected
lopics in Advanced Calculus
Selected Top1n tn ,t,dvanced Calculus
& ltnear Algebra
Physics I and II

"'

5
5

"'
8"'
30

Free Electives
To complete the required 64 to 68 credits, students
m.Jy tc1ke up to 12 cred1ts 111 any department or
discipline.
Total

0-12
64-68

3

HIS 40

soc

3

Total

3
3
3
3

3

HIS 23

MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH

3

History
Europe in the M1ddle A11es
Intellectual & Sottdl Ht~tory of
Modern Europe
Soctal & Intellectual Htstory of
Modern America
Modern Htstory ol the )t!w~>h Pt.oople

HIS 14
HIS 15

8-9

Specia liutio n Requirements

Student\ may choose course\ w1th a locus on rt'li~1on to satiSfy
15 hours sl)t'e~ahz.ttton r('Qutrements beyond lntroductron to
Rehg10n(PHL 90) The followmg cour,es h.:.ve a focus on rehgron

ENG 14
15
ENG 16
ENG 40
ENG 71

0-8
11-19

"'• Required Areas o f Study

Ncllural Scien<.e and MathematiC\ - Chouw from
Math, Biology, Chemt$try, Physt< s or llstronomy
(at lec1st ont' laboratory sclt'nct')
• • Hum.tntties II- Choo~t· from f n11h>h clnd
Commumcalton (at it'ast onE' course 111 Enijlbh)
Humanities B-AR111 orMUS11
••social Sctences .tnd Ht\tory- Ec.onomiCs, History,
Phtlo\ophv. Psyc.holoay and Soc1ology
Physical Educ.ttlon- activ1ty course

~NG

2
3
Total

Required Areas of Study

CMS 20
CMS 22
CMS 70

3
3

3

3
3

3

3

•See LimguJse Requirements of Liberal Arts and Sciences ItA.
degree, pd8e55.
• •studenu are advised to coMult the requirements of the senror
college of their chotce.

MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY
Curriculum Coordinator: Prof. F Costello

The advance of scientific knowledge in the field of
medicine has multipled the net-d for personnel trained
in such areas as hematology, serology, histology, and
biochemistry Opportumt1es for service and employment
are plentiful for technicians ,,nd medical research
assistants, in private or government offices, hosp1tals,
laboratories and clinics, research d1v1ston~ of drug and
chemical companies, and tn private and pubhc educational and research tnstttutions.

Students will perform the chemical cytological, bacteri·
o logical, histological and other medical laboratory
procedures used in the detection, diagnosis and
treatment of disease. Such work demands knowledge
and skill gained by careful and devoted preparation.

Training tn biological and chemical science prepares the
student for immediate employment. The Medical laboratory Technology curriculum is a career program in wh1ch
the student earns the A.A.S. degree In addition to taking
general educatton courses, the '>tudent has an oppor·

Not~: Requirements for all studenn wishin1 10 enter the Medial
Laboratory Technology curricula mclude completion of the
following pre-MLT sequence with a minimum 1ndex of 2.0: 810
15, ENG 13, CHM 02, MTH 03, 06 or 13.

Medical Laboratory Technology Curriculum*
(Career Program)
65-68 Credits required for A.A.S. Degree

Medical Laboratory Technology Curriculum
(Transfer)
68 Credits required for A.S. Degree

Core Requ irements

Core Requirements

81015
ENG 13

CMS 11
HIS 10
••MTH
PEA

Zoology
fundamental Composition
Fundamental Communlcauon
H1~tory of the Modern World
Ed

81015

4
3

Mathematic~

Phy~1cal

tunity to work in up-to.date, newly equipped laboratories
to gain extensive experience in the performance of a
medical laboratory technologist's duties.

(choo~e one)

Total

ENC 13

3
3
6
1
20

CMS 11
HIS 10
tMTH
PEA

Zoology
Fundamental Compos1t1on
Fundamental Communication
History of the Modern World
Mathematics
Physical Ed (choose one)
Total

Required Areas of Study

Required Areas of Study

Human•hesA-PSY11 orSOC11
(P)yC liolo11y or Sociology)
HumanltiPs 8-ART 10 or MUS 10

Humanities A- PSY 11 or SOC 11
(Psycholoav or Sociology)
Human1ties B-ART 10 or MUS 10

3

3
1

Tota14

Total 4

Specialization Requirements
810 23
tBlO 24
81041
810 4J
81044
810 71
81072
810 7.1
810 74
BIO 75
CHM 17
CHM 18

·Human Anatomy & Physiology I
Human Anatomy & PhysioloriY II
Hl)tological Te<hn•que~
Microb1ology
Med1cal Microbiology
Chn1cal Techniques I
Chn1cal Techmques II
Cl1mcallechmques Ill
Clin1cal Techn1que$ IV
Chn1cal PractKum
Ch£"mistry for lab Technolog1es I
Chemistry for Lab Technologies II

4
3
3
3
6
1'
20

Specialization Requirements
4

BIO 23
ttBIO 24

4
4

810 41
810 43
810 71
81072
810 73
810 74
CHM17
CHM18
CHM31
CHM 32

4

4
3
3

3
3

1
4
-414 .
Total

Anatomy & PhysioiOilY I
Anatomy & Physiology II
Histological Techntques
Microb1ololly
Clinical Techniques I
Clinical Techmques II
Cl1nical Techniques Ill
Clinical Techniques IV
Chem1stry for Lab TechnolOillt!S I
Chem1stry for lab Technolog1es II
Organic Chemistry I
Orllamc Chem1stry II

4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4

Total

44

Free'Eiectives
To complete the rt>qu1red 65·68 credit~, \tu<knts may
self'ct courws from any academiC dt•fMrtment.
*Mandatory 1,()(10 hours climcal pri!Wcum rt'(JIItrt'<l for New
'lbrk (lry Dt>partment of Health Liwmtr•llll crf'dit). .Studenh
already pos~e1"ng New York C1tv DC'pJrtmmt ot Ht>a/rh
License as a Medical Technologist are e~•·nwt irom thi' rt.'Quuement
• • Students must complete two $emesten ol college-level mar~
emarrc~ (MTH 13, 14, or h1gher).
tBIO 26 can be sub~titutt>d iur 810 24 durmg
Fall 1984

tStudents must complete two semester) of college-level mathematics (MTH 13, 14 or higher~
ttBIO 26 can
tng Fall 1984

be

substituted

for

810

24

dur-

1
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NURSING

Curriculum Coordin.ator; Prof. A. P. Fuller

Requirt•menb for all students wi~hing to enter the Nursing
curriculum include completion of bdslc skills at a level acceptable to the Nursing Dep.~rtmt>nt • and a one-semester
pre-nursing sequence of course.. w1th a minimum index of
2.5. Admission to all Nursing courses is based on the approved priority l1st which is on file in the Nur~ing Department.
Students matnculated in the full-time Nursing program may
become nurses after two academic year'!> of study. Students
who win New York State Rt>gents Scholarships may receive
them at Bronx Community CoiiPge.
The Department of Nursing off<'rs instructton and guidance
in clinical experience ell Bronx Lebanon Hospital Center,
Lincoln Medteal and Mental Health Center, Veterans Adm~nistration Hospital, Bronx P~ychiatric CC'ntN, The Hospital
of Albert Ein~tein Colleg<' of Medtcim• of Montefiore
Hospital Medical Center, St. Barnabas Hospital, Misericordia
Hospital and Medical Center, Bronx Municipal Hospital (Van
Etten and Jacob• Hospitabl. North Central Bronx Hospital,
Metropolitan t lospitcJI, Doctor~ Hospital, Morningside
House, Jewish Home and Hospital, and King's Harbor Care
Center.
Students enjoy valuable supplementary experience through
arrangements with other community agenciP~. such as
clinics. nursery schools and nursing hol115.

N u~in11 Curriculum
65-68 Credit\ required for A.A.S.

*Pre-Nursing Semester
ENG 13
PSY 11
CMS 11
BIO 23

a permit to practice and/or
receive the registered professional nurse license following
review of the student's AppliCation fm Lic£>n~ and First
Registration by the Regt>nt~ of the University of the State
of New York.

13

Humanities A-Choose from English,
Modern Languages or HIS 10
Humanities B-ART 10 or MUS 10
Science or Mathematic~ Choose from
CHM 17 or MTH 12
SOC 11
SocioiORY
PEA
Physicdl Ed. (choose one)

3-4

1
3-4

3
1
Total

.11-13

Spe<ialiration R('Qui rem~nts
NUR 31
BIO 24

Es~E>nti,JI Pro<:ess of Nursing: Interaction

NUR 32

Major llt'ahh Problem~ & Clmical
"'ur~ing Activiti~ I (Rt>lcJtednessl
Foundation~ of Nur~mg Sktlls1
Cntical Situation~
Bactt•riology

NUR 33

NUR 34

NUR 35

NUR 36

(2) may or may not be rendered

3
3
3
4

R('Quirro Areas of Study

Legal Limitations for Sta te Licensure for Nurses
A student who has chargPs pending or has ever been convicted of felony or misdempanor and/or found guilty of professional misconduct, unprof£>Ssional conduct or negligence:
(1) may enter the nursing pro11ram and sit for the professional licensing examination after completing the program but:

Fundamental Composition
Psychology
Fundamental Communication
Human Anatomy & Physiology I
Total

BIO 28
Graduates of the Nursing program rec£>ive the A.A.S. d€gree
and are eligible to take the R.N. licen~ure Examination
given by the State of New York. Graduates who achieve a
2.5 index are eligible to enter a ~enior institution within City
Universtty to cont~nue study for a baccalaureate dPgreE>.

Oesree

NUR 37

NUR 38

4
4

Hum,Jn Anatomy & Phy~iology II

3
4
4

Major lle.1lth Problt>ms & Clinical
Nursmg Activit1~ II (long-Term
Problems: Motor & Nt>urological)
Major Ht•,1hh Probft>ms & Clinical
Nuf\infl Acllvitie~ Ill
!R1·production & the Young Family)
Major lkalth ProblemsMt-dJcill & Surgical Problems
of Acluh~ & Children
Clinic<JI Nuf\ing Activities MP<Iical & Surgical Problems
of Adults & Children
Man.lgl•nwnt in Nursing
t lNith Promotion
Total

Frre Electi ves • •
To complf'IP th<. rt>qwt'd f.S-68 crt>dtts

4
4

4

4

-

4

39

2-3

• Remediation in English, Reading, Mathematics, and
Chemistry, tf requtred. Priorrty into NUR 31 will be given to
students who havt' achlev£>d a scale score of 17 or more on
the CUNY Readmg A<scssment Test (12th grade level}.
• • Choose from Art, Astronomy, Biology, CHM 18, Communication, English, 1-:~alrh and Physical Education, History,
Mathematics, ModPrn Languages, Music, Nutrition, Pharmacology, Physics, RDL 21 or Social Sciences.
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Paralegal Studies Curriculum
Lay Advocate O ption
69 Credits required fo r A .A .S. Degree

PARALEGAL CERTIFICATE PROGRAM

(31 credits)
Director: Dr. A. Wolk

Core Requirem ents
ENG 13
CMS 11
HIS 10
"MTH 12

Fundamental Composition
Fundamental Communication
H1story of the Modern World
lntro. to Mathemat1cal Thought

3
3
3
3
Total

12
Curriculum fo r Paralegal Studies Certificate
31 Cred it s required fo r Certification

Requ ired Areas of Study
•science- Choose from BIO 50, CHM 13 or AST 11
Human1t1es A-Choose from ENG 14, 15, 16 or18
"Humanit1es B-MUS 10 or ART 10
Total

3
3

Course No

1

ACC 11
LAW 41
LAW 47
LAW 52
LAW 62

7

Specializa tion Requirem en ts
ACC 11
BUS 11
HLT 97
LAW 41
LAW 47
LAW 52, 72,
82 or 92
LAW 62
LAW 65
LAW 89
LAW95
POL 11
POL61 or
••sPN 28
MK117 or
FIN 33
35
38
tCWE 33

soc
soc

Fundamentc~l Accounting I
Businl'ss Mathem<~tics
Field Work in Community
Health Resources
Business Law
legal Procedures

4
3
3
3
3

law
Family Law
Criminal Law and Procedures
legal Advocacy
Legal Research & Writing
American National Government
Solving Social Problems Through
the Political Process or
Interpreting & Translation Skills for
legal Per~onnel
Consumer Problems & Personal Finance
or Grant-Wnting and Fundraising
lntro. to Soc1al Work
Social Advocacy
Cooperative Work hpenence
Total

3
3
3
3

3
3

3
3
3
3
4

-50

•students who may latlv rmmfer to a four-year college should
consult an adviser for poHible repl.1ccment courses. Many
CUNY colleges require a lab ~cience, a different milthematics,
and a three-credit mu~ic or art course.
• *SPN 28 i~ taught in Spanish.
tStudcnt~ will be eligible to take CWE 33 any time after completion of 45 curriculum credit\ with approval of the Curriculum
CoordinJtor Under exceptional circumstances, substitutions
may be made lor CWE 33 by the Cumculum Coordinator.
Note: Students enrolled at the Arthur Kill Correctional Facility off.<:ampus locale must complete a minimum of one year's
residency .11 the roam campus in order to qualify for a
degree.

62
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The certificate course of study is designed for advanced
students who do not wish to enroll in the Paralegal A .A.S
Degree program Minimum entrance requirements are 60
college cred1ts or a two-year degree.

LAW 72
LAW 82
LAW Cl2
LAW 95
TA.X 11

Credit
Fundamental Accounting I
Business Law
Legal Procedures
Business Organ1lat1on •
Family L.1w
Real Property
Insurance and Torts
lstates. rrusts & Wills
Legal Research & Writing
lr1tro. to Taxation

4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
Total

31

N ote: Students may elect to take a voluntary or creditbearing internship (CWE 31 or 33) after the completion of 16
or more Certificate credtts.

PERFORMING ARTS - MUSIC

Performln1 Arts- Mulic Curriculum
64- 61 Credits required for A.A.S. Dqree

-Cu"iculum Coordinator: Dr. M. Salzberg
With the renaissance of the arts, there is a growing need
for musicians, especially mus1c teachers. Graduates with
the Bachelor of Music degree will be prepared to be
orchestra or ensemble instrumentalists, choral or
ensemble vocalists, and teachers of music in private or
public institutions. They may serve in schools and in
community centers, in the mus1c and performing arts
industries, including radio, theatre, broadcasting, and
telecasting..
Students can earn an Associate in Applied Science
degree in Music in a two-year program at Bronx Community College. This includes private lessons at no additional cost in mstrumental or vocal areas of the student's
choice.
In addit1on to regular requiremenb, students must meet
special standards in music;ll aptitude and ability, as well
as demonstrate prof1ciency in vocal or instrumental
areas, to be determined by tests, auditions and interviews
conducted by the faculty of Bronx Community College.
Students found defiCient in musical aptitude skills may
be required to take MUS 40 and/or MUS 50.

Core Requirements
ENG 13

CMS 11
HIS 10

Fundamental Composition
Fundamental Communication
HistOfY of the Modern World
Modem Lanauaae

3
3

.3
0-8

Total 9-17

Required AreAs of Study
Science or Mathematics-Choose from Astronomy,
Bioloav, Chem1stry, Physics or Math
Humanities-Choose from Enalish, Communication

3-4

or Art
3
Hist()f)' or Social Science-Choose from History.
Economics, Philosophy, Pol1tical Science,
Psycholoay or Soc1oloay
3
PEA or HLT -Choose from Physical Education
1-2
activity course or HLT 91
Total 10-12
Specialization Requirements
MUS 11 or
12
MUS 21 or
MUS31
MUS 41
MUS 51
MUS 71
MUS 83
MUS 22 or
MUS32
MUS 42
MUS 52
MUS 72
MUS84

Introduction to Music
Choral Performance I, or
Orchestral Performance I
Theory I
Ear Trainma I
Secondary Piano I
Pnvate Instruction I

3
1

2
1
1
2

Choral Performance II, or
Orchestral Performance II

1

Theory II

2

Ear Trainina II
Secondary Piano II
Pnvate Instruction II

1
1

MUS 23 or
MUS 33
MUS 43
MUS 53
MUS 61
MUS85
MUS 91 or
MUS95

Choral Performance Ill, or
Orchestral Performance Ill
Theory Ill
Ear Trainina Ill
Keyboard I
Private Instruction Ill
Instrumental Ensembles I, or
Chamber Chorus I

MUS 24 or
MUS 34
MUS 44
MUS 54
MUS62
MUS 81
MUS 86
MUS 92 or
MUS96

Choral Performance IV, or
Orchestral Performance IV
Theory IV
Ear Trainma IV
Keyboard II
Rec1tal Performance
Private Instruction IV
Instrumental Ensembles II, or
Chamber Chorus II

2
1

2
1
1

2

1
2
1

1
1

2
1

Total

34

Free Electives
To complete the required 64-68 cred1ts

• To be taken, if needed, to meet the degree requirements.. Otherwise, may be used as elective credits or another elective may be
substituted. See languase requirements, pase 55.
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S.Celarlll

S..._ Cunku._

Eqcuthe Secretary Option
*65-61 Crtdtl Nt~Uired for A.A.S. Depee

SecretAry ! Studies Curriculum
Word Procetlins Option
•64- 65 Credits required fo r A.A.S. Dearee

SecretArial Studies Curriculum
Leaal Secre tAry Option
Credits required for A .A .S. Desree

••s-68

Core Requirements
ENG 13
CMS 11
HIS 10
**MTH 12

Co re Require ments

Fundamental Composition
Fundamental Communication
History of the Modem World
lntro to Mathematical Thought

3

Total

3
3
3
12

ENC 13
CMS 11
HIS 10
** 810 18
tMTH 12

Fundamental Composition
Fundamental Communication
History of the Modern World
Human Physiology
lntro. to Mathematical Thought

tSCI
Sc.ence
ART or MUS Art or Music
PEA
Physical Ed (choose one)
PSY 11 or
Psychology or
SOC 11 or
Sociology or
CMS 20
Pubhc Speaking
Secretarial Studies or BuSiness elective

3-4
3
1

TYP14
WPR 12
WPR 22
§CWE 31

soc

3
3

Social Science elective
Art or Music
Physical Ed. (choose one)

3
3
1
Total

7

Spec ializatio n Re quire me nts

13-14
SHO 11
TYP 11
BUS 11

Specializatio n Require me nts

TYP 13
WPR 11
COM 31
WPR 21

16

Required A~u of Study

ART or MUS
PEA

Total

TYP 12
ACC 11
BUS 51
ttOR I 43

..3
Total

Required Are a s of Study

TYP 11
BUS 11

3
3
3

Typing I
Business Mathematics

2
3

Typing II
Fundamental Accounting I
Business Organization & Management
Career Orientation

2
4

3

3
2

3

Shorthand II
Typing II
Fundamental Accounting I
legal Procedures
Career Onentation

3

Shorthand Ill
Typing Ill
legal Shorthc~nd I
Bus1ness Communications
Bus1ness Law

3

2
4

3
0

0

Typing Ill
Machine Transcription I
Business Communications
Word Processing Administration

2
3
3
3

Typing IV
Machine Transcription II
Word Processing Office Simulation
Cooperat1ve Work Exp. I

3
3
3
2
Total

SHO 12
TYP 12
ACC 11
LAW-47
ttORI 43

Shorthand I
Typing I
Business Mathematics

SHO 13 or 17
TYP 13
SHO 31
COM 31
LAW 41
SHO 32
SEC 41
§CWE 31

2
3
3

3

legal Shorthand II
Secretarial Practice
Coopt>rat111e Work hp. I
Total

4
2
2
42

36
Free Electives

Free Electives
To complete the requ1red 65·68 cred1ts.
To complete the required 64-65 credits.

• Students receiving exemption in Typewriting need 64 credits;
others require 65 credits.
• • Students may qualify for advanced math placement resulting
from evaluation of high school math background. MTH 30 is
recommended for students considering transfer to a senior
co/lese.
t Students considering transfer to a senior college should consult
their curriculum adviser for science requirement.
ttMay be waived for Evening Session students with approval of
curriculum coordinatoc
§CWE J1 may be taken as an elective in the third semester or
waived with the approval of the curriculum coordinatoc

66 the curricula and programs

• Students receiving exemption in Shorthand and/or Typewriting
need 65 credits; others require 68 credits.
• • Students considering transfer to a senior college should consult
their curriculum adviser for ~cience requirement.
tStudents may qualify for advanced math placement resulting
from evaluation of high school math background. MTH 30 is
recommended for students considering transfer to a senior
college.
tt May be waived for Evening Session students with approval of
curriculum coordinator
§CWE 31 may be taken as an elective in the third semester or
waived wtth the approval of the curriculum coordinatoc

~NC·l

CMS11

HIS10
..MTH12
81011
HlT 91
PSY 11
SCX11

FundlmMtal ~

,

~Communlc--HIADIV ~ the Modem World
lnuo 10 Ma~al Thouaht

)

Psycholoty

3
3

HIIIMft Phwllol~
Critical H•lth lllues

Sociolotlv

3
3
4
2

ENCU
CMS11
Hl$'10

••81011
tMTH12

Total 24
SOC

lequlred Area of Study

PEA
ART ot MUS Art ot MusiC
Physical Ed (choose one)
P£A
Clinical PsycholoaY elective
PSV
In addition to PSY 11

3
1

3
Total 7

SH011
BUS 11
TYP11

Sped.IHzatlon lequlremenll
TYP11
BUS 11

Typlnal
Business Mathem•tics

2
3
4

Fundamenul Accountlnt 1
T:1:.:1
Mad Temlinoloay
c.,.. Orientation

0

Typlna Ill
ClinicaL.Techniques I

2
2

COM31

BuslnesiC~

3

SEC35

Mldlc:al Office PrM:tke I

2
2

Mlidlcll Lew

3

K.C 11
TYP12
81022

10RI43

TYP13
81046

SECJ4
81047

UW4S
ttCWE3'1

Mildlcal Office ~ I

Cllnai~H

Cooperative Wolfl Experilnc:e I

f,..E..._
To eompleta the ,.quirecl65,..a CftiCAtl.

Social ScllnCla elective
.
Physiul Ed. (choose one)

ART or MUS Art or MUik:

2
2

2

-

2

Total 3f

SH012
N:.C 11
TYP12
ttoRt 43

'
Shorthand
I
Bullness Mathematics
TVPinll
ShorthAnd II
Fundamental Accounttnll I
TVPina II
Ca!Hf Orientation

SHOUor17 Shorthand U1
Business CommunteatiOIIs
C()t.t 3'1

TYf'13

SEC47

Typlna HI
EducaUOnal Prcblems of
School s.cnitarieS I

'SHO 14 « 1t $hclrtNnd IV
SEt 41
~Practice
~ 45
Schoalkofda;t; Ac~
SEC41
~~-

ICWE Jt

Schopl~q

~Wolfl

E._nce I

Col.... .....,.

The
the ,.,.. to limit the ......... .,
student~ rall•ured In., coune, or to caftcel llfll --;~.h':
for which theM II lnsufficleM entOibnent. or •

EXPlANATION Of SYMIOLI
Prwequllites mull be c:om.plleld with
the sublequent ~ "!'8Y be taken.

• . . . . . . . . lalbe

Col'equifltll may be ...... tlmultaneoully, Of babe •

chan~~~ In .,.....u~s~e~~. CCIUI'Ie .,_,~ - - ·· - " "tlonl, IChadule ..... eeclion ...,.,.. ll'llhe . . . .
It may diem MC11111Y for the pnllllll' and tlic:llnt Ulli-~

1M"

•

. . ol theeolllll.

c:aune.

Studenlt who p~ace- 1n ENG 01 _. 1101. o~... llliliMII!~:;,t~
......... -for the fDIIowlnt ..................~:

AN EXPLANATION Of CUDIT

PEA COUflll
Music~

cou,..

ESL 11 tb¥ plac:emella

I
1. 1he _..,

*

Cl'ldtldottl """ to the tredltlonll ~

~-folm.

~ c:aufW ,......., 12 01' above, br . . .lit
ELC t1 fft111Jor1S (Co•..... MTH 13 Nc«n•lliil-:
for Electronic and CGmpuelr Entlnaerinl TICII. . . .~~~.,i~
ttudentt only)
TVP 11
MIC11 (by~
MlitUdlo~

Student~ who plKe

1. Ttw """ lect ..,., ,..... .......... 'IICiioM hive
.... ~ .... ...,........, lnwlllc:tl- , _...

-.................
II-·-..,.,...,.

~a ...................

ENG Q2 NY -

HIS 10
MEC 12

ART 10
ART 11
l«f 12

MU510
MUS 11
MUS 12
PHL 11

CMS 30
COM 31

POl11

OAT30
ECO 11

PSY 11

soc 11

ECO 12

u:a11: :

lnlo

folla(Mna credlt-t.rlnl c:aunes:

CMS 11

:;

'

CMS 10 ....,.CMS 12

I I I !I

iijlij

,...._.... tile

ACCOUNTING

ART 15

Desian
4 rec 2 cr
Studio course introducing the principles of two
dimensional design. Using color creatively, dynamic
des1gns for commercial success and fine art composition. Wide ranging application~ for all curricula in·
eluding Audiovisual Technology.

ART 21

Drawing and Painting I
4 rec 2 cr
Studio course to develop basic skills and concepls in
drawing and painling. Emphasi~ on drawing anatomy
and portraits. U~ of different mediums and techniques. Students draw from profe~sional models.

ART 22

Drawing and Painting II
4 rec 2 cr
Studio course with emphasis on painting in oil and
acrylics and life drawing. Fundamentals of form , color, texture, and composition as applied to still life,
l;mdscape••md portraits. Assignments are adapted to
each student' s ability. Development of student's per·
sonal style.

ART 31

Graphics I
4 rec 2 cr
Studio course in relief print1ng. Instruction includes
your own woodcut o~nd linocut prints, and other innovative method~ . Color printing by hand and on 1he
print1ng press.

ART 32

Graphics II
4 rec 2 cr
Stud1o course 1n etching, S1lkscreen, color printing.
and blo~ck and wh11e print~ using the printing press.
Creative expenence with mixed media. Proofing and
making edittons.

..\RT 41

Ceramics I
4 rec 2 cr
Funddmental techniques of pottery and ceramks.
Emphasis on stando~rds of design and development of
c raftsmanship. Art museum VISits .

ART 42

Ceramiu II
4 rec 2cr
Build1ng, decorating, glazing techniques. Emphasis on
three dimensiondl design dnd craftsmanship.

ART 51

Art of Africa and North America
3 rec 3 cr
Exploro~tion of tht! drt forms of Wt!st, Central and Eo1st
Africa, dS well dS those of the Eskimo and of the
North American Indian . Discussion of impact oi these
culturt!s on lhe development of modern art, with attention to the humdnistiC traditions involved. Art
museum visi ts. Corequisite. ENG 02 or RDL 02 If required .

ART 52

O riental Art
3 rec 3cr
Emphd~l~ on art o( China and Japan from prehistoric
periods through the grea1 Buddhist and dynastic styles
in architecture, sculpture, pottery, painting, and calligraphy. Stud1o practice in techniques of Chinese
painting. Art museum visits. Corequi>1te. ENG 02 or
RDL 02 if requrred.

ART 55

Modern Art
3 rec 3 cr
Important movements in modern art, including
lmpresslon1sm, Post-Impressionism. Expressionism,
Cubism, Dada. Surrealism, Abstract Expressionism.
Pop Art, Minimal Art, Conceptudl Art, and modern
archilecture. lectures. films dnd visits to museums, art
galleries, drchitectural monuments. Coreqwsite; ENG
02 or RDL 02 d requ ired.

Departmen t of Bu\mess
A(

C: 11 Fundamental At counting I

5 rec 4cr
Pnnc1plcs ol accountmg apphed to ~ingle propriE>torshrp j()urn,JIIllng and posting, adjusting and clostng cntues, prcparat1on of the \\ork sheet, balance
shcN antl tn<.:ome ~t.ttement. Prerequisite or coreqw)ite
td<J)(>'lc/mg upon studo.:m's cumcu/uml: BUS 11.

ACC 12 fundamental A((ounting II
5 rec 4 cr
Extt•nsion of the puncrples of accounting to partnerShips and <.:orporo~tlons. Prereqw)ite: ACC II .
ACC: 13

Intermediate Auounling
5 rec 4 cr
I heolry .md pruul ern ~ of ae<.ounting applied to con·
slrut tion, fln,IOd~ l sto~tements; problems of valuation
and 1m omc cil·h!rnllnulion Prerequi>ite: ACC 12.

A( ( 14 (usl An uunling
5 rec 4 cr
l'rlll! iplt•' ul (CI~I oiC<.:OUniiOg for manufacturing and
htt)IIII'SS; m.tn.I!·Wrial U)l'~ of cmt data under the job
ord•·r ,111 (1 pr<Xess )y)lt•rn; use of estimate, standard
,111d dii•'C t < o~ting lt·~:hniqul's reldted to job order and
1nor,•ss 'osting. 1'11'11:'1 /W>rte· ACC l J; for Ddta ProcI'S)mg )ltldt•nt>. A< ( 12.

ART
DepcJrtment ot 1\fustc ami Art
Mthlc or Arl rrqt.,•t.menls for all cumculct mcty be satisfied by
•my cour$e <..r <.omlunJIIOn of course~ in Art dnd/or Music for
wlm:h the student IS qualified. Student~ planning to transfer to a
four yc·ar Wllt'g(• )t.ould t:heck wtth th.tt inshtulion to see which
courSt') drP •lC< t'Jlldble for tr.t n~fer credit.
ART 10

Art Surwy
2 rec 1 cr
:,urwy of dll in scle<tt•d hbtoncal periods of Western
• IViliz.ottCHl Nolt•. Not opl:'n to ~tudents taking ART II
11r AR I 12 ( cm~<IIH>IIt•. f.NC 02 or RD~ 02 if re'/11111'11

AKT II

ART 12
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lntrodu<"tiun In Art
3 rec 3 cr
:,w w y ol ou1 ,uto~li<' hcrttdge from the classical
pc110d of W1·~tt·rn tivlliLo~tion to modern art. Discus·
sivn ,,r )0< ,,,I .tnd' philo)ophJ<.:al influences. Creative
)I<Jdlo l'~ pt>ll< IH<~s are encoUJagcd. Art museum
"')'h 1 or('(lll•5iW t NG 02 01 RDL 02 if required.
l ntrodudion to Western
3 rec 3cr
and Non· We~ll"rn Cultures
Atucan, prc·l.olumb1an and Oceanian; their relation)lllp to the o~rt of our \\'~tern world . Creative studio
expcnl'nccs arc encouraged, Mu:.eum visits. (May be
to~ken to fulfill ART 1 1 requirement.) Corequisite:
ENG 02 or RDL 02 ,( rC<turred
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A.VT 13

Audlovlsu•l Equipment
Oper•tlon •nd M•lnten•nce

3 rec 3 cr

The operation and simple maintenance of all audiovisual equipment and materials. Students are required
to serve a minimum of five hours per week as an apprentice AV operator in the college's AV facilities.
Prerequistte: AVT 10

AVT 31

Audio Recordins and Duplication

Multimedia Operations
•nd Production

A.VT 33

ACS 22

A.CS 23

ACS 24

ACS 31

Engine (Internal Combustion)

ACS 32

ACS 12

Brakes

Fuel Systems

Manual Transmission
and Rear Axle

2 rec 2 lab 3 cr

Towina, Shop Safety
and General Cleanup

2 rec 2 lab 3 cr

Chassis and Components

3 rec 2 lab 4 cr

Metal Worldn& Skills

1 rec 6 lab 4 cr

Includes the different stages of repair, such as
analysis, roughing out, metal straightening, filling and
metal refinishing. Basic skills of hammer and dolly
using, grinder files, picks and fillers. Prerequisite: First
semester course sequence in Automotive Mechanics
Prosram.

ACS 34

Painlin& Procedures

2 rec 4 lab 4 cr

Identifying dents, applying primers, applying putty,
sanding and waxing and poly·glycoat procedures.

BIOLOGY

2 rec 2 lab 3 cr

Fundamentals of design, operation and assembly of
the automotive system. integrated into repair service
and overh.1ul of the essential components of the fuel
systems.

ACS 14

Electrical Systems

1 rec 4 lab 3 cr

Construction, servicing and repair of both disc and
drum brakes of the automobile.

ACS 13

2 rec 4 lab 4 cr

Emphasis will be placed on disassembly and assembly
procedures for bumpers, fenders, doors. trunk lid, interior and radiator. Prerequi)1te: First semester course
sequence in Automot1vf:' Mechanics Program .

3 rec 6 lab 6 cr

Operation service procedures, diagnostic methods of
an internal combustion engine. An internal combustion engine will be completely diassembled, inspected, precision measured, repaired. reassembled and
tuned up.

Heatin& and Air-Conditionin&

Covers various methods of towing cars. Students are
encouragE'd to have a driver's license before registering for th1s class. Basic procedures for shop safety
and methods used in the collision shop will be established. Interior cleanup and spot removal, dust
removal, plastic removal and chrome cleanup. PrereqUISite: F1rst semester course sequence in Automottve Me-chanics Prosram .

Department of Physics
ACS 11

· 1 rec 6 lab 4 cr

Operation, service and repair of automotive electrical
starting, lighting, generating and ignition systems.

ACS 33

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

Automatic Transmission

Heating and air-conditioning system of an automobile. Emphasis on trouble-shooting and servicing the
cl1mate control system <heating and air-conditioning).

Television Editin&
2 rec 2 lab 3 cr
and Post-Production Techniques
Provides theoretical and practical experience in video
editing and post·production. Emphasis on special production techniques for assembling program shots or
sequences 1n a post·production editing facility. Inter·
lion of additional material, via time base correction is
covered. Prerequtsite : AVT 12.

2rec 41ab 4cr

Operation and service of most conventional automatic transmissions. An automatic transmission will
be completely disassembled, inspected and reassem·
bled. Prerequisite: ACS 14.

4rec 3cr

Multimedia (two or more screen images, presented
simultaneously or in a variety of sequential patterns)
production techniques are discussed and demonstrated. Various types of equipment, including sophisticated computer-managed systems, are analyzed and
sample programs are studied. Practice in special
photographic and graphics techniques required for
multi·image production. Students participate in the
production of a complete multi·image program. Prerequisite AVT I I and AVT 31.

front Ends

Diagnostic and service procedure, inspection, repair
and alignment of the automobile's front end. The rear
,suspension system and steering gears will be developed and related to the front-end system.

3 rec 3 cr

Theoretical and practical " hands on" experience in
all phases of audio recording and tape duplication as
they apply to the production of audiovisual maWials
and the operation of audiovisual equipment.

A.VT 32

ACS 21

1 rec 4 lab 3 cr

Operation and service procedures for the automotive
manual transmission and rear axle. A manual transmission and rear axle will be completely disassembled, inspected and reassembled.

Department of Biology
and Medical Laboratory Technology
810 11

General Biolo&Y I

2 lect 4 lab 4 cr

Chemical basis of life; cellular structure, function and
reproduction; photosynthesis and cell respiration ;
human anatomy and physiology; plant structure and
function . Prerequisite: RDL 01 if required.
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110 71

CllnlciJ Laboratory
1 lect 4 lab 3 cr
Techniques 1•
Use of basic laboratory equipment; skills of urinalysis
-physical, chemical and microscopic examinations;
introduction to blood banking-blood typins, ABO,
Rh, compatibility testins; introduction to seroiOSYprinciples, pregnancy testing, latex tests. Prerequisites:
810 15, CHM 02.

110 71

ClinicAl Laboratory
• 1 lect 4 lab 3 cr
Techniques 11•
Complete blood counb, normal and abnormal
smears; basic routine blood procedures-sickle cell,
sedimentation rate, reticulocyte count, platelet count; ·
coagulation studies-prothrombin time, clot retraction; special procedures-alkaline phosphatase staining, electrophoresis. Prerequisites: 810 71, 8/0 23,
CHM 17.

810 73

Clinical Laboratory
1 lect 4 lab 3 cr
Techniques 111•
Principles and practice of volumetric equipment and
spectrophotometers (visible and ultraviolet). Clinical
chemistry tests; BUN and creatinine, glucose, serum
proteins, bilirubin and other liver function tests, electrolytes, isozymes used In cardiac profile, acid and
alkali phosphatases. Emphasis on clinical techniques,
chemical principles and diagnostic significance. Prerequisites: CHM 18, 810 72 and 810 24 or 810 26.

810 74

810 75

ClinicAl Laboratory
1 lect 4 lab 3 cr
Techniques IV"
Basic principles, operation and proper maintenance
of instruments used in clinical laboratories: Coulter
counter, electrophoresis and densitometry, fluorometer, flame photometers, chloridometer. Particular emphasis placed on chemical analyzers: discrete,
centrifugal force and auto-analyzers. Prerequisite: 810
73 or written permission of the chairman.
Clinical Practlcum
1 cr
Six-month, full·time clinical laboratory training in an
approved hospital laboratory. Required for a New
York City Department of Health License as a medical
laboratory technician. Placement for training is
limited and cannot be guaranteed. Prerequisite: completion of all other requirements and departmental approval.

Exemption for ML T Courtet
•Stud~nts who ha~ acqulrtd knowltdse and skills in clinical work ~x
~riencf! or throush s~i•liztd Wlinlns m the armtd forces are elisible
for "~mption "•ms. After completins such exemption exams, students

will be lflnltd cred1t w1th sraM and index value for the i.ppropriate
cour~. For further information, th~ student should consuh t~ d~part
ment ch~irm;an prior to rfBistr.rion.

BOTANY
Department of Biology
Enrollment in these courses is limited to students in the Ornamental Horticulture curricula or with special permission of
the department.
BOT 11 Basic Botany
15 hr/sem 1 cr
Survey of plant cells and tissues, cell division, reproduction, genetics, anatomy, systematics, evolution
and ecology. Prerequ1s1tes: 810 11 and 12.
BOT 12 Plant Fonn and Function
12 hr/sem 1 cr
Anatomy and physioiOSY of plant cells and organs;
cellular respiration and photosynthesis. Prerequisite:
BOT II.

BOT 13 Plant Physiology
12 hr/sem 1 cr
Plant growth and development, hormones, tropisms,
phytochrome, dormancy, responses to low temperature, flowering, senescence and abscission. Prerequisite: BOT 12.

BOT 41 Entomology
16 hr/sem 1 cr
Structure, growth <1nd 'development of insects and related arthropods. Background to insect classification
and identific<~tion; collection and preservation of insects. Prerequisites : 810 II and 12.
BOT 42 Weeds
12 hr/sem 1 cr
learn the identification of weeds, their biology, seeds,
and control, and their relationship to ornamentals.
Prerequisites: 810 11 and 12.

BOT 61 Woody Plant Identification:
12 hr/sem 1 cr
Fall Trees and Shrub~
Identification and land$Cape use of ornamental trees
and shrubs. Emphasis on shade trees and shrubs
grown for ornamental foliage and fruit. Prerequisites:
810 II and 12.
BOT 62 Woody Plant Identification:
8 hr/sem 1/2 cr
Broadleaved Evergreens
Survey of broadleaved evergreens, their identification
and ornamental characteristics. Prerequisites: 810 71
and 12.
BOT 63 Woody Plant Identification:

12 hr/sem 1 cr
Conifers
Identification and landscape use of ornamental conifers. Review of winter id('ntification of deciduous
material. PrerequiSites; 810 II and 12.

BOT 64 Woody Plant Identification:
12 hr/sem 1 cr
Spring Trees and Shrubs
Continuation of BOT 61 , with emphasis on spring
flowering trees and shrubs. Prerequisites: 810 II and
12.
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CHM 13 Current Topics in Chemittry
3 rec 2 cr
Exploration of problems ansing from the expanding
human population and Increasing industrial te-chnology and how chemistry relates to and can aid in
understanding the problems c~nd attempting solutrons.
Corequisite: ENG 02 or RDL OJ. tf requrred.
CHM 14 Introduction to General,
3 lt'ct 3 lab 4 cr
Ort~anic and Biological Chemistry
Matter, atomic structure, ch('mical bonds, rad roactivity, liquid state and solutions, ionization, acids and
bases, hydrocarbons and derivatives, carbohydrates,
lipids and proteins, metabolism, respiration, blood
and urine, hormones. Prert>quisrte; • 810 2 I or 810 28
or permi55ion of the department: placement exam or
CHM 02.

CHM 15 Fundamentals of Chemistry
2 le-ct 4 lab 3 cr
Fundamental principles and theories of chemistry;
emphasis on topics of interest to the 'te-chnologies.
Can !kllrsfy one semester of laboratory science in
Lrberal Arts programs. Coreqursitt•: f:NG 02 or RDL 02
rf required.

CHM 17 Fundamentals of
1 rec 2 lect 3 lab 4 cr
Gt>neral Chemistry I
Introductory course in general chemistry, atomic
theory, formulas and equations, ele-ctron configurations, periodic table, chemical bonding, molecular
strutture, calculations, gas. liquid and solid states,
solutions. laboratory exercises illu~trate principles of
course and laboratory te-chnique~ . Prerequisites: CHM
02 or passing of placement examination, MTH 02 or
OJ or RDL 02.
CHM 18 Fundamentals of
1 rec 2 lect 3 lab 4 cr
General Chemistry II
Continuation of CHM 17. Ionic reactions, acid-base
theories, Ph, chemical equilibria, structure, nomenclature and properties of hydrocarbons, alcohols,
ethers, carbonyls, acids, estNs, fats ,. lipids, amino
acids, and proteins, carbohydrates. Prf"requistte: CHM
17.

CHM 22 Gent>ral Chemistry II with
1 re-c 2 lect
Qualitative Analysis
6 lab 5 cr
Emphasis on solutions, equilibria, acids and bases,
ionization equilibria, solubility product, complexions,
oxidation-reduction and survey of metallic and nonmetallic elements. organic and nuclear chemtstry.
Laboratory: qualitative analysis of solutrons; salts and
alloys. Prerequisite: OlM I I.

3 rec 3 lab 4 cr
CHM 24 Plastics Chemistry
Chemistry in relation to the plastics industry. Special
emphasis on organ1c chemistry and chemistry of high
polymers. Corequtstte: ENG 02 or RDL 02 if required.
CHM 31 Ort~anic Chemistry I

1 re-c 21ect
4lab 4 cr
Structure, nomenclature, properties and reactions of
organic compounds mcludmg electronic theory and
mechanism. Laboratory: preparation, purification and
identification of representati\le organic compounds.
Prerequisttes: CHM I 2 or CHM 22.
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CHM 32 Ort~~n ic Chemit try II

1 rec 2 lect
4lab 4 cr

A continuation of CliM 31.
Prerequisite · CIIM 31 .

CHM 33 Quantitativt> Analysis
2 It'd 6 lab 4 cr
Theory and laboratory methods of Quantitative
Chemical Analysis with l.tboratory determinations
employing gravimt'tric and tilrimPtric (volumE'tricl
methods, including ac.:id·bil$e, precipitation and
oxidation-reduction reactions; use of chelating agents
and analytical instruments. Prerequi~ite: CHM 22,
CHM 35 Fundamentals of
1 rec 2 It'd
Orpnic Chemistry
3 ~b 4 cr
Nomenclature, structure, properties and reactions of
typical organic molecules. Laboratory: preparation,
properties and identification of typical organic compounds. Prerequisrte: CIIM 12 or CHM 18.
CHM 41 Biochemistry
1 re-c 2 lect 4 lab 4 cr
Chemistry of mt•tabolism, t>lf"clrolytte equilibrium,
reaction mechanism, catalysis, oxldatton-reducti'on,
enzymes, metabolt~m of carbohydrates, proteins, fats
and nucleic acids. Prrrl'qui;ite: CHM 35.
Ct-\M 44 Instrumental Methods
2 re-c 4 lab 3 cr
of Industrial and
Environmental Analysis
Introduction to concepts of modern analytical
methods. Elementary pnnciples of electronics and
uses of instrumt>nts. SJ)<'ttrophotornetry (visual, ultra·
v1olet and infrared); poi.Hography, poteniometry, gas
l1quid partition, chromJtogrilphy, electrogravimetric
methods, rad io.tctive techniques, emission spectro·
photometry, flame and atomic absorption photometry.
Prerequisrte: CHM 33.

CHM 45 Industrial Environmt>ntal
2 rec 6 lab 4 cr
Mt>thods of Analysis
Analysis of representative products of chemical plant
operatiom as well as air, water and environmental
materials, using tyrtcal industrial equipment. Methods
according to ASTM. AOAC, EPA and OSHA. Prereqursites: CHM 31, CIIM J 3. NOTE · Students in their
final semestf"r rnJ)' >uhstrlutt• CIIM 61.
CHM 61 Cooperative Work h perlence
3 rec 6 cr
and Seminar In
20 hrs field work
Chemical Te-chnology
An opportunity for chemical technology students to
work in an industrial laboratory of a cooperatrng 'employer. Students are compensated at the prevailing
wage rate for the job they hold. • Accompanying
seminar integrates chemical pnnciples with the practi·
cal aspects of tndustrial analysis, methods, and processes. Experiences and problems encountered in their
work are discussed and dnalyzed. Satisfactory ratings
by industria l supervisor and seminar instructor required. Prereqursites: fully matrrculated student status
in the lndustrral Ch('mical Laboratory option , CHM
33, and departmental appmval.
•Paid part·time employment of at least 20 houts per "'eek for
14·week semester.
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CMS 61

lnlroductlon to film
3 rec 3 cr
/furmctl} CMf '! /)
Study of documentary and narrative motion pictures
and their role in the world. Development of the film
a~ an art form, a~ entertainment, as a business, and as
a ma,rn source of Influence upon and reflection of
sociery. Cort:liUISite. ENG 02 or RDL 02 if required.

CMS 62

Bqinning film Production
!formerly CMf 92)
Not offered 1984·86.

3 rec 3 cr
CMS 81

CMS 66 Beginning Jele\i!ion Production
3 rec 3 cr
(formerly CMV 96)
Study of social, educational and economic impact of
television Relation between the urban community
and the medium eJCamtned. Is the medium the
message? What are the cultural implications? What
can be done to improve the medium? Technological,
arti~tic and communicative aspects explored for thei\
educational potr.ntial. Perrnisston of instructor re·
C]Utred. Cwequis1te: £NG 02 or ROL 02 if required.
CMS 67 Advan(ed Television Produ ction
tfmrrwrly ( MV 97)
Not Offered 1984 86.

CMS 70

lntrodullion to Th,.atre

COOPE RATIV~

EDUCATION

Department of Student Developrnent
3rec

3cr

Study of the n·o~errwnts and theories of world
theatre mcluthng an ex.1mination of relevant theatrical •tructures and t>ttuipment European and Ameri·
ran theatre; C)uental theatre and related dance, indudrng lap;utc~e. Chtnese. Indian, Balinese; African
thealll' lmphasts on theatncal t>lements rather than
tlw dr,uuatJt I tcrJtOre Corec,ulsfte· ENG 02 or RDL
Vl rf ll qwrcd
Stag!'< raft I (former/~ C.\ II 41/
3 rec 3 cr
flcm<:nlS ot acttng, rlitt>cting, sto~ge man.1ging, lighting
sets. l ostumc iind make up; emphasis on d11ecting
,md ''•'lo:e m,u•,Jgtng. Opportunity for evaluated practit al cxperivnce. ( or!'ljUJIItt'. [NG 02 ur ROL 02 if reqwlf'ri J

CMS 72 Stagecraft II If um1PIIy CM I 42J
3 rec 3 cr
I he<ltre ,uts; individu.1l projects chosen by the student
from rostuming, m.lke·up. lighting, scenic design and
<..onstructton. r('hear~.ll t('chniques, role of the director and/or producer, Jnd \lage manager are the major
ilrt'cl~ of study. Goo~l is to give students the technical
~kill to mount an actual production. Field work. Pre·
rerluis1te. ("'15 71: C<Jrf:lluistte: ENG 02 or RDL 02 If
ft'f/Uiff•c/.)

CMS 73

Seminar and Independent Study
1 rec 3 cr
in Dramatic Arts with field Projects
Elective for students v.lto wtsh to work independently
in some JrE'a of dramatic art. Weekly seminar in addi·
tion to independent work on an acceptable creative
project, or with tht> Bronx Council on the Arts in a
community center supervising and instructing in
drama . l'rE'I<·qu,srte: Permission of 111structor

3 rec 3 cr

II {)IIIIUI) (f. I/ 53)

CMS 71

CMS 76 At ting II (I mrm·rl} (M I 521
3 rec 3 cr
Advanu·d cour~e for tho~e who have successfully
complt•tE•d CMl 51 . Rehe.mal and study performance
techniques. Problems of auditioning. research work
on theories of acting. interpretation of absurdist and
avant-garde thPatre culminating in presentation of a
full-length play. field work. Prerequisrte; CMS 75; Corcqulsrtc.· f NG O.l or RCJL 02 rf required

CW E 31 Cooperative Work Experience I
0 rec 2 cr
CWE 32 Cooperali\'e Work Expt>rience II
0 rec 2 cr
Students are .l~~i!!ned to a 10b with cooperating
employer for part·time \\ork (mtnimum of 15 hours a
wt>ek for I 3 ">~>t'eks a 't>mester) under the supervision
of the prol!ram lOordtnator. Students are required to
attt>nd pl'ft()(lic JOb re\icws with the program coordinator, n1.1int.Jin dc~ily log of 10b activities, prepare
~emester report analyzing the problems and prot t><lure~ of a~~igru•d organintton. l'rerequr~ite: Full}
matnt ulatt>d ~tudenb c.arr) mg mmrmum of l.l credil5,
who ltaw l,llt~factorrl) <ompleted 30 credits rn chosen
cuuiwl11m pattern for U\!f J I , 42 crrd1t1 for (.\.<\If ,

32
CW E 33 Cooperative Work hperience
1 rec 4 cr
Under supetvision of program director, students are
placed in fullt11ne internships Gobs) with cooperating
employers for l6 weeks. An individualized program
of job preparation and counseli ng precede placements. Studrnl~ attend I 5 hours of evening seminars
every othN week during the internship period. These
meetings will be devoted to problem-sharing, problem-solving and Integrating classroom theory with
practicc~l job applications. Prerequesite: Fully matriculated student5 who ha~e completed 30 degree credits
with an o1eral/ C.P.A. of 2.00 and departmental approvill (45 credits for Paraleg,1/ Studies}.

Principles of Direding !formerly CMT 43) 3 rec 3 cr
Not offered 1984 86.

CMS 75 Acting I (Formerly O..tT 51)
3 rec 3 cr
Introduction to basic acting problems of analyzing
and creating a character through i'J"provisation, pan·
tomtme, theatre games, Sct'ne practice and analysis of
sterJes culmmaung 111 presentat,on of a one-act play.
Ouh de ciJss ass•gnments. FiPid work. Corequisite:
I NG 02 r RDL O.l rf requ11f'dJ
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DATA PROCESSING

ECONOMICS
Department of Social Sciences

Introduction to Syst"'s
3 lect 3 cr
Introduction to data processing equipment and opera·
tion; ranges from unit-record equipment to electronic
computers. Introduction to basic elements of electronic data procetSing, input, processing, storage, and
output; flow<harting, numbenng systems, and programming languages. Applications include business,
economics, science and social problems. Prerequi·
sites: Students are expected to complete ROL 02 and
ENC 01, prior to enrolling tn OAT 30. Corequis1te:
MTH 02.

OAT 32 Computer Prosramming
31ect 3 cr
Concepts and Introduction
to R.P.G. Prosramming
Designed to introduce concepts and techniques in·
volv~ in analyzing and designing business data processing systems. Topics cover file organization and
control, documentation, forms design, system implementation and maintenance. Practical applications to
business situations utilize Report Program Generator
(R.P.G.) as its programming language. Included are
R.P.G. concepts and techniques used in designing and
writing programs for card, printer, magnetic tape and
magnetic disc application. Students develop understanding of how to write R.P.G. programs for any
computer on which it is available. Prerequisite: OAT
30.

OAT 40 COBOL Pqrammlng
Jlect 2 lab 4 cr
Introduction to COBOL programming utilizing the
IBM/360. Problems are assigned and students are required to flowchart, code, debug, test, and document
their solutions. Applications in accounting, inventory
control, retailing, and other record·k~ping operations. Prerequisite: OAT 30 or permission of chairman.
OAT 41 Astembly Langua,e
3 lect 2 lab 4 cr
Prosrammlns
Techniques of writing computer programs in Basic
Assembly Language, a symbolic language. This includes data representation, ope-ration codes, direct
and indirect addressing, development of data files and
use of macro instructions. Students are assigned several programs to demonstrate their programming ability. Prerequisite: OAT 40 or PHY 61, or permission of
chairman.
OAT 43 Advanced COBOL Programming 3 lect 2 lab 4 cr
Designed to present concepts of magnetic tape and
direct access processing, and programming methods
used for these devices. ANSI COBOL and program·
ming techniques taught will be usable on almost all
computers. Topics cover data definitions, data usage
in mixed modes, data conversion, decimal point
alignment sign control and subscripting, concepts of
magnetic tape processing, sequential life updating.
DASO sequential file processing, OASO indexed sequential file processing, COBOL subroutined, program overlays and segmentation. Use of Report
Writer feature. Prerequisite: OAT 40.

ECO 11 Mlcroeconomict
3 rec 3 cr
Study and analysis of economic principles and
policies; theory of pricing and distribution under
various market conditions. Government Intervention
in the market and policy problems. Corequisite: ENC

02 or ROL 02 if required.
ECO 12 Macroeconomics
3 rec 3 cr
Study and analysis of factors underlying economic
growth and determination of the aggregate levels of
employment, prices and income. Counter<yclical
measures and international trade relations are examined. Corequ1site: ENC 02 or ROL 02 if required.
ECO 1S History of
3 rec 3 cr
Economic Thought
Study of evolution of economic ideas; basic problems
of economics: factor allocation, distribution
and
growth. Major schools of economic thought (primi·
tive, fuedal, classical, marginalist, Keynesian, " Neoclassical synthesis,'' modern socialism) are emphasized. Prerequisite: ECO 11 or 12, or permission of the
instructor.

ECO 31 Economics of labor
J rec 3 cr
Study of all labor resources; their utilization, allocation, and compensation: unionism, government
regulation, and other factors affecting the labor
resource. No prerequisite.
ECO 71 Economics of Oevelopina Arus
3 rec 3 cr
Basic principles and current problems of economic
growth and development. Within a broad framework
of economic modernization during the last two centuries, focus is on the less-developed nations, "thirdworld" and "fourth-world," and their present drive
for a "new international economic order" in their relations with industrial powers and the United Nations.
Prerequisite: ECO 11 or ECO 12 or HIS 10 or SOC 11.

EDUCATION
Department of Special Educational Services
EOU 10 Child Study
3 rec 3 cr
A competency-based course enabling students to acquire teaching abilities. Classroom manaaement; discipline and control; writing a case history and a life
space description of a child; analyzing and interpreting child study data; planning educational activities
based on child study data; and knowledge of useful
references. Minimum of 1S hours of practlcum experi·
ence required. Required for all Education ma;ors.
Prerequisite: ROL 02 and ENG 02 or ESL 11 or equivalent. Prerequisite or corequisite: PSY 4 1.
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fDU 12 Contem porary Urban Education
3 rec 3 cr
A competency-based course enabling students to acquire teaching abilities. Structure of American public
education; historical overview of education of
minorities; profile of the urban public school student;
problems and issues in urban education; urban
education programs, factors that affect teachinglearning In an urban setting; and knowledge of
references. An elective course. Prerequisite; RDL 02
•
and ENG 01 or ESL I 1 or equ1valent.
EDU 15 Readina and Other l anauage Arts
3 rec 3 cr
for the Early Childhood and
Elementary Yun
A competency·based course enabling students to acquire teaching abilities. various approaches to teaching reading and other language arts, e.g., handwriting,
spelling, listening, composition, and literature.
M~nimum of 20 hours of tutoring and practicum experience required. Provisions made to meet the needs
of students who take this course as an alternative to
EDU 40. Required upon adv1sement. Prerequisite:

EDU 10; prerequisite or corequisite: ENG 13.
EDU 16 Teachlna Reading In the
3 rec 3 cr
Primary Grades (N -3)
A competency-based course enabling students to acquire knowledge, skills, teaching abilities, and/or insights in relations to: word recognition; comprehension skills; reading readine>s skills; various approach- '
es to teaching read1ng; phonetic and morphemic
elements: phon1c and structural analysis skills, reading
achievement tests; reading interests of children; and
knowledge of useful references. Minimum of 20 hours
of tutoring and practicum experience required. Re-

quired, depending on curriculum pattern and advisement. Prerequisite: EDU 10.
EDU 17 Teachina Reading in the
3 rec 3 cr
Middle Gr.1des (4-6)
A competency·ba~ed course enabling students to acquire teaching abilitie~. Word recognition skills; compenhension skills; various approaches to teaching
reading; phonemic and morphemic elements; phonic
and structural andlysis skills; reading achievement
tests; reading intNest~ of children; oral and silent
reading; reading in the content areas; and knowledge
of useful referenc£>s. Minimum of 20 hours of tutoring
and practicum experience required. Reqwred, depen·
ding on currciulum pattern and advisement. Prerequisite: EDU 10.

EDU 18 Methods ~nd M~teri~ls fo r TeKhing
3 rec J cr
Lanauage Arts in a Bilin11ual Progr~m
Compe-tency·ba~ed course enabling students to acquire the knowledge and skills to teach in a bilingual
program. Competencies: Understanding how children
acquire and develop language; knowledge of
psychological principles underlying current methods
In second language teaching; knowledge of language
arts literature in the field of bilingual education;
knowledge of second language teaching materials and
techniques; ability to teach oral and other language
development skills; and ability to apply observation
and analysis skills to st'Cond language learning situa·
tions. Prereqwsites; RDL OZ, ENG 13, EDU 16 or EDU
17; corequis1te: literacy ar the I 3 level. e.g. SPN 13.

fRN 13, ITL 13, or perml5)ion from department.
EDU 24 Child Care Seminar I
3 rec 3 cr
A compctency·bascd course enabling students to ac·
quire teaching abilities. Interaction among parents,
staff, and children; htstorical and philosophical
background; planning an educational program;
physical environment of the classroom; instructional
materiab and activit1es; handling transition time; child
and parent adjustment to a new school situation;
h<mdlng negative child behavior. Required for Child

C.ue

~cudenrs.

Prcr<•quisite: EDU 10.

EDU 25 Child Care Seminar II
3 rec 3 cr
A compett>ncy-based cour~e. Continuation of EDU
24. Enables students to acquire teaching abilities. Play
activities; devising act1v1ties to meet children's growth
need~; involving parents in the school program; plan·
ning and conducting parent conferences and
meetings, examining own feelings as they affect rela·
honship with children and school personnel; working
as part of a group: evaluation of own performance
and of class performance; child care services and resources; and knowledge of useful references. Re-

QUifl'd for CIJild Care students. Prerequis1te: EDU 24.
EDU 26 Human Relations in Urban Schools
3 rec :kr
A competency·bast'd course. Norms, values, and
roles; observation of human behavior; principles that
govern human change; activities that aid social and
emotional growth; efft>ctive principles and practices of
communication through written messages, teacherparent conference~. telephone calls, and group presentdtion~; handling conflict and criticism; codes of
ethics; and knowledge of useful references. Required
of a/1 CduC"allon Ma1on. Prerequisites: RDL 02 and
ENG 02 or ESL II or equivalt>nt.
fDU 30 Nature .1nd Needs
3 rec 3 cr
of the Handicapped
A competency·based course enabling students to acquire teaching abihues. Legal definitions of categories
of the handicapped; representative programs and approaches tn teaching the handicapped; medical, psychological, and sociological factors associated with
being handicapped and their educational implica·
tions; service> and resources for the educational treat·
ment of the handicapped; current issues; problems,
and re~earch regardtng the hand1capped. An elect1ve

course Prert'quisite: EDU 10.
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EOU 31 Introduction to LHmlna Problema

l rec 3 cr
A competency.based course enabling students to K·
quire teachins abilities. Diagnostic-prescriptive teaching; learning modalities; orpnization and manaaement of the reaming environment; materials and procedures; evaluation of learning activities; and knowl·
edge of useful references. Minimum of 20 hours of
tutoring required. An elective course. Prerequisite:

ELC 12

Brief Introduction to the concept of electronic data
processins, computer systems, and function of parts
of typical computers. Use of the BASIC programmins
language. Scientific notation, significant figures and
general formats for solvinB simple engineering tech·
nology problems. Laboratory consists of programming, debugging and operation of mmicomputers that
respond to commands in BASIC to solve simple problems. Corequisite: MTH 02 or OJ.

EDU 10.

EDU 40 Field Wcwl Semlrwl rec l cr
A competency-based field experience course. Individual and small-group teaching experiences under
professional supervision in an accredited school or
agency. Periodic meetings with BCC faculty super. visor. Students must demonstrate com~ncies as
they pertain to general knowledse expected of those
who completed the Education sequence; planning,
execution, and evaluation of own teaching behavior
and skill; meeting individual needs of children; goals
of education; curriculum views of John Dewey; national and local curricula; and teachins-leamins principles. Required upon advisement. Prerequisite: Com·
pletion of all other required courses in the Education
Specialization sequence.

ELC 20

lndustml Electricity
1 rec 4 lab 3 cr
and Electronla
Study of electronics, simple electronic circuits. and
electric machinl'ry and distribution systems. Basic
principles are applied to typical systems that might be
encountered by mechanical engineering technicians:
feedback control systems and automated machinery.
Laboratory provides experience with electrical
schematic drawings. equipment, measuring instru·
ments, and electromechanical transducers and actu·
ators. (For Mechanical Technology students only.)
Prerequisite: ELC 10: corequisite; MTH 13.

ELC 21
EDU SO Survey of Creative Experiences
3 rec 3 cr
for the Early Childhood and
Elementary Yean
A competency-based course enabling students to acquire teachins abilities. Objectives; materials and activities; lesson plannins; teaching a song; use of
creative experiences in teachins the content subjects;
organ•zahon of a systematic classroom environment;
cultural resources for children's visits; and knowledge
of useful references. Reqwred, dependins on curricu·

lftlroducllon lo Dflltal Computen 1 rec 2 !.b 2 cr
aad IASIC Prosrammlna

AC Circuit Analysis
l rec 3 !.b 4 cr
Voltage, current, impedance, power and energy in
linear AC circuit elements and networks. Introduction
to networks, series resonance, and parallel resonance/
Prerequisite: ELC 11: corequisite: MTH 13 and RDL
02 or ENC 02 if required.

ELC 25

lum pattern. Prerequi5ite: EDU 10.

Balk Eletronks
3 rec l lab 4 cr
Semiconductor and vacuum tubes as physical devices
and circuit elements; rectification, filtering and
amplification. Emphasis on transistors. Laboratory: experiments include diode and triode characteristics
(vacuum tube and semiconductors), power supplies
and amplification. Prerequisite; ELC 11; corl'quisites:
ELC 21, MTH 13.

ELECTRONIC AND
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

ELC 35

Communication Electronic•
l rec 3 lab 4 cr
Continuation of ELC 25. Multistage amplifters, power
amplifiers including class of operation, frl'quency
range and rl'Sponse, couplins methods iind fl'edback
conditions. Modulation, detection and heterodynins.
with tipplications in radio broadcasting and high fidelity techniques. Experiments include frl'Quency respome, feedback, amplifiers, oscillators. Prerequisites:
ELC 25, PHY 21; corequisite: MfH 15.

ELC l l

Electric Product Deslan
41ab 2cr
and Measurements
Layout, construction, and assembly of electronic and
electrical l'Quipment. Economy, serviceability, shielding oand heat dissipation. Miniaturization, modular
construction, and printed circuits. Laboratory: layout,
fabrication, inspection, and testing of simple electrical
and electtonic measuring instruments. Introduction to
microelectronic l'Quipment, fabrication, and apphc• ·
lion. Prerequisite: ELC 21: corequisite: MEC 10.

Department of Engineering Techno/ogoies
ELC 10

ELC 11

Introduction to
1 lect 2 lab 2 cr
Electrical Techno'osv
A qualitative introduction to l'lectrical potential. current, and reslstancl': basic electric circuit configurations; identification of electric and electronic parts;
fabrication techniques used by engineering technicians in industry. Laboratory includes construction of
selected l'iectromc prorects and testing of these units
under supervision. Corequisite: MTH 02 or 03 .
DC Circuit Analysl1
3 rec 3 !.b 4 cr
Relationship between voltage, current, resistance,
power and energy in linl'ar DC circuit elements. Concepts are extended to networks containins several
branches and generators. Includes Thevenin's
thl'Orem, introduction to capacitors, inductors,
magnetic circuits. Use of basic test Instruments. Corequisite: ELC 10, MTH 06.
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GAR 12 Horticultural Techniqun II
18 hr/wm 1 cr
Continuation of GAR 11, with emphasis on greenhouse growing tel·hniques. Soils and other growth
media, potting. irrigation, fertilization, control of pests
and diseases. Use and care of greenhouse equipment.
Prefl•qui~ite: CI\R II.

GAR S1

GAR 13 Pruning
12 hr/wm t cr
Workshop course on pruning ornamental trees,
shrub\ and vine~. Training young stock; techniques
for maintaining healthy' plants; rejuvenation pruning.
Selection use and c are of pruning tools and equipment. Special pruning techniques: espalier, topiary,
wall plants. Prerequi~1te: GAR II.

Turf and Ground
12 hr/sem 1 cr
Maintenance
Professional management of ornamental plantings. Installation and maintenance of trees, shrubs, lawns and
flower borders; pruning; pe~t control; winter protection; materials and equipment. Emphasis on efficient
management of turf areas.

GAR 52

Urban Forestry
12 hr/sem 1 cr
Techniques and procedures of tree care. Pruning,
common tree problt>ms, spraying. cavity installations,
lightning protection, transplanting, fertilization of trees
under stress, and root problems.

GAR 61

Flower Gardening I
12 hr/sem 1 cr
Use of annuals, biennials, and bulbs to create an
aesthetically pleasing garden. Emphasis on low-main·
tenance plantings.

GAR 62

Flower Gardening II
12 hr/sem 1 cr
Design and use of bulbs, perennials and annuals; col·
or, composition, textures and design principles.
Students design flower gardens to fit various ex posures, sites and styles. Prerequisite; CAR 61.

GAR 21

Soil Science
12 hr/sem 1 cr
So1l formation, soil profiles, '>Oil water, physical properties of soil, organic matter, acidity, liming, mulches,
sterilization, irrigation and drainage, nutrients, sampling and te~ting. F'rereqursite: CHM 15.

GAR 22 Soil Tt~ling
8 hr/sem Yl cr
Continuation of GAR 21. Ftrtilizer recommendations;
soil analysis; fertilization practices for greenhouses,
nursem·~. container-grown plants. home landscape
matenab; nutrient requirements of plants. Cor('(JuiSJte:

12 hr/sem 1 cr
GAR 4S Nursery ~nagemfttt
Principles of nursery management. Nursery site selection, arrangement c1nd layout; growing nursery stock
in the field and in containers; marketing.

CAR 21 .
GAR 23

Fertiliztrs
8 hr/sem Yl cr.
Fertilizer terminology; fert1lizer programs ior various
crops; use of fNtilizing equ1pment. F'rerequisrte. CAR
21 .

GAR 31

GAR 32

GAR 41

Preparation for Pesticide
30 hr/sem 2 cr
Applkator Certification
Safety practices; selection of pesticides; timing and
scheduling of applications; environmental considerations; integrated pest man<~gement. Preparation for
New York State Pe~ticide Applicator Certification examination, category 3 (Ornamentals and Turf). Prerequisite'~ 810 I 7 and 12; CIIM 15.
Disease~ of
12 hr/sem 1 cr
Ornamental Plants
Common diseases of woody and herbaceous ornamentab caused by bacteria, fungi, nematodes and
viruses; cultural, biological and chemical strateg1es for
disease control . 01agnosis of plant problems. Prerequisites: 810 11 and 12.

Plant Propagation I
12 hr/sem 1 cr
Theory <Jnd techn1ques of plant prop11gation. Seed
and cutting prop.1gation of both hardy and greenhouse plants. Structures. equipment and propagation
materials; programs for both large and small scale
propagation operations.

GAR 44 Commercial Greenhouse
12 hr/sem 1 cr
Management
Structures and equipment; automation; energy con·
servaiion; pollution. Crop scheduling. Management of
heat, light, water and soil fertility; pest control.
Market trends and the development of c1 market.

GAR 63 Gardening with Annuals
12 hr/sem 1 cr
Annuals, frost-tender bulbs and tender perenmals. Review of annuals commonly grown and those that are
rarely cultivated; new horticultural varieties; plc~nting
and cultivation for different environmental situations.
GAR 64 Gardening with Bulbs
12 hr/wm 1 cr
Bulbs for forcing, bedding naturalizing and rock
garden use. Botany of bulbs and related structures.
GAR 71

Vegetable Gardening
12 hr/wm 1 cr
Terrace, container and conventional gardening.
French Intensive technique; use of cloches.

GAR 81

Plants for landscaping
16 hr/sem 1 cr
Use of plants in a successful landscape. Aspects of
special landscape value such as size, texture, color,
period of flower and fruit. Emphasis on trees, shrubs,
ground-covers, annuals and perennials available for
use in the metropolitan area.

GEOGRAPHY
Department of lltstory
GEO 10 Introduction to Human Geography
3 rec 3 cr
Introduces key geographical concepts both cultural
and physical. Considers how such geographic f.lltors
as location. landforms. climate. soil, and natural resources have shapt'd cultures and civilizations. and
the role played by people in gradually .tltering their
environments through time. Such audiovisual materials as map~. photographs, slides. and f1lms will bt>
used extensively. Corequisrte: ROL 01 or ENC VI if
required
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GERMAN
Department of Modern Languages
GER 11

Besinning Gt't'man I
4 rec 4 cr
Pronunciation; language structure; reading and translation of s1mple texts; dictation; conversation. Audio
IJboratory pract1ce.

GER 12 Besinning Gt't'man II
4 rec 4 cr
Continuation of GER 11 with emphasis on com·er~
lion. PmrtKIUISirc· CER II or placemt:nt test.
GER 13 Intermediate German
4rec 4cr
Advann?d langu,tge \tructures; readmg; translation
and di~cuss1on of modern texts; composition, dictation. Empha,is on convers,uion PrerequiSite: CER 12
or pi,Kenwnt u•,t
GER 21

language and
4 rec 4 cr
Civilization of Germany
Revi(•w of l,tngu.tge ~trurturc; &.cu~sion: literary
,m,tly~is, or,tl report~ and compo\tion ba~ed on a text
trt•dtlflg ht\toricc~l ch•wl(lpilil'llt of the GermJn people
and its literary movements; simplified excerpts from
work~ by Hlth-crntury GermJn author~ Prerequisite:
G/ R /l w p/Jc t'rtll'lll

HLT 97 Field Work In Community
1 sem S hn
Health Rnources
field work 3 cr
Provides students with firsthand knowledge of the
community, its health problems and the forces operating on them. It offers a unique opportunity to become involved in solving community problems. Prerequisite: HLT 91 and/or permission of instructor.
•Offered during Day Session, Spring semester

HISTORY
Department of I ftstory
HIS 10

History of the Modern World
3 rec 3 cr
Lxplor,uion of out\t.tndtng political. intf'llectual.
philosophic,tl, soci,ll and t•conomic trends, movement\ and I'Vl'nts from micl-1 qth tt>ntury to prt•sent.
Analysb of tor< t.·~ th,tt havt> shapl·d the modern
world ( ort'tltmlt!'; RDL 02 or f.NC 02 d reqwrc·d.
HIS 10 is tht> prerequi~ite for all other history
l'OUr\l'li.

HIS 13

Hi\tOry of the Ancient World
3 rec 3 cr
flf,I)OI RI\E'I Valley civililcllion~ - Egypt MP.\QJIO•
tilmia lndtJ, Chma; PxarnincJtltlfl oi t~1~ ei~lorescenc)
and cll•c·linc of Grt>ek and Roman CIVIhZalion>. f()('US
on stgntlic .mt :.chievernents oi t•ach peop!t•, a~se\<mg
the 1mpact nn their contempor.1ry culture> as \\ell as
thelf legacy to ours. Readmg' frurn rehg1ous tt>xb,
poetry, drama, philosophy and ,,rchitet.tural \\Ofks.

rour

lt''l.

HEALTH
Department of I fcalth and Ph)'sic.1/ Education
HLT 91

HLT 9:.!

Critical h~ues in Heo~lth
2 rec 2 cr
lntendl't.l to de\'clop and encourngP cntical judgment
m thrt't~ vital .trl'as of health mental hcetlth. addiCtion~ and dc•pl'ndcncics, human *Xuafity Cnreqw~~~~· INC 02 or ROL 02 11' rt>fluirl'd.

l'rereqwslte. I liS 10.

HIS 14

Self, l>rug~ and Altt•rnate High ~·
3 rec 3 cr
Drug u~e and .thlN?; influence oi t•nv1ronmental factor~; t•xplor.llion of .lltern,lle highs; physical activity,
rt•I,Jx,uion, yog.1. nMrti,•l .Hts, l'.1i Chi or dance.
Stuclt•nts mu~t hl'COflll' per~on,1lly mvolved m alternaliw rnodc•s of 'ttmul.lting a S(·n~t· of well-being. f'rell'iflli,itP: /ILl 111.

HLT 93

Human Sexuality
3 rec 3 cr
Con,idl•r,ttlon of phyo,ic,tl, sociological. and psychologlro~l dSJlf'l to, of hun~o~n sexuiiiJty with emphasis on
rlt·~l'lopnwnt of critkc~l judgment in de,1ling with
l'thi(c11 controwr~it'\. l"n•rt'<IU"IIt•· IlL T 'II .

HL T 94

Human Nutrition
3 rec 3 cr
lntroduC1ion to e~senllal~ oi nutrtt1on educ.llion .1nd
the rel,ltion~hip of food to thl• student's per~nal
goal~ and l1ic experienc~. Studenb-as-con..umers find
the1r choices and r~ponsibihtit•s emph,1sized by
classroom t•xperiml'nts, self-exammation .tnd experil'O!Iill learning. Weight control, changmg food tequerement~ in the lift• cycle, special diets. food labelmg. addiliws, fo()d economics in rt>liltlonship to
• ht>Jith .trt' fnducled. l'rl.'rt'(flll\ltt•· /ILl 'I I and/or f)('T·

I

Europe in the Middle Ages
3 rec 3 cr
Hi&t:. of the major ide.1~. sociill and f'<onomic
changes, a~ wt'll ,1s polttical concepJo; clnd thetr imp.Kt\ upon the ~iety of the \'vt•st durrng the M1ddle
Age~. frnph.1~is on intt-r<Ktlon oi these a~pects within
the rulturc~l umtext of mt•diev,tl Europe. f'rt'tt'I/Uhtll':
1115 10.

HIS 15

lntellet"tual and Social
History of Modern Europe•
Not offerl•d 1984-86.

HIS 21

3 rec 3 cr
American History (1492-1865)
American history frorn colonial times through the
Civil Wc~r; special attl'ntion to institutions and politics.
Recent hbtorical interprPtatiom and examination of
hi~torical origim of current problems. l"terequ,stte:
HIS 10.

HIS 22

American Histsory II (1865 to present)
3 rec 3 cr
American history since the <.:i\il War, with special at·
tenuon to intellectual de,elopments; reconstruction;
polttical developments during the Gilded Age and
Progres~1ve Era. American Involvement in both World
Wars and resolutton of the cla~h bet\\een tsolation
and world pc~rticipation. Prerequisite I liS 10

3 rec 3 cr

mi'51()f1 of unlrw for.
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HIS 23
HIS 24

SoNI and lntelleduAI
Hlttcwy of Modem America•
The Hlttory of AmericAn
Forelsn RelAtions•

3~

3cr

3~

HIS 28

3cr

Modem History of the Far bst•
Not offered 1984-86.

3

~

3cr

Women: The Historical Penpectlve

3

~

3 cr

The changing status of, and attitudes towards women
from antiquity to 20th century America. A variety of
historical materials are used to assess how women
themselves and the image of women have changed.
Analysis in historical perspective of feminine achievement and the dynamics of undertakings yet ahead.
Prerequisite: HIS 10.

HIS 31
HIS 34

Modem Utln American History•
History of Science and TechnoiOSY*
Not offered 1984-86.

3~

HIS 35

History of Africa

3

3cr
3 rec 3 cr

AIMfkan Urban Hlltory

3~

3 cr

America began as an urban nation, became rural, and
is now again predominantly urban. Course examines
various· American cities, and considers issues that
modern communities must surmount to survive this
century. Prerequisite: HIS 10.

3 ~ 3 cr

Survey of the world scene since 1870, especially in
the building of colonial empires in Africa, Asia and
Latin America; the rivalries among the imperialistic
powers; the relationship of imperialism to World
Wars I and II; decline of colonialism; rise of Soviet
and Communist Chinse imperialism. Prerequisite: HIS
10.

HIS 27

3~

Not offered 1984-86.

3cr
HIS 50

The Third World and the West:
History of Modern ImperiAlism
and Colonialism

Modem Hlstcwy of the

JeMih People•

Not offered 1984-86.

HIS 25

HIS 40

HIS 51

History of the City of New York•

3rec 3cr

Not offered 1984-86.
• A student may ~.

as an Independent Study coune, any ol
if the student has met the prerequisite of
succes$1ully passing HIS 10 and receivin1 permission from the
chair~rson of the History Department.
t~ history courses

HORTICULTURE
Department of Biology
Enrollment in these courses is limited to students in the Ornamental Horticulture curricula or with special permission of the
department.

120 hr/~em 2 cr
Basic techniques of landscape maintenance, including
tree and shrub planting and care, pruning, proper use
of soil amendments and fertilizers. Pest control
materials and equipment; mechanical and chemical
methods ol weed control. Maintenance of turf grass
in landscape areas. Equipment use and care.

HRT 13 Turf and Ground Manasement
~

3 cr

Multidiscipline approach to a history of Africa; ancient and medieval African societies, the era of
slavery, geographic discovery, missionary contact, im·
perialism and the emergence of modern nationalism;
the era of independence. Prerequisite: HIS 10.

HIS 36

The History of Modem

Rus~

3 rec 3 cr

HlT 14 Atboriculture I

HIS 37

Afro-American History

3

~

3 cr

The African experience; development and abolition of
slavery in America, reconstruction after Civil War;
migration out of the South; manifold consequences of
urban relocation; Black education, church and arts;
writing of Black Americans including Frederick
Douglass and Franklin Frazier. Prerequisite: HIS 10.

HRT 15

PerenNak and Flower Borden I

Afro-American Intellectual History•
Not offered 1984-86.

3

HIS 39

Hittory of Puerto Rico
and the Carlb*n

3 rec 3 cr

~

3cr

Political, economic, social and cultural history of
Puerto Rico, Cuba, Dominican Republic and Haiti
from Spanish discovery to present. Emphasis on Puerto Rican contributions to culture and society of the
Caribbean area and the United States. Prerequisite:
HIS 10.

120 hr/~em 2 cr

Oesisn, installation, planting and cultivation of flower
borders. Care of annuals, perennials, bulbs, herbs,
roses. Design of mixed borders and seasonal displays.

HRT 16 Gfftnhouse Operations I
HIS 38

120 hr/~em 2 cr

Tree planting and maintenance. Tools and equipment. Climbing; safety precautions. Watering; fertilizer materials and application equipment; pruning
for shape, health, special effects. Pest and environ·
mental problems; spray application equipment; tree
repair.

History, culture, and economic and social development of Russia in modern times, with emphasis on
Russia's relations with her neighbors in Eastern
Europe. Prerequisite: HIS 10.

120 hr/tem 2 cr

IntroduCtion to greenhouse operation and management, including watering techniques, fertilizer appli·
cation, preparation of growth media, pest and disease
control. Cultural requirements, maintenance and propaptian of floweri!ll and foliage greenhouse plants.

HRT 22 Nurwry Operations I

60 hr/tem 1 cr

Introduction to nursery plant production, including
soil preparation, soil amendments, seed and transplant beds. Fertilization treatments, planting techniques. Digging bare root and B&B Stock. Top prun·
ing, root pruning, training, staking. Pest and weed
control.
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HIT 33 Turf and Grounds
Man.,ement tl

60 hr/sem 1 cr

Care of landscape plantings. Turfgrass seeding, sod·
ding, turfgrass renovation. Pest control; spray
schedules renovation. Pest control; spray schedules
and equipmPnt. Specialized pruning techniques:
topiary, espalier, rejuvenation pruning. Selection and
use of proper machinery. Coreqwsite. HRT 13.

HIT 34 Arboricuhurt' II
60 hr/sem 1 cr
largP trep moving. Soil problems; grade changes.
Management of street trees and containerized
material. Coreqws1te: HRT 14.
HRT 35 Perennials and Flower Borders tl
60 hr/sem 1 cr
Design of formal and informal flower planting. Plant
selection, purchasing, layout, cost estim'ates. Plant
combinations. Cultural requirements of important
landscape annuals, perennials and bulbs. Corequisite:

HUMAN SERVICES
Department of Social Sciences
HSC 91

Field Work and Seminar in
14 hrs field work
3cr
Human Services I
HSC 92 Field Work and Seminar in
14 hrs field work
Human Services II
3 cr
Supervised field work at a community sociallheahh
agency to provide practical human service skill development In the d•agnosis, treatment and evaluation of
individual, family, group and institutional problems.
Wepkly seminars to assure that skills and values are
being appropnately integrated. Group discussion and
analySIS of individual field work experience. Prer~
quisite for HSC 91 : PSY II, SOC II, SOC 35 and per·
mission of department: for H5C 92: HSC 91 and per·
mission of dPpartment.

HRT 15.

HRT 36 CrtOenhouse Operations tl
60 hr/sem 1 cr
Plant mai ntenance, propagation, identification and
labeling. Soil sterilization, application of insecticides
and fungicides. Production of selected florist crops.
Corequisite: HRT 16.
HRT 43 Rose Clrdenlns
30 hr/sem Y1 cr
Care and cultivation of roses-hybrid teas, shrub
ro~. climbers. Management of plants for landscape
use and for exhibition bloom. By persmission only.

INDEPENDENT STUDIES
Office of Academic Affairs
IND 21

HRT 44 Rock Cardenins
30 hr/sem
Y1 cr
Design and care of rock gardens. Special cultural requirements of alpines and other rock-loving plants. By
~rmission

only.

HRT 45 Native Pl.lnt Clrdenins
30 hr/sem Y1 cr
Care and cultivation of plants of the northeastern
United States. Emphasis on design and planting in ac·
cordance with natural growth habits. By permission
only.

dex of 2.0, and 3.0 Within the d1scipline and permis·
sion of the department chairperson. Granting of credit
for any independent study cJndlor interdisciplinary
study shJ.II reqwre the approval of tile chairperson of
the J.pprop,aw academic department(s!.

HIT 46 Orchids
30 hr/sem y, cr
Care of orchids, with emphasis on controlling green·
ho use environment for optimum plant health and
maximum bloom. By permission only.
HRT 47 Cacti and Succulents
30 hr/sem Y1 cr
Care of cacti and succulents. Identification, propaga·
tion and special cultural requirements. By permission
only.

lndependMt Study
1-3 cr
in a Specific Discipline
For students who wish to pursue a problem of special
interest in a sp<>cific discipline. Students will devise
projects that transcend trad1tional departmental offer·
ings. Activities to be pursued and outside involv~
ments, if any, are to be arranged in cooperation with
the coordinator. Written reports or ocher evaluative
instruments will be required of the student. This
course is intended for elective credit only. A maximum number of 6 credits may be earned in either In·
dependent or Interdisciplinary Study or a combination
of both. PrE'rE'qui~ites: ENG 13, the successful comple·
tton of 30 coiiPge credtts with a general cumulative in·

INT 11

Interdisciplinary Independent Study
1·3 cr
Designed for students who wish to participate in an
interdisciplinary prOJeCt of their own planning. Supervise-d projects and studies combine subject areas. Students will arrange their own activities and/or agency
Involvements in cooperation with the course coordinator. Seminars and individual conferences included
as appropriate. Students are allowed a maximum of 6
credits in e•ther lndepeodent or Interdisciplinary
Study or a combmation of both throughout their stay
at BCC (30 hours of work - 1 credit!. This course is
for elect•ve pedib only. Prereqwslles: ENG 13, the
succe5sful completion of 30 college credits with cumu·
lat1ve mdex of 2.0, and permtmon of the departmental chJirpersun . GrJ.nting of crecht for any independent study and/or interdisciplinary study shall require
the approval of the chairperson of the appropriate
academrc department6!.
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INTERIOR LANDSCAPING

INL 34

Enrollment in these courses is limited to students in the
Ornamental Horticulture curricula or with special permission of
the department.

INL 21

INL 22

INL 31

INL 32

INL 33

Introduction to Interior
12 hr/sem 1 cr
t..ndscaplng
U$e of plants in commercial and residentiill interiors,
hhtory of the interior including landscaprng field,
building design prerequisites for plants, environmental
and cultural requirements, selection of plant varieties,
planters. acclimization, installation, servrce techniques
and the buslness aspects of interior landscaping. Ex·
ploration of the options open to the interior landscaper-design, ~ales, installations or ~ervice.
Commercial Plantscape
15 hr/sem 1 cr
Design
Fundamentals of designrng interior landscapes for restaurants, offices, shopping malls and buildings. Topics
include fitting plant materials to the decor, reading architects' plans,. working with designers. budgeting,
choosing materials. installing a project and maintaining the planting. Assignments and projects will be required. Prerequistte: INL II .
Decorating with
12 hr/sem 1 cr
Plants Indoors
Residential and small commercial intNior plantscaplng projects. Topics include principles of design, uses
of plc~nts as design elements, recent trends in the use
of tropical foliage plants and potted flowers, client
pre<,entations, budgeting, and selection of plants and
planters. De~ign project is requirt>d.
lnt~or Planhcape
8 hr/sem y, cr
Maintenance
Mechanics of maintenance contracting for interior
planting. Types of maintenance contracts. rncluding
preparation and renewal; co~ts of replacement of
plants and of labor; dealing with clients. Marntenance
techniques: equipment, methods of plant care and replacement of plants. Corequt>tte INL II.

Plant Purchasing,
8 hr/sem y, cr
Acdimization and Installation
Principles involved 'in skilled plant purchasing and
handling; how to select supplie~. Judge quality and
transport plant materials. SJX'Cial emphasis on installation practrccs and acclimrzation). Corl' I/UISlte: INL II.

6 hr/sem

~ cr

Overview of obtaining landscape jobs through either
a bid or a sale process, with emphasis on the competitive bidding process. Importance of detailed specifications of materials and assembly of plants. Plant
availability, industry standards for indoor plant specifications and acclimization. Prereqwsite. INL II

Department of Biology

INL 11

Biddlna and PlAnt Spedflcatlont
for Interior t..ndKapn

INL 35

Consultations
12 hr/sem 1 cr
Business of advising commercial and residential
clients on use of plants indoors. Topics include: selection of plants for specific sites, fitting plants into the
interior design, determining problems with existing
plants. Business aspects of consulting. Prerequisite;
INL II.
'

INL 51

Lighting for Interior ~rdens
8 hr/sem V.. cr
Types of indoor gardens in homes and commercial
areas and methods of providing light needed by these
plants. Information on plant selection and light requirements. Natural and artificial light sources; hardware for providing light requirements.

INL 61

Interior t..ndscaping
180 hr/sem 3 cr
Field Ex~ence I
Introduction to full service, interior landscaping operations. Experience with foliage and flowering plant
materials; use of planters and other accessories. Proper receiving techniques, acclrmization and in-facility
plant care; dealing with wholesale nursery supplier
and preparation of orders.

INL 62

Interior Landscaping
210 hr/sem JY, cr
Field h:perience II
Horticultural and aesthetic procedures for maintaining
interior planting on actual accounts. Complete cultural requirements of all commonly used foliage and
flowering plants. Cosmetic techniques of pruning.
trimming, dusting, misting. Identification, prevention
and treatment measures for insect and disease problems. Methods of plant care, record keeping. plant replacement. Business aspects of customer relations and
maintenance contract requirements. Prerequistte: INL
61.

INL 63

Interior Landscaping
210 hr/sem 3Y, cr
Field Experience Ill
Selection of plant materials for plant quality and environmental considerations. Order preparation and
shipping. Design, execution and interpretation of
seasonal flowering displays and specimen foliage installations; replacements on maintenance plantings.
Prerequisite; INL 62.

Installations of
6 hr/sem Y, cr
Interior Plantings
Installation of 1.-.rge interior landscc1pes in malls,
building lobbies, or major office ~JMces. Site evaluation, purchasing, acclimildtions, and c1rrangements for
shipping. lighting requirements. !>Oils, drainage materials and mulches for large installation~; methods of in·
stallation, rncluding actual mechanical techniques;
coordmatrng the job with other building contractors.
Prereqws1te. INL II.
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ITALIAN

LND 3:.1 Construction II:
Site Det~lllna

Basic principles in the construction of residential details such as paving. walks, steps, simple decks and
garden structures. Prerequisites: Background in landscape design and constructioo, LND 31.

Department of Modern Languages
Ill 11

Beslnnlna lt~ll~n I

4 rec 4 cr

Pronunciation; language structure; conversation;
reading of simple texts; dictation. ·Audio laboratory
practice.

Ill 12

ITL 13

Ill 15

4 rec 4 cr

Intermediate ltlllan

Bealnnlnaltall~n

Conversation

una~ ~nd
Clvillz~tion of

LND 92 Orpnizlns ~Small Garden
Detign Bulineu

4 rec 4 cr

4 rec 4 cr

Review of language structures; conversation; oral
reports; composition and oral analysis of literary texts
in Italian. Prerequisite: ITL 13 or placement test.

LANGUAGE
Department of Modern Languages
lAN 11

French, German and
ltali~n Diction

2 rec 2 cr

Not offered 1984-86.

lAN 15

Com~ rative G r~mmar

for
Native Spanish Speakers

4 rec 3 cr•

An introductory program designed for beginning ESL
students in basic similarities and differences between
Spanish and English. The purpose of the course is to
strengthen the student's knowledge of Spanish as an
aid in learning English. Prer~uisite: Registration only
by department placement.
•Pending approval.

LANDSCAPE DESIGN
Department of Biology
Enrollment in these courses is limited to students in the
Ornamental Horticulture curricula or with special permission of
the department.

LND 11 Landtc~pe Detla n Theory

16 hr/sem 1 cr

Theories and principles that mold our attitudes
toward the landscape. Survey of gardens, public
spaces and the non-designed landscape.

LAW
Department of Business
lAW 17 Introductio n to
law Office Manaaement

LND 31 Construction 1:
16 hr/tem 1 cr
Gtldlna and Dr~naae
Graphic presentation of ground surfaces through use
of contour lines and spot-grade elevations; representation of structures associated with ground surface;
movement and disposal of surface ~er. Studio
course. Prerequisite: LND 12.

1 rec 1 cr

Survey of pnncipal areas of law office management,
docket control, calendar monitoring, bookkeeping/accounting systems for timekeeping. functions of a law library, filing, office equipment and
physical facilities. Corequisite: ENG 02 or RDL 02 if
required.

21 hr/sem 1 cr

Techniques of graphic expression. Use of drawing
materials and drafting equipment; organization of
plans for presentation and construction work. Studio
course.

90 courte descriptions

12 hr/tem 1 cr

Developing a brochure; billing; cost estimating; working with a landscape contractor; contracts.

Italy

LND 12 Gr~phlcs

12 hr/sem 1 cr

This course explores various career options available
to the certifiCate candidate, including further study in
landscape architecture; landscape design; landscape
contracting. Responsibilities and legal limitations of
these fields.

II
4 rec 4 cr
Continuation of ITL 11 . Language structure; conversation; reading of elementary literary texts; dictation.
Prerequisite: ITL II or placement test.

Intensive conversation course emphasizing practical
and relevant everyday situations. Fundamental la.nguage structures are used as a basis for drilling in oral
use and understanding of the language. Audio laboratory practice.

Ill 21

LND 91 ProfetliONI Options
In the Undtc.
Industry

Beslnnina ltll~n

Advanced language structures; conversation; reading;
translation and discussion of modern texts; composi·
tlon. Prerequisite. ITL 12 or placement test.

16 hr/sem 1 cr

lAW 18

Com put~rs

and the l aw

1 rec 1 cr

A practical approach to computers in the law office
and in the law. Its objectives are to give the paralegal
an understanding of computers, operating systems
and programming; basic use of computers in the
modern law office; overview of other computer applications for lawyers and paralegals; survey of
developments in computer law, such as patent law
and consumer protection. Students learn to evaluate
hardware and software tailored for law office applications. Corequisite: RDL 02 or ENG 02 if required.

---~---------------------------

LAW 41 Business Law
3 rec 3 cr
Survey of Americo~n legal system; principles of law
,md application of Uniform Commerci.tl Code mvolv·
eel in wntracts; o~pplication of prindples to typical
bu,inc·~s problems. CoH'</IIIsite: f NC 02 or Rl>l. 02 if
TCC/Uiftld.

LAW 45 Ml'dkal law
3 rec 3 cr
l aw as it affects work of medical secretanal assi~tants
lnclucfing medical pradice acts, legal r<'lationship of
phy~i(l.tn and patient. professional liability, types of
nwd1c-JI pr.t<:tice; preparation of report~ for
workmen's rompt>n~ation, court litig.llion Core·
'lt1i~1te: EN('; 0! or Rf)l 02 if requirC'd.
LAW 47 l egal PI'O<l'durt'\
J rec 3 cr
Common, ~tatutory and con~t itutional law; the
Judicial system; prO<et'dings, c1v1l and criminal, from
tnlll.llion to enforcement and judgment. Role of the
p.H.Jiegal. Cort>(/UI.I ite. ENG 02 or RDL 02 if rt•quircd.
LAW .<;2 Bu~iness O rganizations
3 rec 3 cr
lntrodu< t1on to law rel.uing to business organizdtions:
agency; sole proprietorships, partnerships; corpora lions; government rl'guiJtion : cfraftmg ctnd research
practice; fun<llon~ of the ldwyer and paraltogal ,tssis·
t,mt. Cor('(IWSI!l': R()L 02 or fNC 02 d r£'rltJi rt' d .
LAW 62 Family l aw
3 rt'C 3 cr
I ocu~ on legal a~pt'<t~ of m.miage, tustody dncf visitJtlon, economic and :.ocial aspects of divorn•, separation . annulment. antinuptial agreements, contractual
relations among members of the famil y, famil y court
procedure~. criminal JUrisdiction over minors; drafting
•.md research practice; function~ of the l.twyer and
Jl.lto~legal ass1~t.mt , Aspects of criminal, st.ttutory and
con~tttutiona l law ,ts it affects the juvE'nil(• offender.
(mf'f)UISite: RDL 02 or ENG 02 if requirt•d,
LAW 65 Criminal Law and PrO<edures
3 rec 3 cr
Provides understanding of basic dist inc-tions between
cnmmal and c1vil law; familiarization wtth criminal
ju~tice system; m.aJor stages of a criminal ca~e. Corequi.,tlll': ENG 02 or RDL 02 if reqwrf'd.

LAW 89 Lepl Advocacy
3 rec 3 cr
Administrative law and advocacy, agency advocacy,
preparation ancf conduct of administrative hearings,
due process riRhts, and basics of evidence. Procedural
rights in public benefit entitlement programs and the
rights of the h.1ndicapped, mentally handicapped and
the elderly are included; also proct>dural rights in
housing programs and overview of landlord and ten·
ant law; ,tdmini!>lrative advocacy and trial advocacy.
Cort>quisite: ENG 02 or RDL 02 if re<Juired.
LAW 92 Estates, Trusts and Wills
3 rec 3 cr
RequiremPnts, formalities, draft1ng and execution of
wills and tru\IS, probo~ting wills, intestacy law, administration of w1lls .1nd estates, preparation of federal
estate and inheritance tax returns: transfer tax pro·
ceedings under the law of New York State; estate
planning. Cort>quisite: RDL 02 or ENG 02 if reqwred.
LAW 95 Legal Researth and Writing
J rec 3 cr
H ow to reseMch legal questions and to present results
to supervising .1ttorney. Role oi IPg.tl resparch in the
process of le~tal advocacy: historical development and
present organiz,ttion of the Anglo-Americ.an legal sys·
tem, organization and procl'dures of the Nt'\v York
courts; various tools of legal research and how to use
them; skill in re>earching and answE'ring legal questions in an ;1ctive 1.1w office; ~kt ll in organizing and
writang l(•gal nwmoranda. Prt'rt•qw,ite: ENG 13.
LAW 96 Advancl'd Lrgal Research
3 rec 3 cr
and Writing
Advanced legal research and writing course dealing
with drafting of pleadin~ and business agreements:
law office memor.mcf.J; memoranda of law in support
of motions; prt>·trio~l o~nd memoranda of law; appellate
briefs; and the us~! of computer rest'.trch tools such as
WF.STLAW or LLXIS. Substantive ilspl'cts, with em·
pho~sis on thl' conduct of pract1rill exercises in re·
search .and writing. The art of oral advocacy is intro·
duced. Prcre<julsi te: LAW 95 or departmental per·
mission.

MARKETING MANAGEMENT AND SALES
LAW 72 Real Property
3 rec 3 cr
1,1w of rt'cll propt'rty and real estate tr.tns.Ktions.
Analysis of )ale.,, obligatiOns of the real e~tate broker,
surveys. recordings, closings and utle ~earche5, mort·
gage5, assignments, consolidation agreements, and
mortgage foreclo)ures. Law of landlord and tenant
will be extensively reviewed. Corequi~rte: R()L 02 or .
ENC 02 t( requimcl
LAW 82 Insurance and Torts
3 rec 3 cr
Survey of the law oi insurance and the law of torts,
especially as they relate to each other: nature a~d
type~ of insurance, indemnity and subrogation; the in·
)urance contract; defenses dgainst payment to the in·
sured; government regul.ttion; tort liability; tntentional
torh; negligent torts, litigatton; drafting ,md rcsNrch
practice; functions of the lawyer and pM.llcgal assbt·
ant. Corequis1te: RDL Ol or ENG 02 ti rf'qwrf'd.

Department of Busine$5
Before registering for advanct>d marketing cour~. see the
curriculum coordin.~tor.
MKT 11

Marketin11
3 rec 3 cr
PrinciplE's of marketing goods and mE'thods of distri·
bution from producer or manufactur('r to consumer.
Types, functions, practices of whole!><!lers and re·
tailers; efficit•nt marketing techn1ques. Prerequisite or

coreqwsite; ENG 13.
MKT 13 Textiles
4 rec 4 cr
CharacteristiCS ,md uses of major Wxtilt.> fibers and
fabrics-cotton, wool. linen, silk. rilyon. aCE'Idtl',
nylon, polyesters, acrylics. spand(•x and other syn·
thetics. Processe5 of weav111g. dyt>ing, pnnting, fim~h·
ing; 1dentiiication of fibers, weaves and f,tbric finishes.
Corequ;sitt!: t:,,:G 02 or RDL 02 1f reqwrerl
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MKT 17 Consumer Problem• and
3 rec 3 cr
Personal finance
Introduction to consumers' problems in purchasing
services and goods. including housing. medical ser• vices, insurance, social security, credit, and the detection of fraud relating to these purchases, Money management, taxes. savings, loans, investments. and estate planning. Prerequis•le or corequis•le; ENG 13.
MKT 18 Consumer Behavior
3 rec 3 cr
Introduction to bas1c charactenstics of consumers that
affect choices in the marketplace; techniques of marketing agencies and adverti~rs to optimize sales and
profits, Study of consumer behavioral patterns of independent and group travelers related to travel
operator). Prert·QUI~Ite or con-qUI~Ite; ENG 13.
MKT 35 Retail Merchandising
4 rec 4 cr
Theory and principle~ of merchandising and its applications to the bas1c profit elements; mathematics of
markup, markdown. gross margin. turnover, stock
planning, sales planning, the merchandise plan, pri ce
lining. open-to-buy; and the retail method of inventory procedure. Prt•requi>itt'\ : ACC II and BUS II;
corequiSitt•: MKT 3 3.
MKT 41 Manasement of Retail Operations
3 rec 3 cr
Organization and operation of retail stores; layouts,
budgeting. credit procedures, maintenance, personnel
employment, training and management; receiving and
marking procedure~: ~urity; public relations. PrerequiSite or corequis1te: F.NG 13
MKT 43 Advertisins and Sales Promotion
3 rec 3 cr
Advertising department organization and procedure;
planning, preparation and coordmation of external
and internal method~ of \arious types oi advertising;
evaluation and selection of media; development and
integration of sales promotion techniques and advertising plans. Prerequ1Mte or cort-quisite: ENG 13.
MKT 70 International Marketing
3 rec 3 cr
Introduction to international marketing with emphasis
on the empirical dimensions of world economy, business enterprises in intern,ltional trade, research on
world markets, advertising. financing, foreign legal
and cultural restrictions, and role of government in
fostering international business. Prerequisite or corequilite: f.NC 13

MATHEMATICS
Department of Mathematics
The zero-level courses are taken for no credit and are remedial
or compensatory in nature. They are designed for studenb who
lack the preparation necessary to enter the college-level
mathematics course.

MTH 01 Fundamental Concept• and
3 rec 0 cr
Skills in Arithmetic and Algebra
Topics selected from basic operations in arithmet•c.
verbal problems whose solutiom invol\'e arithmetic
processes, general i zation~ oi tht> princirles oi arithmetic leadmg to the fundctment.tl conceph of algebr.t,
algebraic operation~, polynomials; exponents and
logarithm), and problems in\'olvmg algt>braic solu·
lions. for ~ttldt·nh ~<min~ bf>/cm· 14 on the fir5t 20
que5tlons of the CUNY Plact>nwnt ham.
MTH 02 Basic ConcepiS
6 rec 0 cr
of Mathematics I
Topk~ selt>Cted from elf•ments o f Mithmetic, element,lry algebra and geometry, 1ncluding operat1ons with
rational numbers, numerical geometry, equations,
polynomial), rational algebraic expre~sions, graphing.
For ~tudt>nt> \coring bt'low 14 on first 20 que~t1om on
the CUNY Plan•ment E-am.
MTH 03 Selected Topics
4 rec 0 cr
in Elementary Algebra
Topin selected from elementary algebra. geometry,
operatiOns with polynomials, graphing, verbal problems, linear equations. Pren:qu151te. Placement or R m
MTH 02. For studenb scormg above 13 on first 20
quetion) and below 14 on the ~ond 20 questions of
the CUNY Placement fxam
MTH 04 Selected Topics in
4 rec 0 cr
11th Year Mathematics
Topics selected from relatiom and functions, quadratic equations, systems of equations, right triangle,
trigonometry, coordinate geomt>try, radicals.
MTH 06 Basic Concepts of
6 rec 0 cr
Mathematics II
Topics selected from real and complex numbers,
function conct>pt, coordinate geometry, linear and
quadratic equo~tions, systems of equations, elements
of trigonometry. Prert>qwsite: MHI 02 or 03 or two
year5 of h1gh school mdthematsn consisting of algebra
and gt>ometr~·.

Any course numbered 12 through 15 IS , with some modification, recommended only for those students enrolled in two-year
career programs. MTH 12 is not recommended for transfer curricula. and will not be accepted for cred•t in the Liberal Arts
curricula.

.....
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MTH 12 Introduction to
3 rec 3 c r
Mathematical Thought
Topio selected from probability, statistin. logic,
set theory, geometry, matrkes, number system
structures Not acceptable for credit in the L1beral
Arts curriculum . PrerequiJ.ite: I yt>,u of elementarv
aiRebra or tl) eQutvalent,· corequisite: ENG 02.

MATHEMATICS COURSE SEQUENCE
To assist in the selection of courses in Mathematics, find your professional or vocational objective (left
column); look under high school preparation (A.B,C,or D). Unless otherwise specified, the course on the left is a prerequisite
for the course on the right.

--

-----.------------- ---~--

~--

--HIGH SCHOOL PREPARATION, --

Student's
or

A
Below 14 on first 20
questions of CUNY
PIKement Eum

Profes~io~l

Vocationo~l

ObjutiYe

-

~-

BUSINESS CAREER
PARALEGAL STUDIES

-

~

·-

c

1 yr. Elem. Alg.

1 yr. Elem. Ala.
1 yr. Pl. Geom.
VJ yr. Inter. Ala.

1 yr. Pl. Geom.

~--

MTH 01 , 03, 12
~--+-

·~

MTH 02. 06, 30. 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 45

COMPUTER SCIENCE

~-

B

~

--

-- -

~~

MTH 12

1 yr.

1 yr.
V. yr.
'h yr.

D
Elem. Alg.
Pl. Geom.
Inter. Ala.
Tria.

MTH .l<l

MTH 12

- ----- ~ -~ - ~ ~
MTH 06.30.31,
MTH 06, 30. 31, 32,
32. 33. 34, 35, 45
33, 34, 35, 45

MTH 30. 31, 32.
33, 34, 35, 45

---

f------------·-t--------.f------------f--------+·---~

DATA PROCESSING

MTH 01, 03, 12

MTH 12

MTH 06. 30

MTH JO

MTH 13, 14, 15

MTH 13, 14, 15

MTH 06, 13, 14

MTH lJ. 14

--------1--------f------~ - --MTH 02, 06, 13,
MTH 06, 13,

-----~-------------

ElECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY

14, 1S
14, 15
----- ----------+-------______.. . . .

MED. LAB. TECHNOLOGY
AUDIOVISUAL TECHNOLOGY
INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL LAB

r---

----~--

MTH 02, 06,
13,14

MTH 06, 13, 14

---------------!--------~--------- I-----------

BUSINESS ADMIN. TRANSFER
(Baruch. Hunte~ lehman)
NUCLEAR MEDICINE
TECHNOLOGY

MTH 02, 06. 30

MTH 06. 30

MTH 06, 30

MTH 30

MTH 04, 21, 22

MTH 21, 22

MTH 21. 22

MTH 02, 06, 30,
31, 32

MTH 06, 30, 31,
32

MTH 06. 30. 31 ,

MTH 02. 06, 30, 31

MTH 06, 30, 31

MTH 06, 30. 3'1

-MTH 01, 03, 04,

BUSINESS EDUCATION
TRANSFER (Hunt~r)

21. 22

CHEMISTR\'; BIOlOGY
MEDICINE, DENTISTRY

32

f--------------- 1--------4-----------r------~
MTH 02, 06, 30
MTH 06, 30, 31,

• 31, 32, 33, 34
MTH 02. 06. )()
31, 32, 33, 34

-------PERFORMING ARTS-MUSIC
HUMANITIES-ART, BLACK &
PUERTO RICAN STUDIES,
ECONOMICS, HISTORY,HUMAN
SERVICES, INTERNATIONAL
STUDIES, LANGUAGE,POLITICAL
l SCIENCE, PSYCHOLOGY,
I ~IGION, SOCIOLOG!____ ,

I

r

~E~;~~~~!~L~ST-UDI-ES_ _ _

33, 34

- MTH
--30. 31, 32,

MTH 06. 30, 31,
32, 33. 34

33, 34

MTH 12•

MTH 21

MTH 21

--+----------+
-------MTH 02, 06, 30, 31
MTH 06, 30, 31
MTH 06, 30, 31

PRE-PHARMACY

EDUCATION ASSOCIATE
SECRETARIAL TEACHING

---------~---4
MTH 30, Jl, 32,

32, 33. 34

MTH 01. 03, 12"

MTH 30, 31, J2

------MTH 30. .31

MTH 01, 01, 04,
21, 23•

MTH 01, 03, 04.
21

I

MTH 04, 21. 23'

MTH 21, 23•

l
MTH

04~ 21

.,

MTH 30,

MT~ 21

MTH 21, 23•

I

MTH 01,0-3-,-1 2--+- -M
-T
-H
- 12- - - + - - - -M
- TH
_ 1_
2 ___

Note: M (II I.l IS not recommended tow.Jrd trdnsfer degree••md
"5ugge-tt'<l elt"tt,~e.
• • Recommmdt'<l lor Nvr~mg \Wdcnt~.

~1

- -MlH 21
MTH

21-~- J

1
w11/

not be accepted for credit in the Liberdl Arb cumcuJ,,
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MYH • Clla...

3rec 3cr

-..11.

application Qf lntqrals, differentiation
ollllloiiOIMtry and .lotarithm function, methods
ef -........,..., power series and Fourier series.
, _ . , , . MTH 14 or equivalent

NT~'II, 12, ...S 23 are nonsequential C4)UI'Se5 primarily for
~ Mil *'dents etii'OIItd In nonscience ttansfet' pro.
.,_.. JIII:Ttt J1 ..,.. MTH 22 are r.c:ommended for Ll~ral

Nif studina .net u

electives for stildents in other curricula.

MJH JS II fiiCOIIU'Mnded for students in such social sciences
_........,, political science, psycholoav. and sociolotY·

..., It '-"""' ol Me61MIIIq I
3 rec 3 cr
Q[lllped tor nonclenc:e liberal arts students.
.......... Oft key concepts and structure of mathematics. Topics selected from decimal notation,
IQIIIpUtldon In other Uses, llfOUps, sets. qic,
.......,_number theory. developme,~t of real
IUIIblr ~ analytic aeometrv. linear propam-

naq Mtwolb. complex numbers Pr«equisite:
lftWrrtitld- A/flbnl 01 MTH tH.

MTK D

.._ol

Ma. . . .tla I

l rec lcr

Topics ~elected from aeometrv. algebra, araphs,
func:tlanl. linear PFOIP'•mmina. pme ~ ma~
......_. Induction, permutations. combinations,
~~ Joaic, euclidean, norHUclidean, ~
,tea~w. flntte, and coordinate aeometries, llfOUps,
ntattces. l'rwequlsite: MTH 04 or Intermediate
~

M1JI 23 .......llty and Statillla
l rec l cr
Topics stlected from permutations, combinations,
.pi'Obablllty, sets, ,.,.. sample ~ctd, probabilities
bulc statistical concepD, the normal dis.
trtbati1ofi, central limit theorem. Prerequisite: lntermdite A,... or MTH 04.

a......,

MTH.JI ~Ma...._tia
4rec 4cr
Tal*t Sllected from sets, relations, function ~
cept, special functions, rational and irratioMt
furaions, binomial theorem, ~omplex numbers,
GIMQ!vr.'s theorem, trtaonometric functiOns,
tNtMmatlcal Induction. Pretequisif.: MfH 06 01
~y.

Mnttf MlfnicCIOMetryandCalc:u... J
6rec 4cr
limits, rates of chanp, differentiation IJid antidtfferent¥tion of alpbraic f~tions, applications,
iftwtrals, curve slctttchtna. For
$clence
ttudeRtJ or for Liberal Arts and Scieoces stUdents
plannina to maiO' in mathematics or physical

£.,..,...,..

science. Prerequisita: M TH JO or equiv.-_

MTH

~

Analrtlc Ceometty and Calculus B
6 ,_ 5 cr
Differentiation and inte.-ation of transcendental
functions, hyperbolic functions, applications of the
definite ll'ltqral, parametric equations, theorem ofmean value, polar c()Ofdlnam plane analytic
aeometrv. determinants. Prerequisite: MTH 31.

MTH 3l AM1rt1c Geometry and Calculut II
5 rec 5 cr
v'ectors, applications of vectors to analytic
~ and calculus, partial differentiation,
mui~~~Die intqrals, volumes and surface area, Infinite series, applicatiom. Pretequisite: MTH 32.
MTH 34. Dlfferefttial E~ns and SelectH
4 rec 4 er
Topla In Adwancect Calculus
Methods of solvlna ordinary differential equations:
selected topics .ftom ~~ the followi~ hypet'o
bolic functions, power: series, Fourier series.
pmma functions, Bessel functions, problems of
11a0tion, electric circuits, damped and forced vibratjons, Laplace transform. Prerequisite: MTH JJ.
'4rec 4cr
...,._._.UnurA....,a
Matrk:-. introduction ' ""r .....,. and
•lvsil.
theorems
Causs. Creen and

MTH 3$ Sele.,..TaplalnAdvanced

c•

to

of
Strotes, applications. Prerequisite
MTHJ.f.

YeCtor

lntepal

01

corequisie1P:

Mathematics courses in the 40 series are required for those
students majoring in computer science but may be taken for
elective credit by students in Liberal Arts curricula.
MTH 45 DiKI'ete Mathematical Systems
3 rec 3 cr
Topics selected from logic, sets, induction, Boolean
algebra, number systems. combinatorial analysis,
game theory, number theory, vectors and matrices,
special topics in algebra . Prerequisite: MTH 31.

MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY
Department of Engineering Technologies
MEC 10 Introduction to MechAnical
1 lect/dem 3 lab
Equipme nt and Systems
2 Vz cr
Overview of basic mechanical equipment and
systems and insight into modern mechanical technology. Topics mclude engineering design, blueprint reading, production processes and equipment,
space conditioning, automotive systems, engineer·
ing materials and testing.
MEC 11 Basic Enaineering Graphics
1 1ect 41ab 2 cr
Fundamental enaineering d rawing and industrial
drafting room practice. Lettering, orthographic projection, auxiliary viewsr sectiOns and conventions,
pictorials, threads and fasteners, tolerances, detail
drawing, dimensioning and electrical drawings;
introduction to computer-aided graphics. Prerequisite or corequisite: MTH 02.
MEC 12 Applied Ena ineering Graphics
1 le ct 3 lab 2 cr
Introduction to engineering drawana practices in
specific fields . Such selected specialties as gears,
cams, piping, welding structural and architectural
drawing. Prerequisite: MEC 11, corequisite: RDL 02
or ENG 02 if required.
MEC 21 Enginee ring
1 lect 3 lab 2 cr
Manufacturing Processes
Basic engtneering processes and unit production
measurements. Fabrication of mechanical products in small quantities Processes included are
casting, forgmg, welding, d rilling, lathework, milling, woodworking, forming of plastics and sheet
metal, and heat treating . Laboratory practice with
hand a nd machine tools. Corequisite: RDL 02 or
ENG 02 if required.
MEC 25 Production ProceMeS
2 rec 3 lab 3 cr
a nd Nume rical Control
Industrial mass production and measurement
techniques. lncludmg automation, numerical control, and quality control; product desagn and
fabrication methods. Precision layout, measurement and gauging procedures. Laboratory practice
with hand and machine tools, precision measuring
equipment, and numerically controlled machining
center. Projects include design and fabrication of
jigs, fixtures, simple dies, and volume productaon.
Prerequisites: MEC 11, MEC 21; corequisite: MTH 13.

MEC 27 MechAnics a nd Introduction
4 rec 0 lab 4 cr
to Strens th of Materials
Application of prmciples of statics, dynamics and
strength of materials. Types of loading; relationships between externally applied forces and inter·
nally induced stresses in various types of structural
and machane members. Prerequisite: PHY 21; corequisite; MTH 14.
MEC 28 Strength of Material'
2 lect 3 lab 3 cr
Analysis and solution of practical strength of
matenals problems. Laboratory: destructive and
nondestructive te~ts of materials, machme members and structures using industrial equipment and
ASTM standard procedures. Prerequisite: MEC 27.
MEC 31 Machine Design
2 lect 2 lab 3 cr
Prancaples of kanematics. mechanics and strength
of matenals an analysas and design of typical
machane members. Machane kinematacs, theones
of failure, basic mechanasms and power transmission, linkage mechanasm, cams, shafting, power
screws, gears and gear trains and application of
diaital computer. Prerequisite: MEC 12; corequisite:
MEC 28.
MEC 33 Thermod ynamics
2 rec 3 lab 3 cr
a nd Fluid Dyna mics
Energy and energy interchange; ideal and actual
thermodynamac cycles: Carnot. Otto, Rankin, and
Reversed Carnot Ideal and actual gases and
vapors as working substance~ . Fluid statics and
mechanics Fundamentals of heat transfer. lal>oratory work mclude!> mea~urements of temperature and pressure, internal combust•on engine,
fluid flow, refngerataon and air conditionang, steam
turbine and plant visits Prerequisites: M TH 14, PHY
22; corequisite: CHM 13.
MEC 41 Metallurgy a nd
2 rec 2 lab 3 cr
Engineering Materials
Physacal metallurgy, properties of ferrous and
nonferrous metals, as well as non-metallic
materials and plastics. Laboratory: preparation of
samples, metallographac examinataon of metals,
and tests for various properties of metallic and
nonmetallic materials. Prerequisites.: MEC 21, MEC
27, CHM 13.
'
MEC 45 Mecha nical Projects Labora tory
3 lab 1 cr
Application of mechanacal engineering theory to
the solution of practical laboratory problems Projects include the design, fabrication and testing of
prototype mechanacal or electromechanical equipment Students work as technacaans under direction
of instructor who ac ts as project engmeer. Prerequisite: MEC 25
MEC 61 Advanced Machine Design
MEC 62 Tool Design
MEC 63 Re frigeration and
Air Conditioning
MEC 64 Heating and Ventilating
MEC 65 Industrial Management
MEC 67 Instru menta tion a nd
Contro l Syste ms
Not offered 1984-86.

2 rec 2 1ab 3 cr
2 rec 2 1ab 3cr
2rec 2 1ab 3cr
2 rec 2 1ab 3 cr
2 rec 2 1ab 3 cr
2 rec 2 1ab 3 cr

I
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MUSIC
Department of Music and Art
Music or Art requirements for all curricula may be satisfied
by any course or combination of courses in Art and/or Music
for which the student is qualified. Students planning to
transfer to a four·year college should check with that institution to see whic'h courses are acceptable for transfer credit
MUS 10 Mu!ltC Survey
2 rec 1 cr
Introduction to the vast symphonic and chamber
music literature; opera from Baroque to the
contemporary penod. Attendance at live concerts
requ1red. Not open to students taking MUS 11 or
MUS 12 Corequisite: ENG 02 or RDL 02 if required.
MUS 11 Introduction to Music
3 rec 3 cr
Natur(' of music expression; elements of music,
includmg tempo, meter. rhythm, melodic and harmontc material and structure, tone color; texture,
stru<.ture examined In instrumen~l and vocal
" forms." History of development of musical styles
and forms Aud1o laboratory listening assigr.ments.
Attendance at live concerts required. Co;equisite:
ENG 02 or RDI. 02 if required.
MUS 12 Introduction to Music, with
3 rec 3 cr
emph.uis on Non-Western Cultures
Nature of music expression; elen1ents of music,
including tempo, meter. rhythm. ,nelodic and harmonic material and structure. tC'rle color, structure
exam1ned in imtrumental and vocal "forms";
examples drawn from non-we$tern cultures. Audio
laboratory listening assignments. Attendance at
live concerts required (May be taken in fulfillment
of MUS 11 requirement) Corequisite: ENG 02 or
RDL 02 i f required.
MUS 17 Songwritina
3 rec 2 cr
Classroom mstruction in songwriting stressing the
development of individual talent and ability
through analysis. listening, ear training, keyboard
awareness, creative writing and performance.
MUS 18 Introduction to Jazz
2 rec 2 cr
Study of jazz. its history and influence on 20thcenturv American culture. Outside readings; audio
labor;;tory work and attendance- at live concerts
required . Corequisite: ENG 02 or RDL 02 if required.
MUS 19 Introduction to
2rec 2cr
Jazz Improvisation
Development of the skills of improvisation and stylization necessary to this form of music. Ear training and
sight·reading; listening and analysis of music; evalua·
tion of individual performances. Open to singers and
instrumentalists. Prerequisite: Placement examination
g1ven by ihe department
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MUS 21, Choral Perfor.mnce
22,23,24 The study and presentation of standard a
contemporary choral literature for mixed voic
Choral training and performances at concerts,
college ceremonies and functions. Resistrati
only with permission of department.
MUS 25 Voice Clus
2 rec 1
Classroom vocal instruction stressing individua
skills. proper tone production, breath control,
diction, musicianship, style, mterpretation a
performance
MUS 31, Orchestral Perform.ance
32,33,34 The study and presentation of standard an
contemporary orchestral literature. Orchestra
training and performance at concerts, colleg
ceremonies and functions. Resistration only wit
permission of department.
MUS 37 Instrumental Class
1 rec 1 c
Instruction in the Recorder
Basic instruction in playing a musical instrument,
the recorder, for both solo and group use. No
previous musical training necessary
MUS 40 Fundamentals of Music
2 rec 2 cr
Basic reading skills. including treble and bass clefs,
key signatures, major and minor scales, some
elementary sight-reading techniques, rhythms,
simple harmony
MUS 41 Theory I
3 rec 2 cr
Introduction to chord construction and movement
Analysis of two-voice writing. Prerequisite: MUS 40
or permiss ion of department
MUS 42 Theory II
3 rec 2 cr
Introduction to diatonic four-part harmony,,
Chordal movement and realization of figured
basses. Analysis of compositions from traditional
literature Prerequisite: MUS 41.
MUS 43 Theory Ill
3 rec 2 cr
Continuation of the study of diatonic harmony.
Introduction to seventh chords and the secondary
dominant. Practice of simple modulation. Harmonization of melod1es and basses; realization of
figured basses. Prerequisite: MUS 42.
MUS 44 Theory IV
3 rec 2 cr
Study of chromatic harmony including use of augmented sixth chords. Modulation through chromaticism. Harmonization of melodies and basses,
realization of figured basses, Prerequisite: MUS 43.
MUS 50 Basic Musicianship
2 rec 1 cr
Development of basic aural perceptions of pitch,
duration, intensity, timbre, melody. and rhythm
through listening exerc1ses. singing. and the playing
of simple musical instruments

NURSING*
Department of Nursing
NTR 11 Nutrition in Physic•l •nd
3 rec: 3 cr
Emotion.! Disorders
Basic course in therapeutic nutrition that focuses
upon major health problems in western society
and influence of diet on their causes and cures.
Traditional and controversial nutritional approaches are presented , Nursing care in selected
situations is emphasized. Prerequisite: NUR 31, 32
and 33 or by permission of instructor Also open to
RN~ and LPN's.

Admission to all Nursing courses is based on the approved
priority list which is on file in the Nursing Department.**
NUR 31 The Essenti•l Process
3 lect 3 l•b din 4 cr
of Nursing: lnterution+
The nurse's interaction with the healthy and the
sick. Covers interpersonal development and
physical growth and development from infancy to
old age, communication, the helping process,
effects of illness on interpersonal behavior and
communications, and the inquiry process (inclu6ing general assessment of client characteristics).
Extensive use of small groups and labs; limited use
of clinical facilities, most of which occur in the
latter part of the course. Prerequisites: ENG 13,
PSY II, CMS II, 810 23; corequis1tes: 810 24. MTH
12 or CHM 17.

NUR 32 M•jor He•lth
1.5 lect 4.5 din 3 cr
Problems • nd Clinic•l Nursing
Activities I (Rebtedness)t
Focuses on understanding the nurse needs in order
to function effectively with clients who have major
problem~ in the area of mental health. Prerequisites:
NUR 31 , M Tfl I2 or CHM 17; corequisite: NUR 33.
NUR 33 Found• tions of Nursing
1 lect 41ab S d in 4 cr
Skills/Critical Situatio ns+
Provides background knowledge of common acute
life-threatening health problems, then focuses on
general assessment skills in terms of client's functional abilities, assessment skills in critical and/or
emergency nursing situations, and intervention
skills in specified emergency situations. Designed
to develop competency in assessment and comfort
in meeting emergency needs to enable the nurse to
ascertain better the more comprehensive needs of
clients (wh1ch are the focus of the later nursing
courses) Prerequisites : NUR 31, MTH 12 or CHM
17, 810 24; corequisites · NUR 32, 810 28.

NUR 34 M•jor He•lth Pro blems • nd
21ect 6 d in 4 cr
Clinic•l Nursing Activities II
(l ona·Term Problems- Motor • nd Neurologiul)t
Major health problems in our society are organized
in relation to the necessary activities and regulatory needs of people. Focus is on nursing care of
clients with surgical, mobility and neurological
problems. Prerequisites: NUR 32, NUR 33, 810 28.
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NUR 35 M•jor He•lth Problemund
21ed 6 din 4 cr
Clinic•l Nursina Activities Ill
(Reproduction •nd the Youna hmily)t
Organized around families and their development
especially during the reproductive cycle. Focus
is on the nurse's responsibility in meeting and
promotina health needs in beginning and expan6ing families. in commumty health agencies, clinics
and hospitals. Prerequisites: NUR 32, NUR 33;
corequisite: NUR 34.

NUR 36 M•jor He•lth
21ect 6 din 4 cr
Problems: Medial • nd Surgial
Proble ms of Adults •nd Childre n+
Focuses on certain major health problems related
to activities and regulatory needs of people of all
ages. Categories of a Medical-Surgical nature
include intrinsic and extrinsic chemical balance,
circulation, oxygenation, nutrition and cell growth,
intact skin and elimination. Clinical practice
includes hospitalized children and adults. Prerequisites: NUR 34, NUR 35; corequisite: NUR 37.
NUR 37 Clinic•l Nursing
21ect 6 d in 4 cr
Activities: Medic•l and Surgical
Problems of Adults and Children +
Focuses on clinical nursmg activities designed to
meet needs of clients of all ages with major health
problems. Emphasis on the nurse's role in assessment and restorative functions. Clinical practice
includes hospitalized ch1ldren and adults. Pr~
requisite : NUR 34, NUR 35; corequisite: NUR 36.

NUR 38 Man.aeme nt in,
2 1ect 6 din 4 cr
Nursina, Health Promotion+
Health agency·based learning experience designed
to help students learn nursing team membership
roles. functions, evaluation, peer review, shared
leadership, and delegation; nursing management
of small groups of clients; standards, policies and
legislation; teaching-learning responsibilities; participation with health teams. NUR 38 must be
taken in the final semester. All nursing curriculum
requirements must be completed or be in the
process of completion by the end of the semester in
which NUR 38 is taken. Students must have a 1.95
C.P.A. to enter the final semester of Nursing.
•NUR coursr) .Jrf' oprn only to 1tudents With full matrtculation status in
the Nursing Curriculum .
••Priority into NUR 31 w11/ be gwen to studt>nts who have achieved a
score of 17 or morl! on the CUNY Rt>ildmg ksessment Test (12th
grade level! .'

scale

Hhe mimmum ilcceptable grade m t-ach .~emi'Stf'r in the Nursing m~or
1s C. Grades of D must be rPpeatl'd rf the )tudent wrshes to receive a
degree in Nursmg. Grades of D may be repeatl'd subject to the followmg
cond1110ns
1. The ccxmc must be repeJtt'd before the ne.r higher level course is
ta~en.

2. Both grades received in the ume course w11/ be u.lt'd to calculate thf!
student's cumulative mdex.
J . The crl'd•t for the course may be app/il'd only once toward gr~~

lion.

4. A Nursing ~rudent may only arrempt /registered m th<> course for at
least J week-, appe.Jred on the roster and received a grade on the
roster s~l! a B"M Nu1"ng cour.~e twRe. e g., grades of D and W in
NUR 31, no (urthN alll'tl1pt may be madf'.
S. A Nursmg \lude-nt may only repeat two d1fferen1 Nursmg cou~. e.g.,
grades of D and C m NUR 11, grades of D and C rn NUR 32, grade of
D in NUR 33. no further atlempl may bl! made.
6 /( a falling sr~dt' h r!'CI'IIIt>d tWICE' for the same/comparable Nursmg
course. the studt•nt i> not t•ltglble to make a further atlf'fllpl.
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PHM 10 Pharmuology Comput01tions
2 rec 2 c:r
Symbols, weights and measures. equipment. metric and apothecary systems, preparation of .solut ions, intravenous fluid administration of drugs and
computation of dmages requ1red of nursing personnel. Computer Center modules are an 1ntegral
adjunct to the course. Prereq11isite: MTH 02; also
available to R.N., P.N. and pre-pharmacy students.
PHM 11 Ph..rmacology as it Applies
3 rec 3 cr
to Health Sciences
Current major drugs utilized in nursing today;
need, therapeutiC action, mode of administration,
common side effects, toxicity, normal range of
dosage, drug Interactions and contramdicat1ons;
nursing implications including patient teaching are
stressed. Prerequisite: Students need to complete all
remediatton for admission to nursing; recommended that students complete NUR 33; also
available to R.N., PN., pre-pharmacy and health
workers authorized to administer medications.

PHILOSOPHY
Department of Social Science
PHL11

Introduction to Philosophy
3 rec: 3 cr
Fundamental questions of human experience, and
basic problems of philosophy; survey of major
philosophers, classical and modern, Corequisite:
ENG 01 or RDL 02 if required.

PHl 31 Philosophy, Science and
3 rec: 3 cr
Human Values
The crisis of values in modern technological
cultures. Relationship to values and nature of
physical and human sc1ences. Analysis of major
formative movements that have pervaded and
characterized contemporary cultures: Positivism,
Marxism, Freudiamsm, Ex1stentialism and NeoChristianity. Corequisite; ENG 01 or RDL 02 if

required.
PHL 90 Introduction to Religion
• 3 rec 3 cr
Humanistic and academic orientation to study of
religion, treating each of the major world religions
systematically. Course mcludes both historical and
contemporary material Corequisite: ENG 02 or
RDL 02 if required.
PH L 91

ORIENTATION
Department of Student Development
OCD 01 Orientation and Career Development 1 rec 0 cr
Course enables student to develop basic college
surv~val skills in areas of academic life, setting
career goals, time management, analysis of
classroom behavior; assessment of 1nstructor
demands and utilization of library and other
college resources Emphasis on students' understanding of academic environment and its
demands on the1r developing successful coping
and achievement behavior.
OCD 11 Career Development
2 rec 1 cr•
A comprehensive examination of the career decisionmaking process Involving relevant information about
self and the world of work. Exploration of values,
skills, abilities, and interests, and their relationship to
the JOb market. Development of career knowledge
and awareness including training requirements, life
style, and employment opportunities. Self-marketing
and JOb hunting skills. Prerequisite ENG 01, RDL 01,
completion of 30 credits (remedial courses included).

•Pending approval.

Department of Secretarial Studies
O RI 43

Secret•r~l Senior Orient01tion

1 rec 0 cr
For students in Secretanal curricula Sem1nar on
contmumg education; career planning; survey of
employment opportunities and techniques of JOb
seeking

Philosophy of Religion
3 rec 3 cr
Religion, a human phenomenon, is central concern
of this introductory philosophy course. The core of
religion- the numinous experience -1s defined
and analyzed Conceptualization of the divme,
supposed proofs of God's existence, doubt, and
vanous religious attitudes toward the self, nature
and the meaning of life are explored. Corequisite:
PHL 11 or PHL 90.

PHl'SICAL EDUCATION
Department of Health and Physical Education
A medical examination is required every two years on the
College Medical Form, which can be secured in any of the
Health Service offices. Students unable to participate in any
activity course for medical reasons must make an appoint·
ment to see the College nurse upon admission to the
College.
PEA 1 t

Foundations for Fitness
2 rec 1 cr
Designed to assist students m evaluating their present
level of fitness and to provide opportunities for selfimprovement. Selection from the following aerobic
activities: weight training. jogging. fitness games, rope
jumping. and gymnastics.

PEA 12 Elementary Hatha Yoga
2 rec 1 cr
Progressive exerc1ses designed . to improve flexibility, develop efficient breathing and apply relaxation techniques. History of yoga, physiological
benefits, nutritional aspects and body awareness
are interwoven to emphas1ze the intearal nature of
body and mmd
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PHY41

. . , ft

CeiiMt

""*'r

Zlect 1 rec 2 lib 4 cr
methods of physics.
ToPb klude Newton's Laws of Motion, mechenb . hM. and sound. (Recommended for Liberal
Ms lftCI fife science majors, lncludifta biolcJiy,
dlntlstry, !Mdk:ine, pharmacy, and psycholoav.)
~ Intermediate a/tebrl 01 MTH 06; ccwquiak EHC 02 tK RDI. 02 it required.
~to principles and

,

Call,.iflwlla 11••
21ect 1 rec 2 lab 4 cr
Elelrltnts of electric circuits, electromqnetk:
~

Jilht selected topics in atomic and nuclear

phrslcs. relativity, and quantum theory. Pretequi-

Jife: PHV n.

ldllloiConiiiMPOI'Iry
Nlit.....,,..._

Phytics

3rec21ab4cr
2 lect 1 rec:
2 lab 4 cr

Phylleafor ,........,....

1'tcMoleaY I

Statics, kinematics, dynamics, work and enerav.
circular motion, and simple harmonic motion with
special applications to problems in technoloav.
Prtlequlslt« Intermediate Algebra tK MTH 06; corequlsa ENC 02 tK RDL 02 if required.

' " ' 22

""*'for

1 1ect 1 rec:
Zlab 3 cr
Fluid dynemics, thermodynamics, electricity and
mllf"tism, optics. applied nuclear technoloay.
I'Ntequlsite: PHV 11.

Enalneeri"'
'JechMioay II

PitY 11 ""*'I
2 led 2 rec 2 a.b 4 cr
Statics .nd dynamics of particles and riaid bodies;
fon:e and motion; enef1Y and momentum; rotadonal motion; elasticity and simple harmonic
motion. First semester of a three semester sequence for~~~ in Enalneerina or Computer
Science (PHY 31, 32, and 33). Also recommended
for Science or Mathematics majors in a Liberal Arts
and Scienca tranJfer Pf01ram. Corequisite: MTH
31 artd ENC Ol and RDI. 02 if requilect
PIIY Ja ,_..II

Zlect 2 rec 21ab 4 cr

HydrostatiQ and hydrodynamics; properties of
..-; thefmod¥namics and kinetic theory of mJt·
ter, wave motion; sound; electrostatics. Prerequi-

site: PHV 31; corequlslte: MTH 32.
:Jiect 2rec
31altlalt wb 4 cr
Elec:tromqnedc theory; direct and alternatina
CUfl'tntiJ ellctiomqnetic waves; aeometr~cal and
physical optics; modem physics. I'Ntequisite: PHY
JZ; ccnqulsite: MTH 33.

""*'of ,

PlwotopiPhy and ()ptla
The physical nature of liaht. optics, and
chemistry are discussed to acquaint students
principles of l)hototraphy and optics. Access tiiJ
· camera with a variable shutter, diaphrqm
interchanaeable optical systems Is orovichld
Pretequisite: MTH OZ or 03; corequisite: ENC 02
RDL. 02 if required.

PHY 41 Electricity and Mqnetilm
21ect 2 rec
ElectrostJtics and mqnetostatics; MaJIWelrf
equations; basic principles of stationary
movina electric and maanetic fields and
effect on charaed particles1 (Recommeridect
students plannin1 to major in Electrical Entlineletl
ina or Physics.) Prwequisites: PHY 33, MTH
corequlslte: MTH 34.
3 lect 2 lab
Elementary quantum theory, quantum nu11nbe$J
atomic shell structures and the periodic
structure of solids, band theory of
insulators, semiconductors; 11-rays and
radiation; relativity; nuclear physics. (Re~illlld
. ttudents in Enaineerina Science.) Prerequisite:

PHY 51 Modem Phytia

33; corequislte: MTH 34.

PHY61 C.......... Metllc*
and Ploplflllninl for
Applied Sdentlfk Purpo~e~

Alaorlthms; introduction to computer systems
computer loaic; pqrammina Janauqes
FORTRAN~ data representation; computer
tions to problems In Enaineerina Science, Phytics,
and Mathematics, usina numerical methods to Include numerical intearation, numerical dlff...,ttation, method af IHst squares; random ......-~
aeneratlon and probability. Required for students in
E,..,_inl 01 Computer Science. IINNQulsifes:
MTH 15 or MTH Jf and one semester of col....
physics, 01 permlssiorr of the department

•offered Fall SemeAer onl}(

••otfwed S,Winl Semester only.

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Department of Social Sciences
POL 11 Americ~n N~tion~l Government
3 rec 3 cr
Survey of structure and activities of the national
government: bases of present political system,
pressure groups, political parties. elections,
Congress, the Prestdent, the Supreme Court, and
the protection and deprivation of tndividual rights.
Corequisite: ENG 02 or RDL 02 if required.
POL 31

Comp~r~tive Government

3 rec 3 cr
A study of the governments and politics of some
important polittcal systems in the modern world,
espec1ally those of Great Britain, the Soviet Union
and the non-western world Prerequisite: POL 11, or
HIS 10. or SOC 11, or permission of department

POL 41 The Nltional Government
3 rec 3 cr
& Civil Rights since 1954
Analysis of roles played by the three branches of
the national government in enacting and enforctng
civil rights laws. Focus on governmental activity
concernmg Black rights in voting and desegregatiOn of schools from 1954 to the present, and other
areas of civil nghts concern1ng Puerto Ricans,
Ch1canos, and American Indians. Prerequisite: POL
11, or SOC 11, or permission of department.
POL 42 Civil Rights Throughout the World
3 rec 3 cr
Past and present comparison of governmental civil
rights activities throughout the world, including
civil nghts and color (Blacks, Latins and Indians in
the U.S, West Indians tn Great Bntatn, Eastern
Jews in Israel, and Blacks in South Africa); civil
rights and relig1on (Catholics and Protestants in
Northern Ireland, Moslems and Htndus in India,
and Moslems and Jews in Israel); women's rights in
vanous countnes. Prerequisite: POL 11, or HIS 10, or
SOC 11, or permission of department.
POL 51 Urban Politics
3 rec 3 cr
Politics and government of the American city:
munictpal political institutions, suburban and
metropolitan government, relations with the state
and federal governments, racial and ethnic
politics, planning. crime and the police, public
education. Prerequisite: POL 11, or SOC 11, or permission of department.
POL 61 Solving Social Problems
3 rec 3 cr
Through the Political Process
Practtcal course showing how to work through
ex1sting channels for a more meantngfullife. Focus
on formal and informal responsibilities of officials
in all levels of government. How to solve social
problems and use of polittcal channels.. Prerequisite: POL 11, or SOC 11, or permission of
dep,utment.

POL 71 Politics of Developina Are~s
3 rec 3 cr
Introduction to the politics and aovernment of
developina areas of the world. Study of modernization and political development, influences of
internal and external forces on political evolution,
social bases of political life, national political
institutions and processes, political thought and
ideology, regional and international institutions
and politics, and foreian policy problems. Prerequisite: POL 11, SOC 11 or HIS 10.
POL 72 International Politics
3 rec 3 cr
Introduction to the field of international politics. Ex·
plores foundations of modern international politics,
relationship between domestic and international poli·
tics, various means for the pursuit of foreign policy
goals by states, role of non-governmental organlza.
tions on the international scene, and some approach·
es to problems d war art peace. Prerequisite: POL
II or SOC II or HIS 10, or permission of the depart·
ment.
POL 81 Field Work and Semi~r
3 rec 3 cr
in Politiul Science
6 hn field work
Supervised field work in local government agencies and in offices of local legislators. Related
seminars develop understanding of political and
governmental problems of urban communities.
Prerequisites· 9 credits in the social sciences,
including POL 11, and/or permission of the department.

PSYCHOLOGY
Department of Social Sciences
PSY 11

Psychology
3 rec 3 cr
Scientific method in the understanding of human
behavior. Introductory study of growth and development. motivation, emotions and mental health,
learning, intelligence and personality evaluation.
Corequisite: ENG 02 or RDL 02 if required.

PSY 22

Social PsycholoiY
3 rec 3 cr
Introduction to social psychology, focusing upon
the nature of aggression and violent behavior; role
of social influence in determination of deviant and
conformist behavior, attitude change and decision
making, affiliation. primary and group relationships, social norms and interrelationship of personality and culture. Prerequisite: PSY 11.

PSY 31

Abnormal Psychology
3 rec 3 cr
Major forms of psycholoaical disorders, such as
neuroses, psychoses, psychosomatic disturbances
and character disorders; their Ortfsln, development
and treatment. Prerequisite: PSY 11.
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SEC 37

Medical Office Communication
3 rec 2 cr
Development of effective written communication
skills for the medical .secretarial assistant Composition of medical case records from X-ray
reports, laboratory analyses, and doctors' diagnoses; letters and reports to patients, private health
agencies and others; editing and rewriting medical
reports and manuscripts. Prerequisites: ENG 13 and
TYP 12; corequisite: TYP 13.

SEC 41

SecretAriAl Practice
4 rec 2 cr
Integration of secretarial skills and cultivation of
desirable personal t raits and attitudes of the
executive secretary. Realistic secretarial office
assignments, including theory and practice of
filina; operation of transcription equipment
Prerequisites: COM 31, TYP 13.

SEC 45

School Reco rds and Accounts
2 rec 2 cr
Responsibilities of the school secretary; prepara·
tion of accident reports, organization and payroll;
records of school personnel, suppl ies and textbooks; accounts of school monies; school headquarters forms; fi ling. Corequisite: ENG 02 or RDL
02 if required.

SEC 47

Educational Problems o f
2 rec 2 cr
School Secretaries I
SEC 48 Educational Problems of
2 rec 2 cr
School SecretAries II
Public relations in modern public education;
organization of New York City school system
according to by-laws, manuals, directives; pro~
lems related to mental hygiene, student welfare
and public guidance, health and safety;· simple
methods of research and educational statistics.
Corequisite: ENG 02 or RDL 02 if required.

SHO 14 Sho rthand IV (C regg)
4 rec 3 c r
SHO 18 Sho rthand IV (Pitma n)
4 rec 3 cr
Development of expert dictation skill at a speed of
120 words per m1nute Integration of office-style
dictation. High-speed transcription according to
office standards. Prerequisites: SHO 13 or 17, TYP
13, and ENG 13.
SHO 31 Legal Shortha nd I
4 rec 3 cr
(Cregg or Pitm~n)
Dictation and transcription of nonlitigation materials with attention to development of legal shorthand vocabulary Speed of 100 words per minute.
Prerequisites: SHO 12 or placement eKaminat1on, TYP
12; corequi.sites: SHO 13 or 17, TYP 13, LAW 41 and
LAW47.

SHO 32

SHORTHAND
Department of Secretarial Studies
SHO 01 Refresher Shorthand (CreU)
SHO 02 Refresher Shorthand (Pitman)
Not offered 1984-86.

3 rec Ocr
3 rec 0 cr

SHO 11 Shorthand I (CreU)
S rec 3 cr
Principles of shorthand theory and development of
skill to take dictation of simple materials at a
speed of 60 words per minute. Corequisite: TYP 11.
SHO 12 Shorthand II (CreU)
4 rec 3 cr
Dictation, includina a systematic review of theory
and expansion of vocabulary. Sustamed dictation
of business materials at a speed of 80 words per
minute. Pre-transcription training Prerequisites:
SHO 17, TYP 11; corequisite: TYP 12.
SHO 1l Shorthand Ill (C reu)
4 rec 3 cr
SHO 17 Shorthand Ill (Pitman)
4 rec 3 cr
Building extensive business vocabulary. Devel~
ment of f luency in taking high-speed and sustained
dictation at a speed of 100 words per minute.
Transcription techniques. Prerequisites: SHO 12 or
placement examination, TYP 12; corequisites: TYP 13
and ENG 13.

Leg~l Shorth~nd II
6 rec 4 cr
(Creg or Pitm~n)
High-speed dictat1on and rapid transcription of
litigation papers and materials- pleadings, orders,
judgments, stipulation. ETBs, appeals Speed of
120 words per minute. Prerequisites: TYP 13,
SHO 31.

SOCIOLOGY
Department of Social Sciences
SOC 11 Sociology
3 rec 3 c.r
Introduction to the scientific study of human life
as group life. Culture and personality; courtship,
marriage and family; religious behavior; education
and communication; theories of social stratification and soc1al change. Corequisite: ENG 02 or
RDL 02 if required.
SOC 31 Race ~nd Ethnic Re l~ tions
3 rec 3 cr
CharactefiStiCS of American ethnic minorities and
rel1gious group;, includmg theofles explaining
prejudice and discrimination. Intergroup relations,
with particular reference to the New York metr~
politan area, and techniques for relieving and
elimmatmg problems in this field of human
relations. Prerequisite: SOC 11.
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SOC 32 The SodoloD of die City
3 rec 3 cr
Socioloaical concepts of urbanism and community; current patterns of urban stratification and
group life. History, spatial patterning, and social
organization of urban areas related to different
groups making up the city and it suburbs and to
the processes and impact of change affecting
them. Effect of urban living on personality and
culture. Prerequisite: SOC 11.

SOC l8 SocU.I Aclvocacy
3 rec 3 cr
Introduction to the roles and problems of
advocates in the social services system; the nature,
need and processes of advocacy; legal and
administrative aspects of social services Pf01rams
(social security, welfare, family court); advocatina
the rights of special groups (handicapped, poor,
youth, aged). Prerequisite: POL 11 or SOC 11 or
department permission.

SOC 33 MarrU&e and the Family
3 rec 3 cr
Introduction to the study of the family as a social
institution. Evolution of the form and functions of
the family and how its structure is shaped by
forces in society. Significance of the family as a
socialization agent, courtship and the romantic
love complex, women's roles and changing family
structure, minority culture families in American
society and consideration of the future of the
family. Prerequisite: SOC 11.

SOC 81 Field Work and

SOC 34 Soelal Deviance
3 rec 3 cr
Explores what is regarded as deviant within a
society, with emphasis on criminality and mental
illness. Deviance from the perspective of the
deviant, e.g., the process by which his initial
deviance becomes a career or master status.
Deviance from the perspective of society, its social
structure, norms and sanctions relevant to deviance, and functions or dysfunctions served by
those committing acts of deviance. Prerequisite:

soc 11.

soc 35

3 rec 6 hrs field work
Seminar in Sociolosv
3 cr
Supervised field work in community agencies.
Related seminars develop understanding of social
problems of urban communities as well as rudimentary skills in sociological research. Prerequisites: 9 credits in the social sciences, includinB
SOC 11, and/or permission of the department

SOC 92 Religion and Society
3 rec 3 cr
Social origins and phenomena of religion including
its meaning for the individual and what functions it
serves for society. Examination of religion and religious ideology in America and other societies,
historically and cross-culturally, and current relig. ious movements Prerequisite: SOC 11 or PHL 90.

SPANISH
Department of Modern Languages

Introduction to Social Work
3 rec 3 cr
Nature of social work and its functions; family
casework, child welfare, psychiatric and medical
social work, correctional services. public welfare
and community welfare organizations. Prerequisite: SOC 11 or PSY 11 or permission o f instructor.

SOC 36 SocioloiY of Women
3 rec 3 a
The nature of women's and men's participation in
the family, at school, at work, at play, and in government. Comparative study of various classes and
races of contemporary American women and their
historical and international counterparts. Analysis
of the impact of the sexual revolution and the
movement for sexual equality. Prerequisite: SOC 11.
SOC 37 Clasund Power
3 rec 3 cr
in American Society
Introduction to the issue and prevalence of social
inequality in various societies; documentation of
economic, political and status differences and
preview of theories of social stratification;
examination of key issues such as the consequences of inequality, education and social
mobility, and inequality and race; analysis of
historical and contemporary changes in stratification systems. Prerequisite: SOC 11.

SPN 11

4rec 4cr
Beglnnint Spanish I
Pronunciation; language structure; conversation
and read ing of simple texts; dictation. Audio
laboratory practice

SPN 12 Besinning Spanish II
4 rec 4 cr
Continuation of SPN 11 . Language structure;
conversation; readmg of elementary literary texts;
dictation. Prerequisite: SPN 11 or placement test.
SPN 13 Intermediate Spanish
4 rec 4 cr
Advanced language structures; conversation; reading, translation and discussion of modern texts;
composition. Prerequisite: SPN 12 or placeme,nt
rest.
SPN 15 Spanish for Urban Conversation
4 rec 4 cr
and Careers I
For non-Spanish speaking students.
Intensive conversation course emphasizing practical
and realistic situations including the business, community and civil service areas. Use ot Audio lab re. ed .
'
qu1r
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u..._eo.w.r.._

.......,. for
4 rec 4cr
and C.... II
Continuation of SPN 15. COIWeBition bMed on
10elal and worlt situations. Use of Audio lm

lPN 23 ftlh.Cenlllly .......... . . . . . . .
IOMIIItldlm and ......
literary anaiY'Jis of telections from represtlfttl~
Spanish authors. Oral discussion and reports.
side readinas to be assianed. Course conducted
Spanish. Prerequisite: SPN 1J or 17 or Pla<cert~

required. Prefequisite: SPN 15 or placement test

Aclvllad Spanilh Conwenatlon
4 rec 4 a
Continuation of SPN 16. Students participate In
dlaloaues and conversations related to contemporary problems and everyday situations to improve
conversational skill. Course conducted in Spanish.
Prerequisite: SPN 13 or 16 or placement test
Elementary Spa.... for Nunn

test

SPN 24 Don Quilote and Other

Cervantes Masterpieces
Readina. discussion, analysis and written
on selections from the ori&inal text 5e~ectiont
from Cervantes' Nove/as Ejemplares, Course
ducted in Spanish. Prerequisite: SPN 13 or 17
placement test

4 rec 4 cr

and ~tal l'enoG.'1el L
lncended lor non-SpMish-spHir.ing students.
Basic Spanish pronunciation, intonation and sentence
structu;e; relevant medical terminology; Idiomatic and
colloquial expressions. Model dialogues on taking
medical history; routine medical -examination; diet
and nutrition; nursins care; treatment instructions;
pediatrics; cardiolosv; and others. Additional
vocabulary accordlns to the student's interests and
field of medical specialization.
lPN 19 Elementary Spanilh for Nunn
4 rec 4 cr
and Hotpltal Penonnel II
Review and continuation at a hiaher level of
pronunciation, speakina and understandina. Addttional vocabulary in new medical situations, such
as admissions, X-rays, and preanancy. Prerequisite:
SPN 18 or placement test
SPN 20 Advanced Spanish Compotition
3 rec 3 cr
and CrHtiw Wrffins
Style illustrations with literary texts, text analysis,
readlna for comprehension, paraaraph construction, imitation of models, expository writina.
translation of literary texts, thematic discussions,
stylistic discussions, written reports on research.
Prerequisite: SPN 13 or 17 or placement

SPN 25 Generation of '98
3 rec
literary analysis of ·selections from the prtrlcip•
writers of the movement. Readina. a•s,cus,siOin.
and written reports. Course conducted in ~a•an1s111
Prerequisite: SPN 13 or 17 or placement test
SPN 28 lnterpretinaand Translation Skills
for Lepl Penonnel
Basic skills required for bilin&ual penonnel
the Hispanic community in the Metropol
Advanced Spanish course which 1MY11nh.ui:rM
translatina and interpretin& for lqal
Students should be bilingual. fluent in both
and Spanish. Prerequisites: RDL 02 or ENG 02
required, and SPN 13 or placement
SPN 30 Puerto Rican Literature
4 rec
and Culture I
Survey of Puerto Rican history, culture
literature to 1880. Readin&, discussion, oral
written reports based on representative
Rican authors. Course conducted in Spanish.
requisite: SNP 13 or 17 or placement test
SPN 31

SPN 21 Spanilh LMpqe and Culture
4 rec 4 cr
A literary and historical study of Spanish culture;
develops basic lan&uaae skills. Class discussions on
social, historical and artistic values of Spain, past
and present. Course conducted in Spanish. Prerequisite: SPN 13 or 17 or placement test

lPN 22 Latift.Amerkan Lanauaae
4 rec 4 cr
and Culture
Readin15 In latin-American literature. Representative texts on latin-American and Caribbean culture, civilization, history and tradition. Conversation; literary analysis and interpretation. Course
conducted in Spanish. Prerequisite: SPN 13 or 17 or
placement test.
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Puerto Rican Literature
4 rec 4 a
and Culture II
Continuation on SPN 30. Survey of Puerto Rican
history, culture and literature from 1880 to the
present. Reading, discussion, oral and written
reports based on representative Puerto Rican
authors. Course is conduc ted in Spanish. Prerequ;..
site: SPN 13 or 17 or placement test.

TAXATION
Department of Business
TAX 11

Introduction to Taxation
3 rec 3 cr
Study of the current Federal, New York State and
New York City income tax laws and resulations:
concepts of taxable aross and net income,
deductions and exemptions as applied to various
classes of individual taxpayers. Preparation of
individual income tax returns on aovemment
forms. Prerequisites: BUS 11 and IICC 11 or
permission of the departroent.
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governance
of the college
The Board of Trustees of the City University of New York is
the governing body of the City University of New York,
including Bronx Community College.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF
THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORk
Bronx Community College, a unit of The City University of
New York, is administered by the Board of Trustees of the
City University of New York. The Board of Trustees of the
City University of New York is composed of 17 members,
five of whom will be appointed by the Mayor and ten by the
Governor, all with the advice and consent of the Senate.
The chairperson of the University Student Senate is a voting
ex officio member. The chairperson of the University Faculty
Senate is a non·voting ex officio member. The terms of all
members except ex officios are for seven-year staggered
terms. Board headquarters are at 535 East 80 Street, New
York, 10021.
J~

P. Murphy, Chairperson
B.A .• LL.B.
Edith 8 . Evm!tt, Vice-Chairperson
B.A., M .A .
Paul P. Ba.lrd,
A.A.S., B.A .
~nche Bemlt~n

Ph.D.
SylviA Bloom
James A. Cnanash
B.A.

Louis

C~l

B.S., M.S., P.C.
Annand D' Anplo
D.C.S., l.H.D.
Judah Grlbetz
A.B., LL.B., ll.M.
Harold M. Jacobt
B.S., M.S.
Jules Kolodny
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., LL.B.
Robert L. Polk
B.A., M.A.
J~uln Ri vera

J.D.
Marpret Titone
Brenda Farrow White
B.A., M .P.A., J.D.
Henry Wauer
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
ex officio

Melvin E. lowe
ex officio
Martin Wannbrand
B.A .. M .A.
Secretary of the Board
D.lvid B. Risner
B.A., LL.B.
General Counsel

Roscoe C. Bro wn,

Jr.,

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORk
Council of Presidents
Joseph S. Murphy, Chairman
Milton G. S.ssin, President, York College
Roscoe C. Brown, Jr., Pre~ident .
Bronx Community Collegt>
Thomas C. Chalmers, Presidt>nt,
Mount Sinal School of Medicine
J. Carrins ton Chunn II, President. Medgar Evers College
Saul B. Cohen, Pres1dent, Queens College
Flora Mancuso-Edwards, President,
Eugenio Maria de Ho~to~ Commun1ty College
Leon M . Goldstein, Pre~ident,
Kingsborough Community College
Bernard W. Harleston, President, The City College
Robert L. Hess, President, Brooklyn College
l eonard lief, President
Herbert H. lehman College
Gerald M . l ynch, President,
john jay College of Criminal )ust1ce
Harold M . Proshansky, President,
The Graduate School and University Center
Kurt R. Schrneller, President,
Queensborough Community College
Ursula Catherine Schwerin , President,
New York City Technical College
Joel Sepll, President,
The Bernard M . Baruch College
Donna E. Shalala, President. Hunter College
Joseph Shenker, Presldent
Fiorello H. LaGuardia Community College
Joshua l. Smith, President
Borough of Manhattan Community College
Edward l. Volpe, President,
The College of Staten Island
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BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION

Office of the President
Roscoe C. Brown, Jr., Ph.D., President
Carol Banks, M.A., Executive Assistant to the President
Richard A. James, J.D., Special Assistant to the President
Max Hom, Ph.D., Special Assistant to the President
for Faculty and Staff Relations
Sharlene Hoberman, B.A., Public Information Officer
Dolores MagnoHa, Media and Community Relations Officer

Office of the
Dean of Academic Affairs
Cart J. Polowczyk, Ph.D., Dean of Academic Affairs
Seymour Reisln, M.Ed., Associate Dean for
Continuing Education
·
John 0. Stevenson, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Dean of
Academic Affairs
Peter Hoberman, M.S., M.A., Director of
Academic Computing
Suzanne Dale Wilcox, Ed.D., Grants Officer
Angel Resto, M.A., Assistant to the Dean of
Academic Affairs
Ismay V. Taylor, M.A., Assistant to the Dean for
Academic Administration; Affirmative Action Officer

Registrar's Office
Harvey Erdsneker, M.S., M.B.A., Registrar
Allan Glasser, M.A., Associate Registrar
Robert J. Lewis, M.S., A>sociate Registrar
Regina Tobin, B.A., Assoicate Registrar
Alfred M. May, B.A., Assistant Registrar
Michele Siegel, B.A., Assistant Registrar
Susanne Turk, M.A., Assistant Registrar

Office of the Dean of Students
Sylvia Miranda, M.A .. M.Ph., Dean of Students
Evelyn Kish1 M.A., Assistant Dean of Students
Douglas A. Strauss, M.I.A., M.A., Director of
Financial Aid
Cart Saueracker, M.S., Coordinator of Counseling
Durward Collins, M.S., Admissions Officer
Virgil Logan, M.A.T., Assistant to the Dean
and Coordinator of Recruitment
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Office of the
Dean of Administration
Donald P. Cancienne, Ph.D., Dean of Administration
Richard M. Kor, M.S.. M.A., Associate Dean of
Administration
Rudolph Richman, B.S.M.E., Campus Facilities and
Planning Officer
Allen Shaw, M.S., P.E., Planning Engineer/Architect
William Ludwig, Director of Duplicating, Mail and
Messenger Services
Charles F. Connington, M.A., Coordinator of
Communications and Resources

Business Office
J. Raymond Robinson, M.B.A., Business Manager
Barbara Cash, B.A., Bursar
~eonard J. Queen, B.S., Budget Officer
Stanley Blum, Purchasing Agent
Olivet Civetta, B.B.A., Payroll Officer

Computer Center
Jerry G. Simotas, M.A., Director of Computer Services
R.E. Jones, B.B.A., Data Base and Programming Manager
Howard Wiener, M.A., Systems Analysis and
Design Manager
Alphonse Moccia, Operations Manager

Personnel Office
Shelley Levy, M.S., Director of Personnel Services
MaHle Slates, A.A., Assistant Director

Safety and Security
James Scully, Director of Safety and Security
Lawrence Cheatham, Assistant Director
Robert Thompson, B.S., Assistant Director
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Donald. J. Canty, Director of Audiovisual Services;
Associate Professor, Library and learnins Resources
B.A., Adelphi University;
M.A., University of Missouri
Valerie Capers, Associate Professor, Music and Art (Music)
B.S., M.S., )uillian:l College of Music
Barbara Cash, Assistant Business Mana,er/Bursar
B.A., College of New Rochelle
Jon Castle, Assistant Professor, Student Development
B.A., M.A., New York University;
M.S., Columbia University
Mabel L1 Chans, Professor, Social Sciences (Economics}
B.A., National Central University (China);
B.A., Manhattanville College of the Sacred Heart;
M.A., Ph.D., New York University
lawrence Cheatham, Assistant Director, Safety and Security;
Assistant to Higher Education Officer
Oliver Clwtta, Assistant Business Manager
B.B.A., Baruch College
Robert L. Clarice, Professor, Chemistry and
Chemical Technology;
B.S., The City College;
M.S., Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Durward Collins, Admissions Officer;
Higher Education Assistant
B.S., University of Michigan;
M.S. in Ed., The City College
Jesus Cofresi, Duplicating Service Specialist;
Higher Education Aide
Charles f. Conninpon, Coordinator of
Communications and Resources;
Higher Education Assistant
B.S., Manhattan College;
M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University
Gus Constantine, Associate Professor,
Health and Physical Education
B.S., M.A., New York University
Ruby Cordray, Assistant Professor, Music and Art (Art)
B.F.A., University of Houston;
B.F.A., Hunter College;
M.A., The City College;
Ed.D., Teachers College, Columbia University
Alfred M. Cosentino, Associate Professor,
Communication Arts and Sciences
B.A., Pace College ;
M.A., Adelphi University
francis C. Costello, Department Chairperson, Professor,
Biology and Medical laboratory Technology
B.S., M.S., Fordham University
Marsha Z. Cummins, Professor, English
B.A .. Wayne State University;
M.A., University of Michigan;
Ph.D., University of Maryland
Arlene Cursi, Support Specialist;
Higher Education Aide
B.A., lehman College
C. livlnpton Daley, Associate Professor,
Social Sciences (Sociology)
B.A., The City College;
M.A., New York University;
Ph.D., Graduate Center, City University of New York
John E. D'Andrea, Professor, Modern Languages
B.S., M.S., Fordham University;
M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University
James 0'Angelo, Associate Professor, Music and Art (Music)
B.M., M.M., Manhattan School of Music;
Ph.D., New York University

Dorothy o.by, Associate Professor, Nursins
B.S., M.S., Hunter College;
M.S. in Ed., Fordham University
DaWI M. Davidson, Oep.rtment Chairperson,
Professor, Special Educational Services
B.A., Queens College;
M.A., Ph.D., New York University
John W. Davis, Jr., Professor, Biology and
Medical Laboratory Technology
B.S., University of Notre Dame;
M.S., Ph.D., St. )ohn's University
lafredla Davis, Associate Professor, Student Development
A.B., Bennett College;
M.S.W., New York University
louis A. DeAc:etls, Professor, Physics
B.S., Queens College;
M.S., New York University;
Ph.D., City University of New York
lnarid DeCicco, Assistant Professor,
Health and Physical Education
B.S., The City College;
M.S., Hunter College
Francesco Deluca, Assistant Professor,
Modern Langauges (Spanish and Italian)
B.A., M.A., The City College
James DeMetro, Assistant Professor, English
B.A., M.A., New York University
Ceraldyne P. ~lo, Assistant Professor, History
B.A., M.A., Hunter College
M. D•WI Diamond, Associate Professor,
Student Development
B.S., Queens College;
M.A., Columbia University;
Ph.D., New York University;
Certified Psychologist, State of New York
A. Martin Diehl, Assistant Profes~or,
Communication Arts and Sciences
B.A., M.A., New York University
frank P. Donnangelo, Associate Professor,
Student Development
B.S., M.S., Fordham University:
Ed.D., New York University
Richard A. Donovan, Professor, English
A.B., M.A., University of Notre Dame;
Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Irene R. Dutra, leoturer,
Special Educational Services
B.S., M.S., Georgetown University
Ulla E. Dydo, Professor, English
B.A., University of Zurich;
B.A., University College {London):
M.A., Bryn Mawr College;
Ph.D., University of Wisconsin
Samuel D. Ehrenpreis, Department Chairperson,
Professor, History
Ph.B., University of Wisconsin:
M.A., Columbia University
Bernard Eisenberg, Professor, History
B.A., The City College;
M.A., Ph.D., Columbia University
Martin Eisenschmied, lecturer,
Library and Learning Resources
A.A., Suffolk Community College;
B.A., State University of New York College at Oswego
Rebecca Encarnacion, College loan Officer
A.A.S., Bronx Community College
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lo-AM s. er.hlm, Depanmem Chairperson, Associate
Plot..or, Communication Arts and Sciences
11.5., M.A., Ph.D., New York University
lbllh Cnllfman, Student SystemS Support;

tfl&her Education Aide
Cieolte H. Creenfleld, Aul-.nt Professor,

Communlatlon Arts and Sciences
B.A., The Oty Collete;
M.A., Hunter Collep
s-.1 c......,., Lecturer, Mathematics
B.S., The 0ty College;
M.S., New York University
Nell CrfR, Professor, Enslish
B.A., The City College;
M.A., Ph.D., New York University
........ CUIWirth, Lecturer, History
B.A., The
Collep;

Shulene Hoberman, Public Information Officer;
Hisher Education Assi-.nt
B.A., University of Miami
Clwlatle Honda, Assoc:~te Professor .
Health and Physical Education
B.A.. Ohio State University;
M.S., Wayne State University
Max Hom, Spec~l Assi-.nt to the President for Faculty
and Staff Relations; Professor, Business
B.S., M.A., Ph.D., Columbia University
Wei Wei Huana, Associate Professor, Nursins
B.S., Boston University;
M.S. in Ed., Ed.D.• Teachers College, Columbia University
William P. Hynes, Professor, Business
B.S.• M.B.A., New York University;
CPA, Stat~ of New York

Mlm k.ltwb, Lecturer, Secretarial Studies

B.S., St. Thomas Aquinas Collese:
M.S., Hunt~ Colle&e
Jane k.lb, Professor, HNhh and Physial Education
B.S., The City Colleae:
M.A.. New York University;
M.Ed., Ed.D., TeK~s Colleae. Columbia University
Violet ~.. Professor, Nurslna
B.S., M.A., Ed.D.• New York University
Anne c. Kelemen, AssiSUint Protessor.
Health and Physical Education
B.S., The City Collep;
M.A., Columbia University;
M.S., Hunter Colleae
Robert C. Kina, Professor,
Com.m.nlalioA M• Mld Sciencfi
A.B., Ceoe.-wn Col....;
M.A., The City Collep,
Ph.D., Columbia Uolvtrllty
EWIIrn L IWI, Alllt&lnt Dlln d Sbldenls;
Atliltant Profei iOf', Student Dwelopmenl
B.A., University d Slnto Tomas ~;
M.A., The City Colltp
.
Etllll .._., Lec:ttnr, Mullc and Alt CMuliCJ ""
B.S., H...., CoiJelt;

M.LS., Qulenl CGIIIIt
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Medial Laboraloly Ttch."lOiotY
I.A., Hunler Colltlt;
M,S., Lthmln Colllit;
Ph.D., St. Johcts Univenlty

Theresa S. Kubis, Assistant Professor, English
B.A., College of New Rochelle;
M.A., Ph.D.. Columbia Univenity
DoNen ~nc, Assistant Prdeuor, Secretarial Studies
A.B., Berkshi,.. Community Conese:
B.B.A., Pace University;
M.A., New York University
Pul )oleph ~. Associate Profetlor,
Modern Languaaes (Italian, Spanish!
B.A., The City Collep:
M.A., Columbia University
~lyn Ulnllay, Assistant Professor, Student Development
B.A., Brooklyn Colleae;
M.A., Teachers Colleae, Columbia University
Patricia R. Lanier, Assistant Professor,
SpK~I Eduational Serv'
r B.A., \Jnl'lllflltV d
M.A., New York Uni-*Y :
M.S., Ed.O., Ytlhlva ~
Gall J, ........... PrdiiiiDr, ~

~-

a.s.s., Fordhlm u~
M.A., Ph.O., Columbia VIM.

Vi.,PI Lopn, Assistant to Dean o( Students and Coordinator
of Recruitment and Special Events;
Higher Education Assistant;
B.A., Bowdoin College;
M.A.T., Harvard University
Daniel '" · Lowenth.ll, Assistant Professor, English
B.S., M.S., Columbia University
William Lucfwis, Director of Duplicating, Mail and Messenger
Services; Higher Education Assbtant
Ju.w Map.zi.wr, Assistant Professor, Music and Art (Art}
B.A., M.A., The City College
Dolores Mqnotta, Media and Community Relations
Officer; Assistant to Higher Education Officf'r
Valerie Calabria Maher, lecturer, B1ology and
Medical laboratory Technology
B.A., College of New Rochelle;
M.S., Fordham University;
M.B.A., Pace University
Bernard Mandelbaum, Professor, English
B.A., Brooklyn College;
M.A., Ph. D., New York University
Patria Marin, Assistant to Higher Education Officer,
Admissions Office
B.S., The City College;
M.A., New York University
Marie-Louise Matthew, Associate Professor, English.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College;
A.M., Ph.D., Columbia University
Alfred M. May, Asssistant Registrar
B.A., Rutgers University
Donald F. McCulloch, Department Chairperson,
Professor, Modern languages (French)
B.A., M.A., Fordham University;
Ph.D., New York University
Neil Mc:Laushlin, Professor
Engineering Technologies
B.E.E., The City College;
M.E.E., New York University;
P.E., State of New York
Maureen Meenan, Assistc~nt Professor, Nursing
B.S., St. John's University;
M.S., Hunter College
Walter Merrigan, Associlte Professor, ·
Student Development
B.S., M.A., M.S.W., New York University
Richard Miller, lecturer, Mathematics
A.B., Columbia University;
M.S .. New York Un1versity
Ruswll Miller, Assistant Professor,
Chemistry and Chem1cal Technology
B.S., Fordham University;
M.S., Cornell University
Laura Mills, lecturer, B•ology and
Medical laboratory Technology
B.A., Hunter College;
M.S., Ohio University
Sylvi• E. Mirand•, Dean of Studenb :
Higher Education Officer
B.A., Hunter College;
M.A.. Teachers College, Columb1a University;
M.Ph., Columbia University

Alphonse Mocci<l, Operations Manager;
Higher Education Assistant
Peter Morrill, Associate Professor, Social Sciences
B.A., Trinity College;
Ph.D., New York University
Stephen Moss, Programmer Analyst;
Higher Education Assistant
B.A., New York University
G• briel Motol•, Professor, English
B.A., The City College;
M.A., Ph.D., New York University
Slephen P•ul O' Neill, Assistant Professor,
Special Educationc~l Services
B.A., Catholic University;
M.S., Fordham University;
M.A., New York University;
M.A., Manhattan College
Maureen 8. O' Rlordan, Professor, Business
B.Sc., london School of Economics;
M.B.A., New York University;
CPA, State of New York
Laura Ossenkopp, Administrator for Circulation library;
Higher Education Aide
B.A., lehman College
Joseph O'Sullivan, Assistant Professor, Mathematics
B.E.E., Manhattan College;
M.S., Ph.D., Adelphi University
Eusene L. Passer, Associate Professor,
Chemistry and Chemical Technology
B.S., Brooklyn College;
M.S., New York University;
Ph.D., Fordham University
Joyce E. Patterson, Associate Professor, Nursing
B.S., M.S., Hunter College;
Ed.D., Teachers College, Columbia University
Alvin J. P•ullay, Professor, Mathematics
B.C.E., The City College;
M.S., Columbia University;
Ph.D., Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn;
P.E., State of New York
~nnette A. Peretz, Associate Professor,
library and learning Resources
B.A., Hunter College;
M.l.S., St. John's University;
M.S., Lehman College
Richard G. Phillips, Assistant Professor,
Student Development
B.A., M.A., Univers1ty of Michigan;
Ed.D., Columbia Un1verstty
Luis L. Pineo, Assistant Professor, Modern Languages
B.A.S.S., The City College;
M.A., New York University
Morris Pollack, Professor, Business
B.A., M.A., M.B.A., Ph.D., New York University
Cart J. Polowczyk, Dean of Academic Affairs;
Professor, Chemistry and Chemical Technology
B.S.. The City College;
M.S., Ph.D., New York University
Allen Pomennlz, Assistant Professor, Modern languages
B.A., Brooklyn College;
M.A., University of Wisconsin
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Communiation Am and Sciences
B.S., A.B., ~ ICenlucky Unlwnily;
M.A., Ph.D.,' 8owHna C,_, Unherslly
SaMra ,..., Sec~etAry to the President;
Aslistant to Hl&her Education Officer
A.A., Bronx Community Colfese;

B.A., Lehman Colleee
Kalldun J. f'NIIwW., Prdasof', Biolotw and
Medical LaboQtory TechnoJosy
B.A., Hunter Collele;
M.A., Brooklyn College;
Ph.D., St John's University
, Jack I. Prince, Professor, Physics
B.A., Yeshiva University;
M.S., Ph.D., New York University
Martin I. Pulver, Professor, Chemistry and
Chemical TechnolosY
B.S.Ch.E., The City Collese;
M.S.Ch.E., Newark Col~ of Engineering;
P.E., State al New York
.......,.. Queen, Assistant Business Manaser/

Budset Officer

B.S., Northeastern University
Qui•, Professor, Secn!tarial Studies
B.A., Hunter Collele;
M.B.A., Bernard M. Baruch Colleae;
M.A., The City University al New York
Harold IMd, lecturer, Special Educational Services
B.A., Boston University;
M.A., New York University;
Certificate, Dlplome, University al Paris
Phyllt J. liNd, Assistant Pralessor, English
BA, University of Kentucky;
M.A., Trinity CoiJeae
SeyMour lellln, Aslociate Dean of Academic Affairs
for Continuing Education and Grants;
Higher Education Officer;
B.S.S., The City College;
M.Ed., University of Marvland
Joe Louis RelnPIOfl, Title Ill Coordinator; Pralessor,
Special Educational Services
·
B.S., M.S., State UniverSity of Buffalo;
Ed.D.• Teachers Collese. Columbia University
IInKe 5. ltethen, Associate Pralessor, Business
B.S., The City College;
M.B.A., long Island University;
CPA. State al New York
A,..a IIIIo, Assistant to Dean al Academic Affairs;
Lecturer, Modern Lansuqes;
A.A., Bronx Community Colleee;
B.A., The City College;
M.A., Te.chers Colleee. Columbia University
Lorraine Ike, Lecturer, BioJosy and
Medical Laboratory Technolosv
B.S., Marymount College;
M.S., Fordham University;
.Hope .. lkhlrdiDn, Asllstant Praleuor.
Special Educltlonal Services
B.S., The City Colleae:
M.S., Te.chers College, Columbia University
M.A., Ed.D., Yeshiva University
lolenlary A.

....... J. . ....., ~mpus Facility and Plannins Ollic:e',

HiFer Eduatlon Officer

B.S.M.E., New York University
o.partment Chairman, Pralessor
Chemistry and Chemical Technoloay
B.S., North Carolina Collep;
M.A., Columbia University
Slul A......,....., Alsoc:iate Profell«,
Enaineering TechnolclsieJ
B.S., The City Collep;
M.E.E., New Yo~ University;
P.E., State al New York
Herbert L lolllliM, Professor,
Social Sciences (Psycholosyl
B.A., M.A., The City Collese:
Ph.D., New York University
J, Raymond lolllnton, Business Manqer
B.S., New York University;
M.B.A., Pace University
Olea M. lodzlanko, Professor,
Engineering Technologies
B.S.M.E., Cooper Union School al Enaineerins;
M.S., Stevens Institute al TechnoJosv;
P.E., State of New York
Ellher S. lolnldc, Associate Profeslor
Social Sciences (PsythoJosy)
B.S., M.S., Brooklyn CoiJese;
M.S., Ph.D., Yeshiva University
Irwin ltonlon, Professor,
Communication Arts t~nd Sciences
B.A., The City CoiJeae;
M.A., Te«hers College, Columbia University;
Ph.D., Oty University al New York
Paul lolenfeld, Professor, Music and Art
B.A., The City College;
M.A., Columbia University
Morton lolenllklck, Department Chairperson, Profeisor,
Ubtary and l.umlng Resources
B.A., Ha,..,ard University;
M.A., M.S. In l.S., Ph.D., Columbia University
Jmeph Rolh~ehlld, Assistant Praleuor, Mathematics
B;S., M.S., The City Collese;
Ph.D., City University Graduate Division
Joy lotker, Trainee Progrt~mmer;
Higher Educt~tlon Aide
B.A., Queens Collete: ·
M.S.W., Adelphi University
JameJ D. lyan, Professor, History
B.A., St. Bont~venture University;
M.S., Canlslus Colleae:
Ph.D., New York University
. _ . Sllpdo, f?rofeuor,
HNith and Physical Education
B.S., M.A., Ed.D., Tuc:hers Colleae, Columbia Univerllty
MMvln
Department Chairperson, Proleuor,
Music and Art (Music)
B.M., Hara CoiJese;
M.M., University of Illinois;
D.M.A., Cornell University
Alvin 5andber& Alloclate Professor, Enllfish
BA, Brooklyn Collep;
M.A., Ph.D., New York University
)oleph G• ..,,
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Michael Steuerman, Professor, He.1lth and Phy$lcal Education
B.S., The City College;
M.A., Columbia University
John 0. SteveniOn, Jr., Associate Dean of Academic Affairs;
Higher Education Officer
B.A., Fordham University;
M.S., Ph.D., Polytechnic Institute of New York
Manuel Stillerman, Profl.'Ssor, Engmeering Technologies
B.S.E.E., M.SE.E., University of Michig.In;
B.M.E., The Cooper Union;
Ph.D., New York University;
P.E., StatE' of New York
Douglas A. Strauss, Director of Financial A1d;
Higher Educat1on A~sociate
B.A., Fordham UnivE'rsity;
M.I.A., Columbia University;
M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University
H. Reid Strieby, Assistant Profe~sor, Social Sciences
B.A., Bradley University;
M.A., University of Chicago;
Ph.D., Field1ng lnst1tute
Jacqueline 8. Stuchin, Professor,
Special Educational Services
B.S., The City College;
M.A., Columbia University;
Ed.D., New York University
Jacinto E. Suarez, Assistt~nt Professor, Bu~iness
B.A., Alabama College;
M.B.A., St. John's University;
M.A., New York Umversity
Kazuye Takei, Professor, Secretarial Stud1es
B.A., M.Ed., Univcrs1ty of Washington
Catherine P. Tarpey, Assistant Professor, Nursmg
B.S., Hunter College;
M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University
Joan Tarsney, Ass1stant Professor, Nursing
B.S., Hunter College;
M.A., Teacht!rs Colh.•gt!, Columbia University
Rosa H. Tate, AssoCiate Professor, Nurs1ng
B.S., Hunter Collt.>ge;
M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University
Byron K. Taylor, Ass1stant Director of Financial Aid;
Higher Education Assistant, Student Development
A.A.S., Bronx Community College;
B.A., Herbert H. Lehman College
Ismay V. Taylor, Lecturer, Modern Languages
B.A., University of Puerto Rico;
M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University
francis 0. Terrell, Assistant Professor. Business
B.S.. Univers1ty of Toledo,
J.D., Columb•a Untversity Law School
Edwin W. Terry, Professor, Library and Learnmg R~urces
B.A., M.A., Brooklyn College;
B.S., M.A., Columb1a Universtty;
Ph.D., St. John') University
Ronald F. Thomas, Professor,
Biology and Medical Laboratory Technology
B.S., St. Frand~ College;
M.S., long Island lJniver~tty;
Ph.D., New York Univer~••Y

Robert M. Thompson, Assistant Dtrector, Safety and Security;
Assistant to Higher Education Officer
B.S., New York lnstitutt' of Technology
Rqi~ M. Tobin, Associate Registrar
B.A., Mercy College
•
Miroslav M. Todorovich, Department Chairperson;
Associate Professor, Physics
B.S., Belgrade University (Yugoslavia);
M.A., Columbia University
James Trent, Instructor, Mathematics
B.A., Columbia University
Philip Tucker, Associate Professor, Business
B.B.A., The City College;
M.B.A., Baruch College;
CPA, State of New York
Susanne Turk, Assistant Registrar
A.B., University of Pennsylvania;
M.A., New York University
Herbert 1. Tyson, Department Chairperson;
Professor, Engineering Technologies
B.S.C.E., Columbia University;
M.Adm.E., New York University;
M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University;
P.E., State of New York, State of New Jersey
William S. Wahlin, Associate Professor,
Social Sciences (~ychologyl
B.A., University of Wisconsin;
M.A., University of Kansas;
Ph.D., Columbia University
~ril)'n Walsh, Associate Professor, Nursing
B.S., Teachers College, Columbia University;
M.S., St. John's University
Merlin f. Walwyn, Assistant Professor, Business
B.S., Oakwood Colltge;
M.B.A., Long Island University
Henry Weiman, Associate Professor, Business
B.B.A., M.B.A., The City College
Emanuel Weiss, Associate Professor, Physics
B.A., Brooklyn College;
M.S .• Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Mitchell M. Wenzel, Department Chairman;
Professor, Health and Physical Education
B.S., M.S., The City College;
M.S., Teachers College, Columbia University
John J. Whelan, Associate Professor,
Health and Physical Education
B.S., The City College;
M.A., New York University
Henrietta Whitcomb, Assistant Professor,
Student Development
B.A., Universtty of California at Berkeley;
M.S., Columbia Umversity
Joseph W. Wlec:zerzak, Professor, History
B.A., Brooklyn College;
M.A., Ph.D., New York University
Howard W.ener, Systems Analysis and Design Manager;
Higher Education Associate
B.S., The City College:
M.A., Umvers1ty of Wisconsin
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Wilkofsky, Assistant Professor,

Modern languages (Spanish)
B.A., The City College;
M.A., Columbia University
Barbar.1 T. Wilson, Lecturer ,
Special Educational Services
B.E., National College of Education;
M.S., The City College
Hans Winterfeldt, Professor,
Modern Languages (German, Spanish)
B.A., The City College;
Ph.D., New York University
Marian Wise, Associate Professor, Secretarial Studies
B.A., Hunter College;
M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University
Bernard L. Wltlieb, Professor, English
B.A., The City College;
M.A., Ph.D., New York University

I
Frank V. Wong, Associate Professor,
Health and Physical Education
B.S., M.S., The City College
Margaret M. Yuen, Assistant Professor, Nursing
B.S., Simmons College;
M.A., New York University
William M. Zalkin, Assistant Professor, English
B.A., Columbia University
Isaak Zimmerman, Professor,
Chemistry and Chemical Technology
B.S., The City College;
M.S., Ph.D., New York University
Stephen M. Zimmerman, Assistant Professor, English
B.A., Union College;
M.A., Columbia University

Allan Wolle, Professor
Social Sciences (Political Science)
B.A., M.A., The City College;
Ph.D., New York University
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COLLEGE LABORATORY TECHNICIANS

FACULTY EMERITI

Rudolph Arroyo, Senior College
laboratory Technician, Physics
A.A.S., Bronx Community College;
B.E.M.E., The City College
J~ph Bossone, College laboratory Technician,
Engineering Technologies
J~ph Casner, Senior College laboratory Technician,
Chemistry
A.A.S., Bronx Community College
Frances Caruso-Haralam, Senior College
Laboratory Technician, Biology
A.A.S., Bronx Community College
Arthur DeMaHeo, Senior College
laboratory Technician, library
B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Richard Fucci, College laboratory Technician,
Library
Nikolai lopuchin, Senior College laboratory
Technician, Engineering Technologies
Ann McPartland, College Laboratory Technician,
Secretarial Studies
Alice Netbum, College Laboratory Technician,
Chemistry
Annstead Ransom, College laboratory Technician,
Health and Physical Education
Leonard Rinaldi, College laboratory Technician,
Biology
A.A.S., Bronx Community College
A~ina Scimia, Senior College Laboratory
Technician, Biology
A.A.S., Bronx Community College
leonard S. Silvennan, College laboratory Technician,
Library
John Tiffany, College Laboratory Technician,
Chemistry
Umberto Trentln, College laboratory Technician,
library
Neville Trotman, College Laboratory Technician,
Engineering Technologies

Frederick J. Bef'ler, M.E.E.,
Professor EmE'ritus of EngineE>ring Technologies
Bemard P. Corbman, Ed.D.,
Professor Emeritus of Business;
Dean of Academic Affairs
Milton Doroshkin, Ph.D.,
Profcisor Emeritus of Social Sciences
Mark D. Hirsch, Ph.D.,
Professor EmE'ritus of History
Gloria L. Hobbt, Ph.D.,
Professor Emeritus of Modern languages;
Associate Dean of Students
Richard L. Loughlin, Ph.D.,
Professor Emeritus of English
Martin K. May, M.B.A.,
Professor Emeritus of Business
Daniel S. McGrath, Jr., M.A.,
Professor Emeritu~ of Health and Physical Education;
Dean of Administration
Vera F. Minkin, Ed .D.,
Professor Emeritus of Student Development;
Dean of Students
Teta Moetls, Ph.D,
Professor Emeritus of History
Cha.WS R. Monticone, Ph.D.,
Professor Emeritus of Modern languages
Burton R. Pollin, Ph.D.,
Profesc;or Emeritus of English
Kalman B. Pomeran1, M.A.,
Professor Emf.'ritus of Physics
Samuel Ress, ).D.
Professor Emeritus of Business
Clement M. Thomptan, Ph.D.,
Professor Emeritus of Student Development;
Dean of Students
Jacob Twersky, Ph.D.,
Professor Emeritus of History
Henry F. White, Ph.D.,
Professor Emeritus of Biology
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BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
AND THE COMMUN ITY
Bronx Community College is vitally concerned with its
community. To foster greater cooperation and interaction
with neighboring community agencies. the College enjoys the support and participation of the Bronx Community College Advisory Committee, which includes representatives of community organizations, local business
groups, civic leaders, and sister educational institutions.
The committee promotes and encourages cultural and
civic programs aimed at greater articulation of the
misston of the College. Its activities have benefited students in many areas, including job placement, scholarship contributions and the support of recruitment efforts.
Bronx Community College, in expanding the traditional
role of community relations, is one of the many promot·
ers of community revitalization throughout the Bronx.
The College works with such organizations as the Bronx
Chamber of Commerce, Bronx Council on the Arts, Fordham Road Development Corporation, Fordham Road
Merchants Association, South Bronx Overall De~Jop
ment Corporation, and Burnside Area Merchants Associa·
tion to assist Bronx citizen groups in building stronger
social institutions and improving services in the borough.
The College has sponsored conferences and seminars
focusing on issues of concern to students, faculty and the
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community. With the cooperation of community business
institutions, the College annually hosts an economic development conference which addresses practical approaches to enhancing the economic vitality of the
Bronx.
In addition, seminars such as one on domestic violence
co-sponsored by Bronx-Lebanon Hospital provide important information to community residents.
The College has taken a direct interest in the needs of its
immediate neighborhood by founding and sponsoring the
University Heights Development Corporation, a public
non-profit corporation in partnership with community
and College representatives. The corporation recently
opened the Hall of Fame Towers, a residence for neighborhood senior citizens, adjacent to the College. Through
the UHDC, Bronx Community College has created an
effective model for positive intervention for other colleges and institutions to emulate.
Recognizing its commitment to the agencies serving the
community, Bronx Community College has pr~vided
office space and services to the North Bronx Famtly Service Center. a church-sponsored agency, and Community
Planning Board No. 5. sponsored by the City of New York.
The College also maintains a close working relationship
with political representatives in all levels of government
to keep them aware of the needs and opinions of sec. its
students and its community.
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map

bronx community college
university heights campus
university avenue and
west 181 street
bro nx, new york 10453
(212) 220-6450

Directions to the
IRT Jerome-Woodlawn No. 4
Burnside Ave. or
INO Sixth Ave. "'D" train to
No. 3 University Ave. bus to
No. 40 Tremont Ave. C~
No. 36 180th St. CrosstowM
University
No. 12 Fordham Road Crosstown
University Ave. where it connects

the No.
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